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PREVIEW
A firm is an entity that combines and processes resources in order to produce output
that will directly or indirectly satisfy consumer demand-.Firms range in size from the
person who bakes apple pies at home for sale to neighbors to the largest multinational
conglomerate- However, when reduced to the basics, all firms do the)ame thing--they
employ resources to produce output that will be sold in the marketThe goal of the firm
is to maximize the profit earned from this activity.

The general production problem facing the firm is to determine how much output
to produce and how much labor and capital to employ to produce that output most ef-
ficiently, Engineering information in the form of a production function and economic
information on prices of outputs and inputs must be combined in order to answer those
questions.

In this chapter, a framework for understanding the economics of production is pre-
sented and a set of conditions for efficient production developed. In the first section,
the concept of a production function is outlined; In following sections, techniques for
determining cost-efficient production and input rates are determined. This is done for
one variable input and then for two variable inputs. Next, the concepts of returns to
scale and economies of scope are discussed. Finally, techniques for statistical estimation
of production functions are developed.

THE PRODUCTION FUNCTI
For simplicity, aMn'Ithat all inputs or factors of production can be groupedto.
broad categs, labor (1.) and capital (K).The generlil equation for the production

	

c=f(K,L)	 (6-1)

Zhis function defines the maximum rate of output (Q) per unit of time obtainable from
a given rate of capital and labor input. Output may be in physical units such as auto-
mobiles or microcomputers. or it may be intangible, as in the case of medical care, trans-
portation, or education.	 -

production function is really an engineering concept that is devoid of economic

not ield information on the least-cost capital—taDor comornanon tor wuueiug d lvcu

level of out , nor ocs it reveal the output rate that would yield maximum profit. The
function on y s ows the maximum output obtainable from any and all input combina-
tions. Prices of the inputs and the price of output must be used with the production func
tion to determine which of the many possible input combinations is best, given the
firm's objective.

The definition of the production function as defining maximum output rates is irn-
portant. Obviously, firms can fail to organize or manage resources efficiently and produce.
less than the maximum output for given input rates. However, in a competitive environ-
ment, such firms are not likely to survive because competitors using efficient production
techniques will be able to produce at lower cost, sell at lower prices, and ultimately drive
inefficient producers out of the market. Thus, only firms using the best production meth-
ods (i.e., maximizing production from any input combination) are considered.
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Economists use a variety of functional forms to describe production. The multi-
plicative form, generally referred to as a cobb-Douglas production function,

	

Q = AKL	 (6-2)
/

is widely used in economics because it has properties representative of m .ary production
processes. It vi1l be used as the basis for many of the examples found in this chapter.

	

i
	 with parameters A = 100, cx=0.5,

and =0.5. Th 

Q 0-5 0-5	 /. IN

A production table shows the maximum rate of output associated with each of a num-
ber of input combinations. For-exam le given the production function (6-3), if two units
of labor and four units of capital are used, maximum production is 283 units or output
iT (lTzmeoiitput rate will be 400, Table 6.1 shows production rates for var-
ious input-rate combinations applied to the production function (6-3).

Three important relationships are shown by the data in this production table. First,
the table indicates that there are a variety of ways to produce a particular rate of out-
put. For example, 245 units of output can be produced with any of the following input
combinations:

Combination	 K	 L

	a 	 /	 6	 1

	

b	 3	 2

	

C	 2	 3

	

d	 1	 6

This implies that there is substitutability between the factors of production.The firm can
use a capital-intensive production process characterized.y combination a, a labor-
intensive process such as d, or a process that uses a resource combination somewhere

Rate of
Capital Input
(K)

8	 283	 400	 490	 565	 632	 693	 748	 800
7	 265	 374	 458 * 529	 592	 648	 700	 748
6	 245	 346	 424	 490	 548	 600	 648	 693
5	 224	 316	 387	 447	 500	 548	 592	 632
4	 200	 283	 346	 400 -	 447	 490	 529	 565
3	 173	 245	 300	 346	 387	 424	 458	 490
2	 141	 200	 245	 283	 316	 346	 374	 400
1	 100	 141	 173	 200	 224	 245	 265	 283

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8

Rate of Labor Input (L)
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between these extremes, such as b or c.' The concept of substitution is important be-
cause it means that managers can change the mix of capital and labor in response to
changes in the relative prices of these inputs.

Second, in Table 6.1, if input rates are doubled, the output rate also doubles. For
example. maximum production with one unit of capital and four units of labor is 200.
Doubling the input rates to K 2, L = 8 results in the rate of output doubling to
Q = 400. The relationship between output change and proportionate changes in both
inputs is referred to as returns to-scale. In Table 6.1, production is characterized by
constant returns to scale. This means that if both input rates increase by the same fac-
tor (e.g., both input rates doublc), thc rate of output also Will double, in other pro-
duction functions, output may increase more or less than in proportion to changes in
inputs. Returns to scale have implications for the size of individual firms and the num-
ber of firms in an industry. For example, in producing a product, if output increases
more than in proportion to increases in inputs, that industry is likely to have only a
few large firms. The U. S. automobile industry is an example. A more detailed discus-
sion of the concept of returns to scale is included later in this chapter.

In contrast to the concept of returns to scale, when output changes because one in-
put changes while the other remains constant, the changes in the output rates are re-
ferred to as returns to a factor. Note in the table that if the rate of one input is hold con-
stant while the otheris increased, output increases but the successive increments
become smaller. For example, from Table 6.1 it is seen that if the rate of capital input is
held constant at 2 and labor is increased from L = I to L = 6, the successive increases
in output are 59,45,38,33, and 30. As discussed following, this relationship holds for vir-
tually all production processes and is the basis for an important economic principle
known as the law of diminishing marginal returns.

In Table 6.1. changes in output are shown only for discrete changes in the inputs.
That is, only integer values of capital and labor areused. If the input rates of capital and
labor can be varied continuously (i.e.,any value of K and L such as K = 6.24 or L =
3.15 is possible), a production function traces a smooth, continuous surface, such as that
shown in Figure 6.1. In this three-dimensional diagram, capital and labor are shown on
the K and L axes and output is measured on the vertical axis, which is perpendicular to
the K, L plane. The rate of output generated by a given capital—labor combination is
found by identifying the point representing an input combination (such as K1 and L 1 in
Figure 6.1) and drawing a perpendicular line up to the production surface. The height
of this perpendicular line defines the rate of output Q1 corresponding to the input com-
bination K] and L 1 . In general, any point on the production surface defines the maxi-
mum output possible from the input combination associated with that point.

Although the production table provides considerable information on production
possibilities, it does not allow for the determination of the profit-maximizing rate of
output or even the best way to produce some specified rate of output. For example, the
production data in Table 6.1 show four different combinations of capital and labor that
will generate 245 units of output. Which is the best combination? Similarly, of the infi-
nite number of possible output levels, which one will result in maximum profit for the

flie term capital i,uensive refers to a production s ystem where the ratio of capita) to labor is relatively
high. In the labor-intensive case. the capital-to-labor ratio would be relatively low.
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firm? The production function alone cannot answer these questions. As indicated pre-
viously, the production function, while a fundamental part of the decision-making
process, is an engineering relationship and must be combined with data on the price of
capital, labor, and output to determine the optimal allocation of resources in the pro-
duction process.
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PRODUCTION WITH ONE VARIABLE INPUT
The problem of optimal production will be approached in two ways. In this section it is as
sumed that the period of production is of such length that the rate of input of one factoi
of production is fixed. That is, the period is not long enough to change the input rate o
• that factor. The problem, then, is to determine the optimal rate of the variable input giver
the price of output, the price of the variable input, and the production technology as de
scribed by the production function. In the next section, both inputs will be allowed to van
and the optimal rates of both variable inputs, capital, and labor will be determined.

The period of time during which one of the inputs is fixed in amount is dcflned r
the short run. In contrast, all inputs are variable in the long run. The period of time f
the short run will vary among firms. For some firms, the $hort run may be a matter
days. For others, such as an electric utility company, the short run may be a number
years—the period of time necessary to plan and build a new generation unit.

Generally, at any point in time, the firm is operating in the short run. That is, the i
put rates of one or more factors are fixed. But most firms are continuously planning
considering changes in the entire scale of operation that would involve changes in
input rates. Thus, it is said that the firm plans in the long run but operates in the sin
run. For example, an automobile manufacturer may have six plants with maximum pi
duction capacity of 1.5 million vehicles per year. To build a new plant may take seve
years. At any particular time, the firm operates the existing plants—a short-run de
sion, but base"n current and projected demand conditions, the firm will plan to eith
aug n r reduce plant capacity in the future—a long-run decision.

Product Functions
For a two-input production process, the total product of labor (TPL) is defined as the ma

'	 )mum rate of output forthcoming fr9m combining varying rates of labor input with a fixe
capital input. Denoting the fixed capital input as K, the total product of labor function

7

	

	 TPL =f(K,L)	 (6-4

Similarly, the total product of capital function is written as

TPK = f(K,L)	 (6-5

Two other product relations are relevant. First, marginal product (MP) is define
as the change in output per one-unit change in the variable input. Thus, the margina
product of laboris

/	 ILL
rginal product of capital is

AQ

AK

For infinitesimally small changes in the variable input, the marginal product function i
the first derivative of the production function with respect to the variable input. For th
gene Cobb-Douglas production function,
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Q = AKL

the marginal products are

MP dQ= =
dK

and

MPL dL

" econd, average product (AP) is total product per unit of the variable input and is
found by dividing the rate of output by the rate of the variable inpx.The average prod-
uct of labor function is

AP=T	 -	L7J	 (6-6)

and the equation for the average product of capital is

PD

	

AJ)	 iLKr	
(6-7)

Consider a hypothetical production function. If capital is fixed at two units, the
rates of output generated by combining various levels of labor with two units of capital
(i.e., the total product of labor) are as shown in Table 6.2. The average and marginal
product of labor also are shown in the table.

The total product function can be thought of as a cross section or vertical slice of a
three-dimension production surface, such as that shown in Figure 6.2a. Suppose the cap-
ital stock is fixed at K1 . The total product of labor function f(K1 ,L) is shown as the linestarting at K1 and extending through point a. Similarly, if the labor input is fixed at L3,
the total product of capital function is shown as the line beginning at L3 and goingthrough points a and b. Other total product functions are shqwn as the line beginning

-

Rof
or Input

(L)	 TP.	 AP

	

1	 MP,

	

0	 -	 -
1	 20	 20	 20
2	 50	 25	 30
3.	 90	 30	 40
4	 120	 30	 30
5	 140	 28	 20
6	 150	 25	 10
7	 155	 22	 5
8	 150	 19	 —5
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TPrf(K,LJ	 h

Rate of output
(Q)

a

Total product of capital
TP, = f(K, L3)

/

Rate of capita] input (K)

Total product function

at L, L2, K2, and K3 . If the cross section associated with TP 1< f(K, L 3) was shown in
a two-dimensional graph having output on the vertical axis and capital on the horizon-
tal axis, it would appear as shown in Figure 6.2b.
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6-imioishing.Marginal Returns

Consider a clothing manufacturer who has a 5,000-square-foot building housing 100
sewingmachines. Obviously, having only one or two workers in such a plant would
be inefficient. As more labor is added, production should increase rapidly as more
machines are placed in operation and better coordination is achieved among work-
ers and machines. However, as even more labor is added, the efficiency gains will
slow and output will increase, but at a slower rate (i.e., marginal product will de-
cline). Finally, a point may be reached where adding more labor actually will cause a
reduction in total output, that is, where margiaai pioduct becomes negative. Con-
ceivably, because only so many workers can he put in a finite space, enough labor
could be added so that the production process would come to a standstill, reducing
output to zero.

This example illustrates an important economic principle known as the law of di-
minishing marginal returns. This law states that when increasing amounts of the variable
input are . combined with a fixed level of 

I 
another input, a point will e reac e w ere

-
ill de^ch'n, Ttii! !i : 1 , 10% , does not result from a

'ittcra?gurnefi1 but is based on actual observation of many production processes.
Virtually all studies of production systems have verified the existence of dirrninivhincy
marginal returns.

Relationships among the Product Functions

A set of typical total, average, and marginal product functions for labor is shown in Fig-
ure 6.3. Total product begins at the origin, increases at an increasing rate over the range
0 to L1 , and then increases at a decreasing rate, Beyond L3 , total product actually de-
clines. The explanation is as follows. Initially, the input proportions are inefficient—
there is too much of the fixed factor, capital. As the labor input is increased from 0 to
L, output rises more than in proportion to the increase in the labor input. That is, mar-
ginal product per Unit of labor increases as a better balance of labor and capital inputs
is achieved. As the labor input is increased beyond L 1 , diminishing marginal returns set
in and marginal product declines; the additional units of labor still result in an increase
in output, but each increment to output is smaller. When the labor input has increased
to L3, total product reaches a maximum, and then, beyond L3, the amount of labor has
become excessive and slows the production process, with the result that total product
actually declines.

Several relationships among the total, average, and marginal product functions are
important:
I. Marginal product reaches a maximum at L 1 , which corresponds to an inflection

point (a) on the total product function. At the inflection point, the total product
function changes from increasing at an increasing rate to increasing at a decreas-
ing rate.

2. Marginal product intersects average product at the maximum point on the average
product curve. This occurs at labor input rate L2 . Recall that whenever marginal
product is above average product, the average is rising—it makes no difference
whether marginal product is rising or falling. When marginal product is below aver-
age product, the average is falling. Therefore, the intersection must occur at the
maximum point of average product.



(b)
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Rate of output
(ç	

STAGE 1

(a)

7

STAGE 2	 STAGE 3

Average product,

marginal product

Marginal product becomes negative at labor input rate L 3.This corresponds to the
point where the total product curve reaches a maximum)

Prdduction over the range O—L is defined as Stage 1. Here, the marginal product
of labor is positive and increasing, but the marginal productivity of capital is actually
negative. In this range, there is not enough labor to efficientl y use the capital stock Be'-'
yond L3, the marginal product of labor is negative; here, there is too much labor com-
bined with the capital stock. As it would make no sense to operate where the marginal
product of either labor or capital is negative, the firm will not operate in either Stage 1
or 3. In Stage 2, the marginal product of both labor and capital is positive and declining.
Production will occur only in this range.

(
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Xef
* The short run is that period of time for which therate of input use of at least

one factor of production is fixed, In the long run, the input rates of all factors
are variable. The firm operates in the short run but plans in the long run.

• in the short run, total product is the set of output rates obtained by combining
varying rates of one input with a fixed rate of the other input.

• Marginal product is the change in output associated with a one-unit change in
the variable input (i.e., MP, = AQIL) or the first derivative of the produr.tion
function with respect to the variable input (i.e., MPL, dQ/dL.).

• Average product is the rate of output produced per unit of the variable input
employed (i.e.,AP = QIL).

• The law of diminishing tnrginal returns states that when increasing rates of a
variable input are combined with a fixed rate of another input, a point will be
rvached where marginal product will decline.

""optLTnai Employment of a Factor of Production
The General Motors Corporation has a worldwide physical capital stock valued at
about $70 billion. Consider this to be the fixed input for the firm. About 760,000 work-
ers are employed to use this capital stock, What principles guide the decisions about the
level of employment? In general, to maximize profit, the firm should hire labor as long
as the additional revenue associated with hiring of another unit of labor exceeds the
cost of employing that unit. For example, suppose that the marginal product of an ad-
ditional worker is two units of output (i.e., autonlohilLs) and each unit of output is
worth $20,000. Thus the additional revenue to the firm , will he $40,000 if the worker is
hired. If the additional cost of a worker (i.e.. the wage rate) is $30.000, that worker will
be hired because $10,000, the difference between additional revenue and additional
cost, will be added to profit. However, if the wage rate is $45,000, the worker should not
be hired because profit would be reduced by $5.000.

Formally stated, the basic principle is that additional Units of the variable output
should be hired until the marginal revenue product (MRP) of the last unit employed is
equal to the cost of the input. The MRP is defined as marginal revenue times marginal
product and represents the value of the extra unit of labor. 2 Thus labor is hired until
MRPL equals the wage rate (w):

MRPL = w.	 (6-8)

Similarly, if the labor input was fixed and the capital stock could be varied, cap] tal would
be employed until the marginal revenue product of capital equaled the price of capital
(r), that is,

MRPK = 1	 (6-9)

In general, marginal revenue product is equal to MR MP If price is constant P = MR and marginal
ieeiuIe prodiici i'. 1'	 jj
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K

L	 TPL - MPL	 TR	 MRPL

0	 0	 -	 $0	 -
1	 200	 200	 400	 $400
2	 283	 83	 566	 166
3	 34	 63	 692	 126
4	 400	 54	 800	 108
5	 447	 47	 894	 94
6	 490	 43	 980	 '	 86
7	 529	 39	 1,058	 78
8	 565	 36	 1,130	 72

Table 6.3 shows the total product, marginal product, total revenue, and marginal rev-
enue product of labor for the production function Q = 100 K° 5L° 5 and where the cap-
ital input rate has been fixed at four unils and the price of output is $2. In the example)
MRPL can be determined either by multiplying each MPL entry by $2 (the output price
per unit) or by finding the change in total revenue for each one-unit increase in labor.

It is easily seen that the two methods are equivalent. Marginal revenue product is
at is,

MRPL = MR . MPL

But

ATR

	

MR=—-	
64AQ

and	

tQ
MPL=

AL

Substituting, it is seen that

RP1 ATR AQ tJR

 -AQ AL AL

Thus marginal revenue product can be written as the change in total revenue per one-
unit change in the rate of labor input.

For infinitesimally small changes in the laborinput, marginal revenue product is the
first derivative of the total revenue function with respect to that input. That is,

MRPJ =
dL

The optimal rate of labor to he hired depends on the wage rate. If a unit of labor
costs $108, then four units of labor arc hired because the firm will hire labor unly as long
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Dollars per unit
of labor (S/L)

-	 Rate of labor4	 7	 input (L)

a reater than or equal to the wage rate. If the wage rate is lower,say $78 per
unit of labor, seven Units will he hired. Clearly, if the wage rate is lower, more labor will
be purchased.

The marginal revenue product is the labor demand function for the firm. That is, it
indicates the amount of labor that will he hired at any wage rate. In graphin g the labor
demand curve, the vertical axis is measured in dollars, and the horizontal axis is mea-
sured as the rate of labor input. The labor demand curve is downward sloping because
of the law of diminishing marginal returns.

The MRPL curve corresponding to Table 6.3 is shown in Figure 6.4. The horizontalline at i " '
78 the figure can be thought of as the supply function for labor facing

the firm. This horizontal supply curve means that the firm can hire all the labor it wanes
at $78 per unit.The optimum quantity of labor is determined b y finding the intersection
of the demand and supply functions, that is, the point where MRPL w. The figure
shows that seven units of labor should be hired. If the wage rate increased to $108
(shown by the w = 108 line in Figure 6.4), the quantity of labor demanded by the firm
would fall to four units. If the wage rate i higher than $108, less labor would be hired
as the firm moved up the MRP[ curve.

Pr

Rev Concep	 '	 -.

fnrscti	 tvejj (ix.,i.jj; MR Mi').* ThniarginM	 prQdu UIÔn fora p du(n ,c factor ii-the demand
that hkt6r.

'.lUona] urnt ofa Produ ctNiFtAUW thotiid brhired until th value of the
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inpe The Optimal Labor Input Rate
The production function for Global Electronics is

2JL°3

with marginal product functions for labor and capital given by

	

P =	 = 2( 1-) K03L051 
= KO-5	

''

ML dL
	 2.

and

	

dfl T0.5fl	
/-

MP

:-

	

-	 - 2 1 K°-51 L° -K	 2)	 -	
or

respectively. Assume that the capital stock if fixed at nine units (i.e., K = 9)pi
of out u.!Jis $6 per unit and the wage rate (w) is $2 per unit, determine the optirn;
or profit-maximizing rate of l 	 lobe	 What labor rate is optimal -if the wage ra;-r
increased to $3 per unit? 	 -.

Solution	 First, determine the MRP, assuming that K is fixed at 9 (note that
P=MR):

VK	 V9 \ 18
MRPL = P MPL P	 = (

vL

Now, equate the MRPL function and the wage rate and solve for L. That is, set

MRPL = W

and substitute, yielding

= 2 or L = 81

Therefore, 81 units of labor should be employed. 	 -
If the w	 er unit of labor thg_pr fit-maximizing conditio

MRPL = w would be
-	 18

v'L
L=36

This example shows that as the price of labor increases, the fir.dmands less labor.
That is, thelabor demand curve is downward sloping.

PRODUCTION WITH TWO VARIABLE INPUTS
If both capital and labor inputs are variable, a different set of analytical techniques must
be applied to determine optimal input rates.There are three ways the firm may approach
the problem of efficient resource allocation in production. They are (1) maximize pro-
duction for a given dollar outlay on labor and capital, (2) minimize the dollar outlay on
labor and capital inputs necessary to produce a specified rate of output, or (3) produce
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the output rate that maximizes profit. For the profit maximization case, it will be shown
that for each input, the marginal revenue product will equal the input price.

The first two problems are called constrained optimization problems. In problem
(1), the constraint is a fixed-dollar outlay for capital and labor. In problem (2), the con-
straint is a specified rate of output that must be produced. However, in problem (3). the
firm seeks that output level that will maximize profit: there is no constraint on either
the budget available for production or the output level to be produced. The firm is only
constrained by the limits set by the production function itself.

In this section, the approach to solving each of these problems is presented. A stan-
dard managerial economics -technique using the concept of production isoquants and
production isocosts is used to-determine efficient input rate combinations forgiven pro-
duction rates.

The Production Isoquant
In Figure 

N. 
the three-dimensional production surface for the production function

Q IOOK° L° 5 is shown.Think of an output rate, say Q 1 = 490, being specified and a
"horizontal slice" cut through the production surface at that height. By cutting through
the surface horizontall', the rate of output is held constant. This slice, denoted as Q1 Q1,
is a smooth curve that defines all combinations of capital and labor that yield a maxi-
mum production rate of 490. Two points on that isoquant, a and b, are used to show how
the capital and labor input combinitions are determined. Starting at point a, draw a per-
pendicular line from a to point a' oil capital—labor plane (i.e., the base of the dia-
gram). Point a' denotes a capital input of 4 and labor input of 6. Repeating that process
at h yields another capital—labor combination (3,8) that also generates 490 units of out-
put. If this process were repeated many times, it would trace out the smooth curve
shown as the dashed curve Q1'Q1' in the capital—labor plane. That curve is shown as
the Q = 490 isoquant in the two-dimensional diagram in Figure 6.6.

Formally, an isoquant is the set of all combinations of capital and labor that yield a
given output level. If fractional input units are allowed, there are an infinite number
of points on any isoquant. Further, there is an isoquant through every point in the
capital—labor space. Equivalently, there is an output rate corresponding to every com-
bination of input rates. This implies that there are an infinite number of isoquants. For
example, in addition to the isoquant for 490 units of output, isoquants for Q = 200 and
Q = 346 are shown in Figure 6.6.

In general, isoquants are determined in the following way.First, a rate of output, say
0, is specified. Then, the production funct,ion is written ai-

Qo . f(K,L)

The combinations of K and L that satisfy this equation define the isoquant for output
rate Q0.

The slope of the isoquant shows the rate at-which one input can be substituted for the
other such that the level of output remain consiâin. This slope is referred to as the mar-
ginal raze of technical substitution (MRTS). For example, considerpoints c, d, and e on the
200-unit isoquant in Figure 6.6. Moving from point c to d involves substituting one addi-
tional unit of labor for two units of capital. That is, the marginal rate of substitution of la-
bor for capital averages 1:2 over the range c to d. From point d to point e, it takes two units

/

N
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Rate of
Output

(Q)

-	 6	 8	 input (L)

of labor to repLace one unit of capital in order to maintain output at the 200 level. Thus,
the marginal rate of substitution of labor for capital is 2:1 over the range d and e.

For most production functions, the isoquant is a smooth curve that is convex to the
-origin, as shown in Figure 6.6. The shape of this isoquant implies that inputs are imper
fectiv substitutable, and the rate of substittitjon declines as one input is substituted for
another. For example, consider a factory having many machines but few workers.
Adding an additional worker and reducing the number-of -machines ma y result in a
much more efficient production system—that is, a relatively large increase in output
would be obtained by adding that worker. But as more labor is added and machines re-
moved, those efficiency gains fall. Thus it takes more and more workers to replace each
machine.

It can be shown that the slope of an isoquant (i.e, the MRTS) is equal to the nega-
tive of the ratio of the marginal products, that is
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MR TS 	 (6-11)

This relationship will be useful later on in determining the optimal rates of capital and
labor to be hired when both inputs are variable.
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The Production Isocost
The isoquant is a physical relationship that denotes different ways to produce a given
rate of output. The next step toward determining the optimal combination of capital
and labor is to add information on the cost of those inputs. This cost information is in-
troduced b y a function called a production isocost.

Given the per-unit prices of capital (r) and labor (w), the total expenditure (C) on
capital and labor input is

C rK -I- wL	 (6-12)

For example, if r 3 and w = 2, the combination of Hi units of capital and five units of
labor will cost $40. That is.

40 = 3(10) + 2(5)

For any given cost. CO , the isocost line defines all combinations of capital and labor in-
puts that can he purchased for Co.

Rewrite equation (6-12) by solving for K as a function of L,

C)
K= --'- — —

W 
L	 (6-13)

I'	 r

Equation (6-13) is an equation for a straight line where Cu'r is the vertical intercept and
- w/r is the slope. The ratio —r/w is the rate that labor can be exchanged for capital in
the market. For example, if w = 2 and r = 3. one unit of capital can be traded for 1.5
units of labor or one unit of labor can be traded for 2 unit of capital.

Using the data from the preceding example (w 2, r = 3. and C = 40), the isocost
line becomes

40'3K+2L

Solving for K yields

40 2
K=—L

or

K = 13.33 -

This information is shown as the $40 isocost line in Figure 6.7. Note the intercept
points on the capital and labor axes. If all of the $40 budget isspent on capital, 13.3
units can be purchased. Conversely, if the budget is spent entirely on labor, 20 units
can be obtained.

If the budget constraint is increased to, say, $50, the equation for the isocost equa-
tion becomes

503K2L	 I
or

I
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Note that the intercept term on the capital axis has increased but the dope(- ) re-
mains the same because the input prices are unchanged. That 1iS, ithe 'new isocost has
shifted outward but remains parallel to the $40 isocost. The capital and labor intercepts
(K, L) are now (16.7, 0) and (0,25). Similarly, a decrease in the budget from $40 to, say,
$30 causes a parallel shift in the function toward the origin. These three isocost lines
($30,$40, and $50) are shown in Figure 6.7.

Now, consider how the isocost function shifts if an input price char?ges 	 f
the budget amount. Initially, assume that C. = 40, w 5, and th 	variable. Thus the
equation for the isocost is

40 5
K = — L

If r increa, om say, 2 to 3, the equation -for the isocost changes from

40 5
K=-----

L	 2
to

These isocosts are shown in Figure 6.8a. Note that both the vertical (capital) intercept
and the slope of the isocost function have changed, but the horizontal or labor intercept
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is unchanged. That intercept is determined by the ratio C0 1w, which is not influenced by
a change in the price of capital. Thus, as r changes, the isocost pivots about the point
(406, 0), which is the horizontal intercept.

Conversely, if the price of capital is held constant at 2 and the price ( bor changes
from, say, 3 to 5, the $40 isocost function will pivot about the point (40/2) on n verti-
cal axis, as shown in Figure 6.8b.
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Optimal Employment of Two Inputs

When both capital and labor are variable, determining the optimal input rates of cap-
ital and labor requires that the technical information from the production function
(i.e., the isoquants) be combined with the market data on input prices (i.e., the isocost
functions).

Consider the problem of minimizing the cost of a given rate of output. Specifically,
suppose that the firm's objective is to produce 10 units of output at minimum cost. To
help analyze this problem, two production isoquants are shown in Figure 6.9. The infi-
nite number of capital—labor combinations that yield an output of 10 are indicated by
the 10-unit isoquant. Three of these combinations are indicated by points ii, b, and c.
Points a and c are on the $150 isocost and b is on the $100 isocost. Of these, clearly b is
the best of the three in the sense of being the lowest cost. In fact, b is the absolute min-
imum cost combination of capital and labor. At point b, the 10-unit isoquant is tangent
to the $100 isocost line. Note that all other input combinations shown on the 1 0-unit isO-

quant would correspond to higher isocost curves, thus costing more than 5100. That is,
any other capital — labor combination on the 10-unit isoquant will be on a higher isocost
line. Furthermore, there is no input combination that costs less than $100 that will pro-
duce 10 units of output.
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At the tangency of the 10-unit isoquant and the $100 isocost, the slopes of the two
functions are equal. Thus, the marginal rate of technical substitution (i.e., the slope of
the isoquant) equals the price of labor divided by the price of capital. '[hat is,

MRTS =

	

	 (6-14)r

Equation (6-14) is a necessary condition for efficient production. If this equality does
not hold (such as at points a and c), there is some other combination of capital and la-
bor inputs that will reduce the cost of producing 10 units of output. Equivalently, there
IN a way to move along the 10-unit isoquant to a lower isocost.

Consider a different production problem. Suppose that the objective is to maximize
output given a budget constraint of $150. Now the choice of input combinations is lim-
ited to points on the $150 isoçost function. In Figure 6.9 three points are shown on that
isocost line, a, d1 and c. These all satisfy the budget constraint, but they are on different
isoquants. For example, output at points a and c is 10 units, but at point d output is 20
units. Clearly, d is the preferred point among these three because a higher rate of out-
put is produced. In fact, d is the best of all points on the $150 isocost. No other combi-
nation of capital and labor that costs $150 will yield as much output. Again, at that op-
timal point, the isoquant is tangent to the isocost. Hence the same efficienc y condition
(MR TS = w/r) applies. That is, the marginal rate of technical substitution in production
must equal the rate of exchange of labor for capital in the market.

Regardless of the production objective, efficient production requires that the iso-
quant be tangent to the isocost function. If the problem is to maximize output subject to
a given cost, the solution is found by moving along the specified isocost until the tangency
is fond. If the problem is to minimize cost subject tci an output constraint, the solution is
found by moving along the specified isoquant until the tangency is found. The same effi-
ciency rule holds in both problems. For example, consider point din Figure 6.9. That point
can be thought of either as the minimum-cost capital- , labor combination for producing
20 units of output or as the point of maximum output obtainable on a $150 budget.

These principles can be used to test for efficient resource allocation in production.
It has been shown that the slope of the isocost is the negative of the ratio of the wage
rate and price of capital (i.e., —w/r) and that the slope of the isoquant is the negative of
the ratio of the marginal product of labor to that of capital (i.e., —MPLIMP K) . Further,
it has been shown that at a point of tangency, the slopes of both the isocost and isoquant
are equal. Thus

MPL = w
MPK 	r

or

MPL W

MPK 7'

This condition must be met for efficient production.

MP, MPK

Rewriting this efficiency condition as

r(i-l5)
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suggests an important principle. For an input combination to he efficient, the marginal
product per dollar of input cost must be the same for both inputs.' For example, con-
sider the following inefficient situation. Assume that both tv and rare equal to 2 but that
the marginal product of labor is 10, compared to 8 for capital. Thus we have

10 8
>

22

This cannot be an efficient input combination. The firm is getting more output per dol-
!.ar for funds spent on labor than on ca p ital - But hccause the input prices are the ne sate,
labor can be traded for capital on a one-to-one basis. If one unit of capital is sold to ob-
tain one unit of labor, the reduction of capital by one unit causes output to fall by 8, but
increasing the labor input by one unit will increase output by 10. Thus the substitution of
labor for capital would result in a net increase of two units of output at no additional cost.

The inefficient combination corresponds to a point such as a in Figure 6.9. At thatpoint the ratio of capital to labor is too high. The profi t-maximizing firm will substitute
labor for capital by moving down the isocost line. Conversely, at a point such as c in Fig-ure 6.9, the reverse is true—there is too much labor, and the inequality

/V?. MP

will hold. That is, the firm generates more output per dollar spent on capital than from
dollars spent on labor. Thus the firm should substitute capital for labor.

Suppose that the firm is producing at the inefficient point c in Figure 6.9 If the
problem is to minimize the cost of producing a given rate of output, the firm would
move from point c along the 10-unit isoquant to b, thereby reducing cost by $50 while
maintaining the rate of production at 10 units. Alternatively, if the firm is maximizing
output subject to a $150 cost constraint, it would move from c along the $150 isocost topoint d, where that isocost is tangent to the 20-unit isoquant. Note that in the latter case.oulput would increase from 10 to 20 at no additional cost.

\Jd Maximization

The efficiency condition just discussed is necessary but not sufficient for profit maxi-
mization. There aiiy PO1flt g between isocosts and isoquants For ex-
ample, both points b and d in Figure 6.9 are efficie' -n esouice combinations However,
profits will be different at each point. Thus, the problem is to determine that one point

that results in the largest profit. That the efficiency con-
dition is necessary for maximum profit is Obvious. If the firm is not operating at an ef-
ficient point, there will be some way to reduce the cost of that level of output and
thereby increase profit. Thus, only the efficient points defined by the tan gencies of iso-coi and isoquant functions need to be considered.

To maximize profit, it is necessary to fall back on the rule for an efficient input rate
when only one input is variable. That is, both inputs must be hired until the marginal
revenue product equals the price of the input for both capital and labor. That is, the con-
ditions for profit maximization are that

3lliis principle extends directly to production functions with more than two inpuis In general. cfficentProduction requifes iliat the ratio of marginal product to input price be equal for all inputs.
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MRPK = r	 (6-16)

and

MRPL = w	 (6-17)

Marginal revenue product measures the additional dollars of revenue added by using
one more unit of input. As long as MRP is greater than the cost of the input, profit can
be increased b y adding more of that input. That is, if an additional unit of an input adds
more to revenue than that input cost, profits will increase, and those profits will increase
until marginal revenue product eqnals the input price.

These conditions for a profit maximization imply that the condition for efficient
production (i.e.. MPL/PL = MPK/PK) will be met. This is shown by rewriting equations
(6-16) and (6-17), that is,

MRPK r

and

MRPL =

as

P Mr L w	 (6-18)

PMPK = r	 (6-19)

Dividing equation (6-18) by (6-19) yields

MPLW

MPK r

and rewriting results in the efficiency cox1dition

MPL MPK

W	 r

Therefore, if a firm is maximizing profit, it follows that it must be operating efficiently.

Key Concepts.: -

• lit I kicnt pr Juctiun r.equh es that the iskPquai I iu nctkin he langcnl. t6 vi
-cost.function, At thre points, the marginal product pr dollar of ifiput cost is
eqtuii for !'trh inpu1:.Th:t i:.

-	 -,
w	 r

• if the c'dition for. 	 i not rnt, there is SOL way to subsi-
tineone input for the other that '. 11 result in an increase in production at no
chaugc in RIta! cust.	 -

..* I Profi+C l inaximization requires that inputs he hired until MRPK 	r and
MkL 1 - w. The conWtions also .tmply that MP,jvt = MPKIr. -
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Changes in Input Prices
If the price of one input, say labor, increases, the firm will adjust the input mix by sub-
stituting capital for labor. If the price of labor declines, thus making labor relatively less
expensive, labor will be substituted for capital. In general, if the relative prices of inputs
change, managers will respond by substituting the input that has become relatively less
expensive for the input that has become relatively more expensive-

The isoquant—isocost framework can be used to demonstrate this principle. Con-
sider Figure 6.10 on page 207. Suppose the firm currently is operating at point a where
100 units of output are produced using the resource combination (K = 10, L = 2)-This
is an efficient resource mix because the 100-unit isoquant is tangent to the isocost line
cc at point a. Assume that the firm's goaPis to maximize production subject to a cost
constiaint (i.e., the firm is limited to resource combinations on a given isocost function).

Now, assume that the price of labor falls while the price of capital remains un-
changed (i.e., labor has become relatively less expensive). The isocost pivots to the right
from cc to the isocost cc'. The reduction in the price of labor means that the firm is able
to increase the rate of production. Hence the firm moves from point a to point h, which
is a new efficient resource combination. That is, the new isocost is tangent to the 120-
unit isoquant at point b. Now nine units of capital and six units of labor are employed.
Note that at point a, the efficient ratio of capital to labor was 5:1. Now the efficient ra-
tio of the two inputs is 3:2.The reduction in the price of labor has caused the firm to sub-
stitute that relatively less expensive input for capital
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Case Stu 1y
Input Substitution in Response to Higher Energy Prices

The decade of the 1970s was one of rapily rising prices for virtually all energy prod-
ucts. The price of gasoline, fuel oil, and natural gas increased much more rapidly than
the prices of most other products and services. For example, during the period
1971-1980. the renl price (i.e., the pricc adjusted for overall inflation) of crude oil, nat-
ural gas, and coal increased 240 percent, 347 percent, and 113 percent, respectively. A
major reason for these price increases was the reduction in output orchestrated by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), consisting of Venezuela,
Nigeri a, and all of the oil-producing countries in the Middle East. Collectively, this
group accounted for more than one-half of world oil production, and, by restricting sup-
ply, it was able to cause significant price increases.

Rate of energy
Input

10

Rate of other
Inputs

-!
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Energy Consumption per Dollar of Value Added in Selected Industries
Sector

Year	 All	 Paper	 Organic	 Petroleum	 Steel	 AluminumManufacturing -Chemicals	 Refining	 -
1971	 52.5
1977	 42.3
Percent	 —19.4
change

Soui.e. U.S. Department of Commerce, bureau of the Census. Statistical Abs tract of the United States: 1981(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981).

Because energy is an important input in many production s ystems, principles of
managerial economics predict that firms will substitute other inputs for the relatively
more expensive energy products. In the..figure, the input of energy is measured on the
vertical axis, and a composite measure of other inputs is measured on the horizontal
axis. Assume that before the increase in energy prices, a hypothetical firm is producing
at point a, where the Q, isoquant is tangent to the C1 isocost. The optimal input ratio is
10:7 or 10 units of energy for every 7 units of th "other input."

if the price of energy increased, the isocost would pivot downward from C 1 to C'.The firm now will operate at point b, where the ratio of energy to other inputs is 5:5, or
one unit of energy for every unit of the "other" input. Thus, the result of the higher price
of energy is that the firm has substituted other inputs for energy.

As shown in the preceding table, producers in the United States did reduce their
dependence on energy by substituting other inputs for energy. As measured by energy
consumption (thousand Btu) per dollar of value added, dependence on this input was
reduced significantly. Even an energy-producing sector, petroleum refining, conserved
on its use of energy by using relatively more of other inputs. Overall, U.S. energy con-
sumption in BTUs per dollar of gross domestic product fell almost 30 percent in the pe-
riod 1970-1985. Since then, real energy prices have actually iallen, and there has been
relatively little change in that measure.0

The Expansion Path

Consider the system of isoquants and isocosts shown in Figure 6,11. Suppose that a
firm is producing 1,000 units of output using 10 units of capital and 10 units of labor
(i.e., point a) and the input prices are w = 2 and r 2. Thus the cost of this input com-
bination is $40. At point a, the 1,000-unit isoquant is tangent to the $40 isocost line. If
output is to he increased, how much capital and labor will bc hired? That is, how will
the firm expand production? Clearly it will move to point b if 1,500 units are to be pro-
duced and then to point c if 1,750 units of output are to be produced. In general, the
firm expands by moving from one tangency or efficient production point to another.
These efficient points represent the expansion path. An expansion path is formally de-
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fined as the set of combinations of capital and labor that meet the efficiency condition
MPLIw = MPKIT.

An equation for the expansion path can be determined by first substituting the
marginal product equations and input prices into the efficiency condition, and then
by solving for capital as a function of labor. For example, suppose that the production
function is of the form Q = 100X 05L° 5 . The corresponding marginal product func-
tions are

	

dQ	 K
MFL == 50- 

05

-5
dL

and

dQ L°5
MPK	 = 50

dK

Substituting the marginal product equations in the efficiency condition (MPL/MPK = wir)
yields

50 
K

	

L° 5	w

	

50 L°
	 r

Solving for K gives:

K =	 (6-20)
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This expression is the equation for the expansion path for the production function Q =
lOOK0 5 L° 5 . If w and rare known, equation (6-20) defines the efficient combination of
capital and labor for producing any rate of output. That is. it is an equation for an ex-
pansion path such as that shown in Figure 6.11. For example. if IV 1 and r = 1, the ex-
pansion path defined by equation (6-20) would be	 -

If w 2 jand r 1, the equation for the expansion path would be

If the expansion path is known, then knowing the isoquant—isocost s ystem is not ncc-
essary to determine efficient production points. The firm will only produce at those
points on the expansion path.

The expansion path indicates optimal input combinations, but it does not indicate
the specific rate of output associated with that rate of input use. The output rate is de-
termined by substituting the equation for the expansion path into the ori ginal produc-
tion function. In the example, substituting the equation for the expansion path, K =
(wlr)L, into the production function, Q = 100K L° 5 yields

Q = 100(
r L ) 

0 L°5

or

Q. = 100L()° 5	(6-21)

The two equations (6-20) and (6-21) have three unknowns K, L, and Q. [Recall that
the prices of labor (w) and capital (r) are assumed to be known.] If the value of K, L,
or Q is given, the efficient rate of the other two variables can be calculated.

Consider the problem of determining the efficient input combination for produc-
ing 1.000 units of output if w = 4 and r 2.The steps are as follows. First, substitute Q
= 1000, IV $4, and r $2 into equation (6-21) and solve for L. Thus

1.O001C()03

Then, substitute L = 7.07 into (6-20), the equation for the expansion path, to find K.

K =	 7.07

K = 14,14
-

Thus the input combination (K = 14.14, L 7.07) is the most efficient way to produce
1,000 units of output.

How would the input mix change if the price of capital increased to r = 4 and the
firm still wanted 10 produce 1,000 units of output? Again, substitute Q = 1,000 into
equation (6-21) and solve for L:

/
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1,000 ;= 	
^4

Now 5 t te L = JO into equation (6720) and solve for K:

K ()L

K = in

The new efficient combination is (K = 10. L = 10). The firm responded to the }'ier
price of capital by substituting labor for capital. That is, the capital input was reduced
from 14.14 to 10, and the labor input was increased from 7,07 to 10.	 -

1(C'V t.oucepc	 -	 -

• If the price of one or both inputs changes the f—..........uthlg
thc input that has become relatively icss expens i ve for the other input.

° Th firm expands production by ijiuvine from one eflident pr 'eton point
(where the isoquant and isocost functions are tangent) to another. These effi-
cientpojnts define the firm's iexpansion path.

• By using the production function and the production. filcienc) conditions to--11
gether, the optimal level of capital and labor used to produce any ate of out
put can be determined. This expansion path determines the efficient input com
bmatioris for ny output rate

ECONOMIES OF SCALE AND SCOPE

In general, the cost of producing and marketing products depends both on the scale
(i.e., the amount of labor and capital employed) and the scope (i.e., the array of differ-
ent goods and services produced) of the firm's operations. The relationship of per-unit
costs to changes in these two factors are referred to as economies of scale and
economies of scope.

Economies of Scale
A given rate of input of capital and labor defines the scale of production. Proportion-
ate changes in both inputs result in a change in that scale.The term returns to scale refers

the jagnitude of the change in the rate of output relafTto the change in scale. ti'
example, given the production function

Q = 10OK 05LO .5

if both capital and labor are 10, output will be 1,000. A doubling Of fl input rates to
20 will result in a doubling of output to 2,000. This propo rtionate response of output to
change in inputs is defined as constant returns to scale.

In general, there is no reason to expect that output will always change in propor-
tion to the change in inputs. Output might increase more than in proportion (increasing
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returns to scale) or less than in proportion (decreasing returns to scale). Returns to scale
are formally classified as follows. Given the general production function

Q = f(K,L)	 (6-22)
if both inputs are changed by some factor X, output will change by a factor h. That is,

hQ f(K, XL) (6-23)
If h = X, the production function is said to be characterized by constant returns to scale
because the change in output is proportional to the change in both inputs. If h <X, thereare decreasing TCIUI us io scale, and if h -> X, returns to scale are increasing.

There is a simple way to test for Constant, decreasing, or increasing returns to scale.
Solve the production function (i.e., determine the rate of output) for one set of input
values, double both inputs, and again solve for output. If output doubled, the produc-
tion function is characterized b y constant returns to scale over that range of output. If
output changed by less than twice the ipitial rate, decreasing returns to scale apply.
Finally, if output more than doubled, the function exhibits increasing returns to scale.4

For production functions of the Cobb—Douglas type (i.e., Q = AKL), the arith-
metic sum of the exponents (i.e., a + 3) can be used to determine if returns to scale
are decreasing, constant, or increasing. This is demonstrated by taking the basic
Cobb—Douglas production function

Q=AKaL

and doubling both inputs, which will increase Q by a factor h, that is,

hQ =

Rewriting yields

hQ = 2a2(AKaL)

or

hQ = 2(AKeL)

But Q = AK°L. Hence the factor h =	 and will be less than 2, equal to 2, or greater
than 2, depending on whether ( (x + ) is less than 1, equal to 1, or greater than 1, re-
spectively. Thus the three possibilities are

Sum of Exponents (a +	 Returns to Scale

Less than one	 Decreasing
Equal to One	 Constant
Greater than one	 Increasing

For example, the production function Q = 1OK° 5L°'6 is characterized by increas-
ing returns to scale because a + 0 (i.e.. 0.5 + 0.6) is greater than unity. In contrast, the
function Q = 20K 0'4L05 exhibits decreasing returns to scale because the sum of the
exponents is 0.9,

'There are production functions that are characterized by increasing returns over part of the output range
and decreasing returns over another part of the range. For these functions, this simple technique will test
for the nature of returns to scale only for that Oal t of the output range that is evaluated.
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The principle applies to Cobb—Douglas production functions with any number of
inputs. Given a production function of the form Q = AKLL, returns to scale
would be decreasing, constant, or increasing if a 1- + 8 + v is less than 1, equal to 1,
or greater than 1, respectively.

Sources of Economies of Scale

There are several reasons why increasing returns to scale occur. First, technologies that
are cost-effective at high levels of production generally have higher unit costs at lower
levels of output. For example, the million-dollar machinery used for cutting and stamp-
ing auto bodies by General Motors would make little sense for use by a small custom
car manufacturer. Ueometric relations are another factor causing decreasing average
costs. A gas company using 12-inch pipe has 3 cubic inches,of pipe volume per square
inch of pipe surface, while a firm with output sufficient to justify 24-inch pipe will have
6 cubic inches of volume per square inch of surface. The reduced cost per unit of pipe

volume occurs because the materials requirement varies with the diameter of the pipe,
while the volume varies with the square of the radius of the pipe. Thus the larger firm
using bigger pipelines will have lower unit costs.

Two other causes of increasing returns are specialization of labor and inventory
economies. As a firm becomes larger, the demand for employee expertise in specific ar-
eas grows. Instead of being gcneraiists, workers can concentrate on learning all the aspects
of particular segments of the production process. Usually, a worker who only has to per-
form one task can do it more rapidly and more accurately than one who must do many
different jobs. Size also affects unit costs because larger firms may not need to increase in-
ventories or replacement parts proportionately with size. For example, suppose that a
small firm uses a machine that is critical to the firm's operations. Let the probability of a
machine breakdown during a month be 0.10. If a replacement is not readily obtainable
from a nearby supplier, the firm may be forced to keep a backup on the premises. Sup-
pose that a larger firm uses five of the sapie machines, each with a 0.10 probability of mal-
functioning. The probability that two of those machines will break down in a month is
0.1 X 0. 1, or 0.01. The likelihood that the five machines will become inoperative is 0.i5,

which is essentially zero. Thus, whereas the small firm may be required to have one
backup machine for its one operating machine, the larger firm may have a high degree of
reliability with a much lower ratio of backup to operating machines and, hence, a lower
per-unit cost for output.

Decreasing returns to scale may occur because the firm grows so large that man-
agement cannot effectively manage it. For example, the costs of gathering, organizing,
and reviewing information on all aspects of a large firm may increase more rapidly than
output. Further, managing large numbers of employees and coordinating the several di-
visions of a large firm may be difficult.

-Transportation costs also may be a factor explaining decreasing returns to scale. If
the firm consolidates two or more geographically dispersed plants, production costs
may decline, but this decline could he offset by the higher average cost of shipping a unit
of output to customers.The average distance shipped will be higher for one source than
it will for two or more sources.

Finally, as plant size increases, the firm may employ such a large share of the local la-
bor force that it will have to increase wage rates in order to attract more labor.These higher
labor costs may offset other sources of cost reduction associated with the larger plant size.
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Economies of Scope

Firms often find that per-unit costs are lower when two or more products are produced.
Sometimes the firm will have excess capacity that Carl be used to produce other prod-
ucts with little or no increase in its capital costs. One example is the firm that reconfig-
ured its passenger planes each night by removing seats in order to haul packages and
freight. Ski resorts have developed various warm-weather activities (e.g.,Alpine slides,
mountain bike paths, etc.) to allow them to use ski lifts on a year-round basis.

Other firms have taken advantage of their unique skills or comparative advantage
in marketing to deve]np prnclnctc thnt are cnmpiementry with the. firm's existing prod-
ucts or that would simply he logical items for the firm's sales staff to sell on their regu-
lar calls on retail stores. For example, Proctor and Gamble, a large household-products
firm, sells all kinds of cleaning products, not just one or two. Sometimes these products
are complements (e.g., laundry detergent, bleach, and fabric softcncrs), whereas other
products are specialized substitutes.

If cost data are known, a quantitati\'e measure of economies of scope can be
determined. Consider a firm that can produce both stationary and notebook paper.
The cost is $50,000 per 1,000 reams of stationary and $30,000 per 1.000 reams of
notebook paper if the firm produces only one of these products. However, 1,000
reams of each type of paper can be produced for a total of $70,000 if both are pro-
duced together.

A measure of economies of cope (S) is

S TC(Q)+TC(Q)—rqQ.Q)

TC(Q4, QB)

where TC(QA ) is the cost of producing product A alone, TC(Q B) is the total cost
of producing QB units of product B alone, and TC(QA , QB) is the total cost of pro-
ducing both A and B. Given the data on the paper firm, the extent of economies of
scope is

- 50,000 ± 30,000- 70,000
-	

- 0.14
70.000 

or a 14 percent reduction in total costs associated with producing both products instead
of just one. Clearly, a firm that can take advantage of economies of scope can have lower
costs than other firms. In a competitive market, aggressive decision makers always will
be looking for ways to capture such economies.

Factor Productivity

Inmost developed countries, labor quality, as measured by education and training, has been
increasing at the same time that the quality of capital goods has been rising. However, be-
cause the production process involves two or more inputs working jointl y to create output,
it can he difficult to measure changes in the productivity of an y one factor over time.

A common mistake is to simply divide output b y input at two points in time and to
ascribe the difference in the ratio as an increase in the productivity of that input. For
example, in one production period. a firm produced 200 units of output using 10 Units
of labor (or 20 units of output per labor unit) and, in a later period, 240 units of output
were produced using 11 units of labor, or 21. units of output per labor unit. One might
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10	 20

-

araue that labor productivity, as measured by output per unit of labor, had increased by
9 percent with no consideration given to the amount of capital used and/or potential
changes in the productivity of that caplial.

The problem is demonstrated in Figure 6.12, where in period 1 the firm is producing
200 units of output at point a using 20 units of labor and 8 units of capital. Because of a
change in relative prices, the isocost function shifts from Ito II, and the firm continues
to produce an output rate of 200 but with a new input mix, L = 10 and K = 11. Capital
has been substituted for labor due to the change in relative prices. Nos'; based on the
ratio of output to labor (which has gone from 10 to 20), one might argue that labor pro-
ductivity has doubled, but, in reality, labor quality and its true productivity is unchanged.

The use of a total factor productivity approach provides a meaningful measure of
the joint productivity of the inputs. Total factor productivity is given by

Q
= rK + wL

where r and w are input prices in the base year. Given the following data for two
periods,

	

Q1 500	 K1'20	 L1=40	 r1=2	 w1=4
	Q2 =600	 K22	 L1=43

it follows that

500
Pi = (2)(20) + (4)(40) = 2.50

and

600
P2 (2)(22) + (4)(43) = 2.78
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From period I to 2, output per dollar of input increased from 2.50 to 2.78, thus, there
was an 11.2 percent increase in total factor productivity.

(oncept
kriuns o	 the mge in °Lputr % e to proporticji changesnlnputs

• Retums to scale are sajdtc, be increasing if ,outpa increases more than in pro-7`,p6rtion to th change irj inputs. Decreasing if output mcrease g }ess thaw' pro-pOr& i to change in wpes Constant if the change in output , s pr	 tion-ate to the changm mputs.
• &Ofloifljes ofcope refers to;perutht cost reductn that occw ' when a firmproduces two or m ore- products imte a4 of Just one

FacLor proaucnvity reters to the ratio of output toth'afue of aBputs.

ESTIMATING THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION
The principles of production theory just developed are fundamental to an understand-
ing of economics and provide an important conceptual framework for analyzing man-
agerial problems. However, short-run output decisions and long-run planning often re-
quire more than just this conteptual framework. That is, quantitative estimates of the
parameters of the production function are required for some decisions.

The general approach to estimating production functions is the same as that for
most estimation problems. One of the first tasks is to select a functional form, that is,
the specific relationship among the relevant economic variables. Although a variety
of functional forms have been used to describe production relationships, only the
Cobb-Douglas production function is discussed here. Recall that the general
Cobb-Douglas function is of the form

Q AKL
where A, a, and (3 are the parameters that, when estimated, describe the quantitative
relationship between the inputs (K and L) and output (Q).

The marginal products of capital and labor are functions of the parameters A, a,and 0 and the rates of the capital and labor inputs. That is,

MPK =	 aAK'L

MP

	

	 = (3AKULa-1
DL

	It was shown earlier that the sum of these parameters (a +	 can be uscd to de-termine returns to scale. That is,

(a + 3)>1	 increasing returns to scale,
(a + 3)= I	 constant returns to scale, and
(c -4-	 < 1 z decreasing returns to scale.
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Having numerical estimates for the parameters of the production function provides sig-
nificant information about the production system under study. The marginal products
for each input and returns to scale can all be determined from the estimated function.

The Cobb-Douglas function does not lend itself directly to estimation by the re-
gression methods described in chapter 4 because it is a nonlinear relationship. Techni-
cally, an equation must be a linear function of the parameters in order to use the ordi-
nary least-squares regression method of estimation. However, a linear equation can be
derived by taking the logarithm of each term. That is,

log 	 log  -- a log K+ b log L	 (6-24)

That this is simply a linear relationship can be seen by setting

Y = log Q,	 A = log A,	 X1 = log K	 X2 = log L

and rewriting the function as

Y A* + aX1 + bX2	(6-25)

This function can be estimated directly by the least-squares regression technique.
and the estimated parameters can be used to determine all the important production
relationships. Then the antilogarithm of both sides can be taken, which transforms the
estimated function hack to its conventional multiplicative form, as demonstrated in the
following example.

Example Estimating a Production Function

Given the following data on output and inputs for 10 production periods:

Production Period Output (Q)	 Capital (K) Labor (L)

1	 225	 10	 20

	

2	 240	 12	 22

	

3	 278	 10	 26

	

4	 212	 14	 18

	

5	 199	 12	 16

	

6	 297	 16	 24

	

7	 242	 16	 20

	

8	 155	 10	 14

	

9	 215	 8	 20

	

10	 160	 8	 14

1. Estimate the parameters (A, n, and f3) of a Cobb-Douglas production function
using the least-squares regression method.

2. Use the estimated parameters to determine
a. Returns to scale
b. Equations for the marginal product of labor and capital

3. Calculate the marginal products of capital and labor for the input combination
{K = 20,L = 30).
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Solution
1. First, transform the production function by taking the natural logarithm of each

term in the function, that is,

In Q = In A + cdnK + f3lnL

By transforming the output, capital, and labor data into logarithms, the least-
squares regression method can be used to estimate the parameters. Using a stan-
dard multiple regression computer program, the following results were obtained:

In Q = 2.322 + 0.194 in K + 0878 In L	 R2 = 097

The estimated parameters are a 0.194, 0 = 0.878, and the value of A is deter-
mined by taking the antilogarithm of 2.322, which is 10.2. Thus the estimated pro-
duction function in its original functional form is

Q = 10.2K1L°-88
2. Returns to scale are increasing because a + = 1.072 is greater than 1.The mar-

ginal product functions for capital and labor are

MP  'AK L = 0.194(10.2)K-0806L°5

and

MPL =	 = 0.878(10.2)KDLol

3. Substituting the estimated values for the parameters A, a, and 3 and the specified val-
ues of capital and labor (K 20 and L = 30) yields the following marginal products:

MPK = 0.194(10.2)(20) 0806(3Q)08 = 3.50
MPL = 0.878(10.2)(20)0.1 (30)_ 0.122 = 10.58

These estimates mean that a one-unit change in capital with labor held constant at
30 would result in a 150-unit change in output, and a 1-unit change in labor with
capital held constant at 20 would be associated with a 10.58-unit change in output.

Case Study
Empirical Estimates of Production Functions

There are many empirical studies of production functions in the United States and in
other countries. One comprehensive study of a number of manufacturing industries was
made by John R. Moroney. He estimated the production function

Q = AKLL

where K is the dollar value of capital, L 1 is production worker-hours, and L2 is non-
production worker-hours. The data were taken from the Census of Manufactures, a
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j'	 I	 _ JfJ1r.I	 J11;
Estimate of

Industry

Food and beverages
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper and pul p
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum

 plastics
eather

(ubb'_

^"'jdone and clay
-.'rimary metals

Fabricated metals
Nonelectrical machinery
LTecicai xnu..hinery
Transportation equipment

a

0.555*
0.121
0.128
0.392*
0.205
0.421
0.459*
0.200*
0.308*
0,481*
0.076
0.632*
0.371*
0.151*
0.404*
0.368*
0.234*

0.438*
0.549*

0.437*
G.504*
0.802*
u.JtJ /
0.045*
0.553*
0,546*
1.033*
0.441*
0.032
0.077
0.512*
0,228
0.429*
0.749*

o
0.076*
0.335*
0.477*

0.103
U. 191*
0.574
0.336*
0.093

-0.458

0.523
0.36
0.509*
0.365*
0.389*
0.229*
0.041

1.070*
1.004
1.041*
0.041
1.109*
0.984
1.079*
1.090*
0947

1.040
.029

0.958
1.027*
I A')A

1.026
1.023

R2

0.987
0.991
0.982
0.951
0.966
0.990
0.989
0.970
0 983

491
C 990
0.961
0.969
0.995
0.980
0.983
0.972

*Indicates that the estimated parameter is significantly different from zero.

comprehensive cross-section survey of all manufacturing firms in the United States
that is made every five years by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

A summary of the estimated values of the parameters of the production function
(i.e., a, P, and ) and R2, the coefficient of determination, for each industry is shown in
the following table.

Note that the R2 values are all very high. Even the lowest, 0.951 for the lumber in-
dustry, means that more than 95 percent of the variation in output is explained by vari-
ation in the three inputs. A test of significance was made for each estimated parameter,
&, f3, and 8, using the standard 1-test. Those estimated production elasticities that are
statistically significant at the 0.05 level are noted with an asterisk.

Of somewhat more "terest i's that the sum of the estimated production elas-
ticities (a + 0 + ) provides a point estimate of returns to scale in each industry. Al-
though the sum exceeds unity in 14 of the 17 industries, it is statistically significant
only in the following industries: food and beverages, apparel, furniture, printing,
chemicals, and fabricated metals. Thus only in those six industries can one be confi-
dent that there are increasing returns to scale. For example, in the furniture industry,
a 1 percent increase in all inputs is estimated to result in a 1.109 percent increase in

-output.

SOURCE: J. R. Moroney,"Cobb-.-Douglas Production Functions and Returns to Scale in U.S.
Manufacturing Industry," Western Economic Journal 6 (December, 1967):39-51.
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Key Coccpts	 -

•. The Cobb—Douglas production function.Q AK"L is frequently used to esti-
productionretationships,..

• Tc estimate a cobb—Douglas production function,the function must be trans-
Thrmed into aiinear relationship by taking the logarithm of each term (i.e., log
• Q lug A ± c logK + f3log L) and then the regression estimation procedure
is applied.

SUMMARY

Firms buy capital and labor and transform them through the production process into
outputs of goods and services to meet the demands of consumers and other firms. The
production function is an engineering or technological concept that specifies the maxi-
mum rate of output obtainable with given rates of input of capital and labor. Decisions
on optimal production rates and/or efficient input combinations require that data on in-
put prices be combined with the information generated by the production function.

The short run is defined as the period during which the rate of inputuse of one fac-
tor of production is fixed. By varying the rate of input of the other factor, total, average,
and marginal product functions are determined. The law of diminishing marginal re-
turns states that as more of a variable input is combined with a fixed input, a point will
be reached where marginal product declines. The marginal revenue product function
(MRP), found by multiplying marginal product by marginal revenue, is the firm's de-
mand curve for an input.The profit-maximizing firm will hire an input until MRP equals
the price of the input.

An isoquant is derived from the production function and shows all combinations of
labor and capital that will produce a given rate of output. The isocost line shows all com-
binations of capital and labor that can be purchased for a given cost. If one input price
changes, the slope of the isocost line will change.

The firm faces one of three production problems: (1) maximize output subject to a
cost constraint, (2) minimize cost subject to an output constraint, or (3) produce that
output rate that will maximize profit. Regardless of the problem addressed, the optima]
input combination is determined by the tangency of an isoquant and isocost curve. At
that point, the slope of the isoquant [the marginal rate of technical substitution
(MRTS)] equals the ratio of the input ptices. The firm's expansion path is defined as
those points that satisfy the tangency condition..

For production to be efficient, the marginal product per dollar of input cost must
be the same for all inputs. If that condition is not met, there is some way to substitute
one input for the other and increase output at no additional cost. In addition, profit
maximization requires that all be hired until the marginal revenue product of
each input equals the input's price.

The concept of returns to scale refers to the change in output associated with pro-
portionate changes in all inputs. Such returns are increasing, decreasing, or constant, de-
pending on whether output increases more than in proportion. less than in proportion.
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or in proportion to the input changes. Increasing returns to scale may be explained by
production technology that is cost-efficient only at high output rates, specialization of
labor, and by inventory economies. Decreasing rtturns to scale may occur when firms
grow so large that they are difficult to manage. Economies of scope refer to a reduction
In per-unit costs when a firm increases the number of products that it produces. Factor
productivity is measured by the ratio of output to the value of inputs.

Decision making often requires a quantitative estimate of the parameters of the
production function. Having quantitative estimates of the parameters of a production
function allows determination of the marginal product of each input and economies of
scale. For a Cobb—Douglas production function, returns to scale are constant, increas-
ng, or decreasing, depending on whether the sum of the estimated exponents is equal
'o 1, greater than 1, or less than 1, respectively.

'i)iussion Questions

6-1. Explain the concept of a production function. Why is only having qualitative in-
, formation about the production function inadequate for making decisions about
efficient input combinations and the nrofit-maximizing rate of output?

6-2. Explain the law of diminishing marginal returns and provide an example of thf
phenomenon.
What is the difference between the short run and the long run? What are examples
of a firm where the short run would be quite short (e.g., a few days or weeks) and
where it would be quite long (e.g., several months or a year or more)? Explain.

-4. What is meant by the statement that "firms operate in the short run and plan in
the long run?" Relate this statement to the operation of the college or university
that you are attending.

6-5. Legislation in the United States requires that most firms pay workers at least a
specified minimum wage per hour. Use principles of marginal productivity to ex-
plain how such laws might affect the quantity of labor employed.

6-6. What would the isoquants look like if allinputs were nearly perfect substitutes in
a production process? What if there was near-zero substitutability between inputs?

-7. Explain why the isocost function will shift in a parallel fashion if the cost level
-hanges, but the isocost will pivot about one of the intercepts if the price of either
uiput changes.

S.8. Suppose wage rates at a firm are raised 10 percent. Use theoretical principles of
production to show how the relative substitution of one input for another occurs
as a result of the increased price of labor. Provide an example of how input sub-
stitution has been made in higher education.

-9. When estimating production functions, what would be some of the problems of
neasuring output and inputs for each of the following?
a. A multiproduct firm
b. A construction company
c. An entire economy

Problems

6-1. Use the production function	
= 1OK05L°
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to complete the following production table.

Rate of Capital Input 'K

- -	 _

-----
	

Rate of Labor Input (L)

a. For this production systenl, are returns to scale decreasing, constant, or in-
creasing? Explain.

b. Suppose the wage rate is $28, the price of capital also is $28 per unit, and the
firm currently is producing 30.3 units of output per period using four units of
capital and two units of labor. Is this an efficientsource combination? Ex-
plain. What would be a more efficient (not necessarily hèbest) combination?
Why? (HINT Compare the marginal products of capital and labor at the ini-
tial input combination.)

6-2. Use the data from problem 6-1 to answer the following questions.
a. If the rate of capital input is fixed at three and if output sells for $5 per unit,

determine the total, average, and marginal product functions and the marginal
revenue product function for labor in the following table.

L TP,	 AFL	 MPL	 MRYL

0
/

2
3
4

5

6

b. Using the data from part (a), if the wage rate is $28 per unit, how much labor
should be employed?

c. If the rate of labor input is fixed at 5 and the price of output is $5 per unit, de-
termine the total, average, and marginal product functions for capital and the
marginal revenue product of capital in the following table.

K TP	 AP	 MPK	 MRPK

0

2
3
4

5

6
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d. Using the data from part (c), if the price of capital is $40 per unit, how many
_,--units of capitalhould be employed?
International Publishing has kept the following data on labor input and produc-
tion of textbooks for each of eight production periods.

Production Period	 1	 2
	

S4	 7	 :

Labor input	 4	 3	 6	 8	 2

Output of Books
total product)	 260	 190	 310	 240	 110 290 30^0

. Use the data on labor input and total product to compute the average and
marginal product for labor input rates from one to eit. (Assume that a zero
labor input would result in zero output.)

h, Using two graphs similar to that of Figure 6.3, plot the total product function
in the upper graph and average and marginal product functions in the lower
graph. On the graph identify the rate of labor input: (1) where total output is
at a maximum and the corresponding point where marginal product is zero;
(2) where there is an inflection point on the total product function and the cor-
responding point where the marginal product function is at a maximum; and
(3) where the slope of a line drawn through the origin to a point on the total
product function would have maximum slope and the corresponding point

r	 where the average product curve is at a maximum.
c. Given that the objective of the firm is to maximize profit, can you determine

from these data how much output should be produced? If not, what additional
information would you need? Cali you think of any circumstance where the
firm would use more than six units of labor per period in this production

-	 process?
-4. The marginal product of labor function for International Trading Inc. is given by

the equation

0.5

"rently, the firm is using lQJ units of capital and 121 units of 	 Given the
Cr-'	 very specialized nature pf thç capital eqtlipmntIttakes six to ninetlmonths to in

easeihe cap ita l stoek, but the rate of.labor input cap _b_evaripd daily. If the price
of labor is$lffper unit and the pnce of output isper unit, Is.moperat
.ing effic	 ih the...shorun? if not, explain why, and determine the optimal

-. rtof labor input.	 -.	 -
-5. or each of the following production functions, determine whether returns to
• / cale are decreasing, constant, or increasing.

a. Q=2K+3L+KL
b. Q = 20K°L°5
c.Q=l0O+3K4-2L
d.
e. Q = 10K'L", where a + b = 1.2
f.Q=KIL
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6-6. The revenue department of a state government employs certified public accoun-
tants (CPAs) to audit corporate tax returns and bookkeepers to audit individual
returns. CPAs are paid $31,200 per year, while the annual salary of a bookkeeperis $18,200. Given the current staff of CPAs and bookkeepers, a study made by the
department's economist shows that adding one year of a CPA's time to audit cor-
porate returns results in an additional tax collection of $52.000. In contrast, an ad-
ditional bookkeeper adds $41,600 per year in additional tax revenue.
a. If the department's objective is to maximize tax revenue collected, is the pre .sent mix of CPAs and bookkeepers optimal? Explain.
U. U the present mix of CPAs and bookkeepers is not optimal, explain what re-

allocation should be made. That is, should the department hire more CPAs and

k'P6-7. fewer bookkeepers or vice versa?
 The production function for Superlite Sailboats. Inc., is

Q = 20K 0.505

with marginal product functions

L°5	 K°MPK = 10	 and	 MP, = 10

a. If the price of capital is $5 per unit and the price of labor is 4 per unit, deter-
minethe expansion path for the firm.

b. The firm currently is produc3ing 200 unitsof output per period using input ratesof L 4 and K = 25. Is this an efficient input combination? Why or why not?
If not, determine the efficient input combination for producing an output rate
of 200. What is the capital-labor ratio?

C. If the price of labor increases from $4 to $8 per unit, determine the efficient
input combination for an output rate'of 200. Wht is the capital-labor ratio
now? What input substitution has the firm made?

6-8. For the production function Q = 20K°-5L°3 determine four combinations of cap-
ital and labor that will produce 100 and 200 units of output. Plot these points on
a graph and use them to sketch the 100- and 200-unit isoquants.

6-9. Suppose the price of one unit of labor is $10 and the price of a unit of capital
is $2.50.
a. Use this information to determine the isocost equations corresponding to a to-

tal cost of $200 and $500.
b. Plot these two isocost lines on a graph.
c. if the price of labor falls from $lOper unit to $8 per unit, determine the new

500 isocost line and plot it on the same diagram used in part (b).
6-10. Consider two firms, A and B, with the following production functions:Firm A: QA = IOOK° 5L° 2 	Firm B: Q = l00K5L°a. If both firms use 25 units of capital and 25 units of labor, what is the output

rate for each firm?
b. If the input prices are r = $1 and w = $ 1. is the input combination K 25 andL 25 efficient for firm A? For firm B?
C. If the input combination K = ' 25 and L 25 is not efficient for either firm Aor firm B, determine the efficient ratio of the two inputs for each firm (.NOTE:
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Do not calculate unique values for K and L but only the ratio of K to I. that
efficient; that is, find the input ratio defined by the expansion path.)

6-11. The Economic Planning Department at International Chemicals, Inc. has used
gression analysis to estimate the firm's production function as

In Q 3 -- th25 In  -I- 0.75 htL

where "in" denotes the natural logarithm of the variable.
a. Convert this production back to its original (i. 'e., multiplicative or Col

Douglas) form. (HINT Find the antilogarithm of both sides of the equatk
b. If the capital stockis fixc.d at 16, the pike of labor is $200 per unit, and

price of the firm's only product, sulfuric acid, ,is $10 per unit, determine the
of labor input that will maximize the firm's piQfit.

6-12. In one production period, a firm produced an output rate of 1,000 using 50 u
of capital and 40 units of labor. In a later period, output was 1,500 units, the
itai input was 60 units, and the labor input was 45 units, The base period h
prices are r = 5 and w = 10. Determine total factor productivity in each pe
and the percentage of change in that productivity between the two periods.

6-13. A firm has determined that it can produce 100 units of output with any of the
lowing input combinations:

Capital	 Labor

20	 1
16	 2
12	 3
11	 4

7	 9
5ii	 13

a. What is the marginal rate of technical substitution between 3 and 4 units of
bor? What is it between 5 and 7 units of capital?

b. Can the marginal product of labor be determined from this data? Explain.
c. Assuming there are constant returns to scale, what output rate will be pi

duced if capital is 24 and labor is 6?

-	 Problems Requiring Calculus

6-14. Given the production function

Q AKL'N

where Q is the rate of output and K,. L, and N represent inputs of capita!, labo.
and land, respectively, determine
a. The specific conditions (i.e., values of a. B, and 6) under which returns to scal

would be increasing, constant, and decreasing.
h. The equation for the marginal product function for each input.

6-15. A production process uses only one input, labor, and is described by the follow
ing production function:
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Q = 25L2

VTE: This function is applicable only for labor input rates between 0 and 75.)
Over what output ranges are marginal returns increasing, decreasing (hut

still positive), and negative?

Squaretire, inc., a small producer of automobile tires, has the following produc-
tion function:

Q = 100K O-170.5

During the last production period, the firm operated efficiently and used input
razes of 100-and 25 for capital and labor, respectively.	 2 / Ct	 L çj f What is the marginal product of capital and the marginal productj f labor

based on the input rates specified?
b. If the price of capital was $20 per unit, what was the wage rate
c. For the next production period, the price per unit of capital is expected to in-

crease to $25, while the wage rate and the labor input will remain unchanged
under the tei-js of the labor contract with the United Rubber Workers 1:2c.l
No. 25. If the firm maintains efficient production, what inpu rate of capital willsed?

6-17. Given the production function

Q=3OK°-7L°

and input prices r 20 and w = 30,
a. Determine an equation for the expansion path. 	 -
b. What is the efficient input combination for an output ratef-Q= 200? For

Q=500?
648. The production function for International Foodstuffs is 	 -. -

Q = 20K 0L°5

The initial prices of the inputs are w = 20 and r = 30. Under the labor contract
with a national union, at least the current employment level of 300 workers must
be maintained through the next production period. (However, more workers can
be hired if necessary.)

a. In the previous production period, the firm produced 4,899 units of output.As-
suming efficient production, what was the rate of capital input?

b Because of the national recession, the desired level of output for the next pro-
duction period is only 4,000 units. What is the optimal rate of capital input?

6-19. Output for the Cloverdale Farm in southern Iowa is given by the production function

Q = 10L°-7N°

where Q is the rate of output, and L and N are the rates of labor and land, re-
spectively. In the previous production period, the farm produced 2,633 units of
output using 500 acres of land (the entire cropland available) and 200 units of la-
bor. As the result of the farm's participation in a government soil-bank program,
100 acres must be left fallow (i.e., unused) in the next production piQd.
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a. What will be the rate of output in the next period if the same labor input rate
is used together with the reduced land input?

b. How much additional labor would be needed to maintain output at the rate
achieved in the original period? Explain.

6-20. The following table shows the relationship between hours of study and final ex-
amination grades in each of three classes for a particular student, who has a total
of 15 hours to prepare for these tests. If the objective is to maximize the average
grade in the three classes, how many hours should this student allocate to prepa-
ration for each of these classes? Explain your approach to this problem.

Managerial
Economics	 History	 Chemistry

Ifours	 Grade	 Hours	 Grade	 Hours	 Grade

	

0	 40	 0	 50	 0	 30

	

1	 50	 1	 60	 1	 50

	

2	 59	 2	 69	 2	 60

	

3	 67	 3	 77 •	 3	 66

	

4	 74	 4	 84	 4	 71

	

5	 79	 5	 90	 5	 74

	

6	 83	 6	 .95	 6	 76

	

7	 86	 7	 96	 7	 77

	

8	 88	 8	 97	 8	 77

	

9	 89	 9	 97 .	 9	 77

	

10	 89	 10	 97.	 10	 77

6-21. Worldwide Fabricating manufactures metal office furniture with the following
production function:

Q - 20K °1L°9

The firm currently is producing efficiently using 20 units of capital and 50 units
of labor.
a.	 e rate of output?
b.at are the relative prices  of capital and labor (i.e., what is the ratio of the

two input prices?) Can you determine the actual price of labor and capital?
Explain.

c. If output sells for $200 per unit, can you determine the firm's profit? Why or
why not?

- Computer Problems
The following problems can be solved by using the TOOLS program (downloadable
from www.prenhall.com/petersen) or by using other computer software.
6-22. The capital and labor necessary to produce various quantities of bicycles are

shown below.
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Production Period Quantity Labor Capital

1,100.	 65	 40

	

2	 660	 35	 15	3 	 1,200	 75	 45

	

4	 1,000	 60	 30

	

5	 900	 55	 30

	

6	 840	 45	 25

	

7	 1,050	 60	 35

	

8	 500	 30	 10

	

9	 1,130	 65	 45

	

10	 700	 40	 15
a.

Use regrcssion aiiaiysis to estimate quantity as a multiplicative (i.e., Cobb—
Douglas) function of labor and capital. Determine the estimated equation,
r-statistics, and the coefficient of de termination What does the estimated equa-tion imply about returns to scale? What are the marginal product equations?b. Let the cost of capital be $15 and the wage rate be $20. Determine the equa-
tion for the expansion path. How much labor and capital should a firm use to
produce 200 Units of output efficiently?

6-23. Following are data on gross national product, labor input, and capital for the Tai-wanese manufacturing sector for 1958-4972.

	

Year	 GNP	 Labor	 Capital

	

1958	 8,911.4	 281.5	 120,753

	

1959	 10,873.2	 284.4	 122,242

	

1960	 11,132.5	 289.0	 - 125,263

	

1961	 12,086.5	 375.8	 128,539

	

1962	 12.767.5	 375.2	 131,427

	

1963	 16,347.1	 402,5	 134,267

	

1964	 19,542.7	 478.0	 139,038

	

1965	 21,075.9	 553.4	 146,450

	

1966	 23,052.0	 616.7	 153,714

	

1967	 26,182.2	 695.7	 164,783

	

1968	 29,5633	 790.3	 176,864

	

1969	 33,376.6	 816.0	 188,146

	

1970	 38354.3	 848.4	 205,841

	

1971	 46,868.3	 873.1	 221,748

	

1972	 54,308.0	 999.2	 239.715
a. Use regression analysis to estimate a multiplicative (i.e., Cobb—Douglas) pro-

duction function for Taiwan. Which coefficients are significant at the 0.05level? What proportion of the variation in GNP is explained by variation in
capital and labor?

b. Does the production process exhibit constant, increasing, or decreasing re-turns to scale? Explain.

El
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PREVIEW

The theory of cost, together with the principles of demand and production, constitute
three ol the basic areas of managerial economics. Few significant resource-allocation
decisions are made without a thorou gh analysis of costs. For the profit maximizing firm,
the decision to add a new product is made b comparing additional revenues to the ad-
ditional costs associated with that new product. Similarly, decisions on capital invest-
ment (e.g., new machinery or a warehouse) are made by comparing the rate of return
on the investment with the opportunity cost of the funds used to make the capital ac-
quisitons. Costs are also important in the nonprofit sector. For example, to obtain fund-
ing for a new dam, a government agency must demonstrate that the value of the bene-
fits of the dam, such as flood control and water suppl y, exceeds the cost of the project.

This chapter focuses on those principles of cost theor y integral to decisions about
optimal price and output rates. in contrast to the traditional approach to costs where
historic cost data are typically used, the economist focuses on the concept of opportu-
nity cost, in the first section, this economic concept of cost is developed, Next, the link
between production theory and the principles of cost is developed. It is shown that ef-
ficient resource combinations for producing specific rates of output can he translated
into cost data, Cost functions are then developed for both the short-run and long-run
cases. Then, two special cost-related topics are discussed—profit contribution analysis
and the principle of operating leverage. Finally, the methods used to empirically esti-
mate cost functions are developed and applied.

THE ECONOMiC CONCEPT OF COST
Because the term cost has different meanings, it is essential that the term be defined
precisely. As suggested previously, the traditional definition tends to focus on the ex-
plicit and historical dimension of cost. In contrast, the economic approach to cost em-
phasizes opportunity cost rather than historical cost and includes both explicit and im-
plicit costs.

- - Opportunity Costs
Fundamental to the managerial economist is the concept of opportunity cost. The best
measure of cost of a consumer product or a factor of production is what must be given
up to obtain that product or factor. For example, a consumer who pays 10 dollars for
dinner may have tgi up going toac ncertJThe manager who hires an additional sec-
retary may have to forgo hiring an additiOnal clerk in the shipping department. Alter-
natively,the cost to society of adding another soldier to the army is not onl y the dollar
outlay for salary, uniforms, and equipment but also the foregone output this individual
would have produced as a civilian worker. In general, the opportunity cost of any deci-
sion is the value of the next best alternative that must be fregone. -

In order to maximize the value of the firm, the effective manager must view costs
from this perspective. For example, budgeting is fundamental to most organizations.
The very nature of that process implies that opportunity costs are incurred whenever
budget resources are allocated to one department rather than another. A reallocation
from the production department to the research and development group may result in
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new and better products in the future but the cost is lower production and profit for the
current period. Obviously, such a decision should be made only when management is
convinced that the potential for even greater profit in the future outweighs the reduced
profit for the current period so that shareholder value will be enhanced.

Explicit and Implicit Costs
Sometimes, the full opportunity cost of a business decision is not accounted for because
of failure to include implicit costs. In generalxp1icit costs are those costs that involve
an actual payment to other parties, while implicit costs repreeiirthe blue of foegon
opportunities Ut uu 11UL invoive an actual cash payment. Implicit costs are just as im-
portant as explicit costs but may be ne lected because thiotabwousForex-
ample a nianager who runs his own busines forgoes the salary t at could havebèen
earned working for someone else. This implicit cost generally is not reflected in ac-
counting statements, but rational decision making requires that it be considered.

T1rWreliance on historical rather than opportunity cost can lead to a poor de-
cision, consider the following example. A bakery has an inventory of wheat I at was pur-

at $3 per us e but is now worth $5 er hel. The firm is considering using this
wheat to ma e a new whole wheat bread that will be sold to stores for $5 per unit (six
loaves), Suppose t.hne.bushel of wheat is required to make each unit of this new type
or bread, while $1.50 of labor, energy, and other costs per unit of output are also incurred.

The traditional approach to cost would value the wheat input at $3 per bushel and
estimate profit on the finished product to be $0.50 per unit, as shown in Table 7.1. In
contrast, the economic approach to cost would value the wheat at the current market
price of $5 per bushel. Analyzing the decision to produce the new bread from this ap-
proach indicates a loss of $1.50 per unit of output. Note that the only difference in the
two approaches is the value placed on the inventory of wheat.

Consider the same problem in another way. The money spent on the inventory of
wheat is gone; now, how can the firm Test use the inventory? That is, what will be the
net revenue per bushel if the new bread is manufactured compared to selling the wheat
inventory in the market without processing it? If the decision is made to manufacture
the bread, the firm will have a net cash flow of $3.50 per bushel, that is, the $5 selling
price less $1-50 of other costs. In contrast, if the wheat is simply sold rather than
processed, the firm would receive a net cash flow. of $5 per bushel. Clearly, selling the
wheat rather than producing the bread is the better alternative because profits will be
greater. The example demonstrates that the use of the correct cost concept is essential
to sound decision making. It also suggests that costs incurred in the past generally are
irrelevant when making decisions.

TtfiE /.1

Traditional	 Economic
.4ppnuwh	 Approach

Price of finished product 	 $5.00	 $5.00
Less: Cost of wheat input 	 3.00	 5.00
Less: Other costs	 ISO	 1.50

	

Net profit per unit	 SftS()	 —$1.50
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Normal Profit and Costs
As will be demonstrated in chapter 9, in industries characterized by substantial compe-
tition,principles of economics predict that profits will be driven to zero in the long run.
While Ihis sounds inconsistent with the conventional idea that most firms report a profit
each year, the apparent inconsistency disappears when the concepts of economic costs
and economic profits are understood and used to measure revenues and costs.

Because all Opportunity costs must be accounted for, the proper concept of cost in-
cludes a normal payment to all inputs, including managerial and entrepreneurial skills
and capital supplied by the owners of the firm4A normal return to mangment or cap-
ital is the Iii inimurn payment necessary to keep those resources from moving to some
other firm or industry. Thus, cost includes a normal rate of profit The term 

economic
profit refers to profit in excess of these normal returns. That is, economic profit is de-
fined as revenue less all economic costs.

A firm earning zero economic profit generally would show a positive profit on theincome statement prepared by its accountants. This is because the normal returns to en-trepreneurial skill and capital supplied by the owners are not included as costs on that
statement. Unless otherwise indicated, the term cost will refer to all explicit and implicitcosts, and the term profit will refer to revenues after all economic costs, including thenormal r(ti.1rns JU St described, have been subtracted.

Marginal, Incremental, ancJ Sunk Costs
Clearly, cost is an important consideration in decision making. But as the bakery exam-
ple showed, it is essential that only those costs that matter be considered. Three types
of cost need to be identified: sunk costs, marginal costs, and incremental costs.
• / Sunk costs'	 dresthat have been made . th past or that must be paidm the future as part of a contractual agreement. I'he cost

of a long-term lease are examples.
In general, sunk. costs are irrelevant in making decisions. For instance, suppose that the
monthly rental payment on the warehouse is $1,000, but the firm finds it no longer
needs the space. The firm offers to sublease the space but finds that the best offer is for
$800 per month. Clearly, the firm should take that offer; the additional revenue, $800
per month, is greater than the additional cost, which is zero. The $1,000 per month pay-
ment is irrelevant because it must be made regardless of the decision to rent the ware-
house space. In retrospect, the decision to enter the long-term lease was a mistake, but
the costs associated with that decision are sunk and now irrelevant in the decision about
what to do with the warehouse

Marginal cost refers to the change in total cost associated with aoneunjcnc111output. s concep is
-ecisions about profit maximizing rates of

obtput-For example, in an automobile manufacturing plant, the marginal cost of mak-
ing one additional car per production period would be the labor, materials, and energy
costs directly associated with that extra car. In contrast, the term incremental cost refersto the total additional cost of implementing a managerial decision, The costs associated
with adding a new product line, acquiring a major competitor, or developing an in-
house legal staff fall into the broader class of i ncremental costs. In a sense. marginal costis that subcategory of incremental cost that refers to the additional cost associated with
the decision to make marginal variations in the rate of output.
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In the warehouse rental example, the only incremental costs the firm faces when
subleasing the property may be the cost of preparing and negotiating the details of
the new rental agreement. Clearly, the $1,000 per month sunk cost is not a compo-
nent of incremental cost. It is essential that incremental cost measurement be done
carefully so that all possible additional costs are included, but costs that are sunk are
not included.

The Cost of Long-Lived Assets
Another area where accounting and economic definitions of cost diverge is for as-
sets such as buildings, machinery, and other types of capital cquipmcnt that may last
for a number of years. These are referred to as long-lived assets. The traditional ap-
proach to measuring the periodic cost of these assets is to combine historical cost and
one of several depreciation methods to assign part of the hitoHcal cost to each year
of the defined life of the asset so that the total expenses over that life will equal the
historical cost. For example, using the straight-line depreciation method, an asset
costing $1,000 and having a five-year life would -be depreciated at the rate of $200
per year. Thus, the total historical cost will be exhausted entirely over this five-year
period. The asset may have considerable value to the firm after this period, but this
is not reflected in such an accounting statement. Generally, tax guidelines and con-
siderations dictate the dccision on the depreciation inc thud used. This approach to
cost measurement is adequate if the objective is to have an arbitrary method for re-
porting on the flow of funds into andoutof the business over some time interval or
to meet income tax regulations. However, as a tool for managerial decision making,
the approach is flawed.

In contrast, the economic approach determines the cost as the difference be-
tween the market value of the asset at the beginning and end of the period. If the
market value of the machine just discussed was $1,000 at the beginning of the year
and $600 at the end, the economic cost of using it for that period was $400, not
$200 as indicated by the straight-line depreciation method. It is possible for some
long-lived assets to actually increase in value over time, implying that their cost
was negative for that period. This has been true for some buildings and other types
of real estate.

	

Key Cot	 . .	 .	 ..	 .•	 .•

jOpportunity cost, the value of a resource in its next best use, is the het way to•
measure cost.

• Both explicit aplicit cosndim ts must he considered in decisiun making.

	

. Economic pr 	 is revenue minus all costs. including norma! returns to man
'•'• agement and capital.

J7 giK], i.'iiv jilt.i cwcuia and i ar	 Ui COStS are relevant in decision malt-
ing sunk costs are of [itth.i or iii importance.

• The e.conomiv ci of long-iivcd asset during a periods the chaiw.e in its miar-
ket value trcd thencinnintt the end of the period.
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PRODUCTION AND COST

A cost function relates cost to the rate of output. The basis for a cost function is the pro-
duction fttnction and the prices of inputs. Recall from chapter 6 that the expansion path
defines the efficient combination of capital and labor input rates for producing any rate
of output. Thus the minimum cost of a given rate of output is found by multiplying the
efficient rate of each input by their respective prices and summing the costs. The com-
bination of that cost and the associated rate of output defines one point on the cost
function.	 -

In chapter 6 it was shovn that the pwducidn function, Q 100 R'L-', has an ex-
pansion if the price of labor is 2 and the price of capital is 1, the
expansion path would be_K=2L, and the firm vvould expand by adding inputs at the
rate of two units of capital each additional unit of labor. Table 7.2 shows a set of ef-
ficient labor–capital combinations, the rate of output associated with each combina-
tion, and the cost of those inputs. Columns (3) and (6) represent the long-run total cost
schedule for this production function, given that input prices are w = 2 and r = 1. This
schedule shows the total cost of producing various rates of output. For example, the to-
tal cost of efficiently producing an output rate of 283 units per period is $8. That is. four
Units of capital at a price of $1 per unit and two units of labor at a price of $2 per Wiji
would cost $8. Thus, the minimum cost of producing 424 units of output is $12. In this
example it is a long-run function because both inputs are variable—there is no fixed fac-
tor of production.

In the short run, at least one factor of production is fixed, and the cost of that input
is defined as fixed cost. Regardless of the rate of output, that cost does not change. That
is, management has made a decision in the past that obligates the firm to pay certain
costs that are independent of the rate of output.A long-term lease on a warehouse, an
employment contract with an executive, and a collective bargaining agreement with a
labor union are examples of commitments that may result in fixed costs. Fixed costs fall
into the category of sunk costs.

As suggested in chapter 6, the length of the operating period varies with the nature
of the business. A small business may be able to vary all inputs in a matter of days. Con-
versely, adding additional capacity to a nuclear generating facility could take years. The
length of this period depends on the degree of asset specialization, the economic life of
the assets, the time necessary to order and install new capital equipment, and the
amount of training that labor requires.

Cost

Capital	 Labor	 Total
2	 1	 141	 $2	 $2	 $4
4	 2	 283	 4	 4	 8
6	 3	 424	 6	 6	 12
8	 4	 565	 8	 8	 16

10	 5	 707
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Asset specialization refers to the number of uses of an asset. For example, a nuclear
generator can only be used to generate electricity in a nuclear power plant and is a very
specialized asset. Thus it might be difficult to sell that generator because only another
nuclear power plant could use it. Conversely, many trucks can be used to haul a variety
of products and are rather unspecialized assets. If a firm decides that one of its trucks is
no longer needed, it could easily be sold in the market and its cost eliminated.

Clearly, the longer the life of the asset, the longer the period defined as the short
run. Buildings and some types of machinery may have an economic life of many years.
Once in place, their costs may be fixed for a long period of time. Also, it may take
months or even years to order and install certain types of capital equipfflcnt and/or to
develop a particular set of skills in labor. In such cases the firm may find that part of the
cost of its productive capacity is fixed for that period.

ey Conu..pls

Ihe long run total Lost of bmy raid of output is determmed by the expansion
path of the firm (which relates output'rates and ci icient input combinations)
and 1-he prices of the inputs.

• if uric irinut is fixed, thaws-IS t i&i ited with that in r ut are ca!kd fixed costs,r	 - -
and the lirm is said to eoperating in- the short run.The costs ass fd1_eWW4

"The ncnfixed inputs arc called varih cos1s.

SHORT-RUN COST FUNCTIONS

Managerial decision making is facilitated by information that shows the cost of each
rate of output. Consider a production process that combines variable amounts of
labor with a fixed capital stock, say, 10 machines. In this process, the rate of produc-
tion is changed by varying the rate of labor input. Assume that the firm can vary the
labor input freely at a cost of $100 per unit of labor per period. Therefore, the ex-
penditure for labor is the variable cost. If the 10 machines are rented under a long-
teim lease at $100 per machine per production period, the fixed cost would be $1.000
per period.

Table 7.3 summarizes the relevant production and cost data for this production
process, and the data are shown graphically in Figure 7.1a. Note that fixed cost is indi-
cated by a horizontal line; that is, this cost is constant with respect to output. The total
variable cost function (TVC) begins at the origin, increases at a decreasing rate up to
an output rate between 3 and 4, and then increases at an increasing rate. Total cost (TC)
has the same shape as total variable cost but is shifted upward by $1,000, the amount of
fixed cost. These functions relate an output rate to the total cost of producing that out-
put rate.

F'üiitis that indicate the cost per unit of output also can be determined. Often,
these are more useful for decision making than are total cost functions. This is because
managers must compare cost per unit of output to the market price of that output. Re-
call that market price is measured per unit of output. By dividing a total cost functioa,
by output, a corresponding per-unit cost function is determined. That is.
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(7.1)

(7-2)
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Input Rate	 Rate	 Total	 Total
Of	 Fired	 Variable	 TotalCapital	 Labor	 Output	 cost	 Cost	 Cost

---AVERAGE TOTAL COST AC = TC

RGE VARIABLE COST.AVC =

"AVERAGE FIXED COS T- 	 =	 (73)

The marginal cost per unit of output (MC) is the change in total cost associated with a
one-unit change in output, that is,

MARGINAL CosJ)	 (74)

As is true of all associated total and marginal functions, marginal cost is the slope of the
total cost function.

Using calculus, marginal cost is determined as the first derivative of the total cost
function. That is, if the total cost function is

TC=fQ

marginal cost would be = P
;.,. (75)

Based on the total cost func i ns in Tabl.,for each per-unit cost function
are reported in Table 7.4 and shown graphically in Figure 7.1b. The average total cost,
average variable cost, and marginal cost functions are important in managerial decision
making. In contrast, the average fixed cost function has little value for such decisions.
Further, the difference between average total cost and average variable cost is average
fixed cost. Thus the AC and AVC curves provide information on fixed cost per unitshould such information be needed.
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(a) Total cost functions
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cost

Rate of output
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Cost
($)

Cost per unit
(IQ)

Rate of output
2	 3	 4	 8

(b) Per unit cost functions
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Average Fixed	 Average Variable Average Total Marginal
Cost	 Cost	 cost	 Cost

	

Output (AFc}	 (AVC)	 (AC)	 (MC)
0	 -	 -

	$1,000	 $200	 $1200	 $ 200
2	 500	 184	 684	 167
3	 333	 170	 503	 143
4	 250	 169	 419	 16?
5	 200	 175	 375	 200
6	 167	 188	 355	 250
7	 143	 209	 351	 333
8	 125	 307	 432	 1,000

The per-unit cost functions for many production systems have the U shape shown
in Figure 7.1b. At low rates of production, there is too little of the variable input rela-
tive to the fixed input. As the variable input is increased, output rises rapidly, and the
cost per unit falls. Initially, total cost increases but at a decreasing rate This implies that
marginal cost (the slope of total cost) is falling. Because of the law of diminishing mar-
ginal returns, additional units of the variable input result in smaller additions to output
and ultimately marginal cost rises. When marginal cost exceeds average cost, the aver-
age cost function begins to rise.

As is true of all marginal and average functions, as long as marginal cost is below
the average cost curve, the average function will decline. When marginal is above aver-
age, the average cost curve will rise. This implies that marginal cost intersects both the
arage total cost and average variable cost functions at the minimum point of the av-

curves (points a and b in Figure 7.1b).

ding Minimum Average Variable Cost	 -

Given the total cost function

TC=1,000+1OQ_O.9Q2+o,04Q3

find the rate of output that results in minimum average variable cost.

Solution	 Marginal cost is the first derivative of the total cost function

= MC=1O - 1.8Q + 0.12Q2dQ

Now, find the total variable cost function (Tl'C) by subtracting the fixed cost compo-
nent ($1,000) from the total cost function. That is,

TVC = 1OQ - 0.9Q2 ± 0.04Q3

	

Then find average variabi 	 st (AVC) by dividing TVC by output (Q). That is,

AVC =	 =

AVG = 10 - 0.9Q + 0.04Q2
In
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Because the minimum point of AVC occurs at its intersection with marginal cost,
equate the AVC and MC functions and solve for Q. That is,

AVC MC 'f 	 c-

10 - 0.9Q + 0.04Q 2 = 10 - 1.8Q -- 0.12Q2

Rearranging terms yields a quadratic equation

—008Q2 + 0.9Q = 0

or

Q(—u.ut(2 + (3.9) = 0

which has the roots

= 0 and Q2 = 11.25

Disregarding the root associated with a zero output rate, it is seen that minimum
AVC is achieved at an output rate of 11.25 units.

Alternatively, the minimum point of AVC could be found by setting the first deriv-
ative of AVC equal to zero and solving for Q

.
 That is,

-	 (\1,	 (U1
- - U.7 T U. 1JO - U

I 
(IQ

0.08Q = 0.9
Q = 11.25

Key Concepts

Per-unit or avtage cost functions sometimes are mole useful than total cost

	

/	 functions in making decisions.The average cost functions are found by dividing

	

(	 the relc ant total cost functions by otput, that is.

/4VR4&Ii COST AC -

TVC
p	 PA&L VARIABLE COS? A( =

AV4GL FIXED COST AIC TFC

a Marginal cost per unit is the change in total cost associated with a one-unit
change in output, that is,

.1	 MC=

• Marginal cost intersects both the average total cost and average variable cost
functions at the minimum point of the average curves.

ONG-RUN COST FUNCTIONS
Firms operate in the short run but plan in the long run. At any point in time, the firm
has one or more fixed factors of production. Therefore, production decisions must be
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made based on short-run cost curves. However, most firms can change the scale of their
operation in the long run by varying all inputs, and in doing so, move to a preferred
short-run cost function.

Recall from chapter 6 that returns to scale are increasing, decreasing, or constant,
depending on whether a proportional change in both inputs results in output increas-
ing more than in proportion, less than in proportion, or in proportion to the increase in
.nputs. These three possibilities are shown in the left-hand panels of Figure 7.2.

Rate of output
(Q)

Cost
($)
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There is a direct correspondence between returns to scale in production and the
long-run cost function for the firm. If returns to scale are increasing, inputs are increas-
ing less than in proportion to increases in output. Because input prices are constant, it
follows that total cost also must be increasing less than in proportion to output. This re-
lationship is shown in Figure 7.2a. If decreasing returns to scale apply, the total cost
function increases at an increasing rate. Constant returns to scale implies that total cost
will change in proportion to changes in output. The latter two relationships are shown
in parts (b) and (c) of Figure 7.2.

Case Study
Economies of Scale in the Banking Industry

The past 15 years have seen numerous mergers of banks in every part of the United
States. Invariably, the managers of these banks pointed to significant cost reductions
(i.e., increasing returns to scale) associated with consolidation of computer systems,
combining of neighboring branch outlei, and reduction of corporate overhead ex-
penses as justification.

Many of these mergers involved multibillion dollar banks, which appeared to be
inconsistent with existing empirical research on bank costs that showed significant dis-
economies of scale for banks with more than $25-50 million in deposits.' Unfortunately,
these studies used data only for banks with less than $1 billion in deposits. In a more re-
cent study, Sherrill Shaffer and Edmond David used data for large banks (those with
$2.5 to $121 billion in deposits) and found increasing returns to scale (i.e., declining per
unit costs) up to a bank size of $15 to $3.7 biffion.2

Clearly, the owners and managers of the merged banks knew more about their ac-
tual cost functions than did the earlier economic analysts. The consistent pattern of
mergers of banks much larger than $24 to $50 million in deposits was strong evidence
that the existing research was not correct. U

'See G. Benston, G.A. Hanweck, and B. Humphrey, "Scale Economies in Banking:A Restructuring and
Reassessment," Journal of Money, Credit, and Ban!thsg 14 1982:435-56; and T. Gilligan, M. Smirlock, and W.
Marshall, "Scale and Scope Economies in the Multi-Product Banking Firm," Journal of Monetary
Economics 13 1984:393-405.
2 S. Shaffer and E. David. "Economies of Superscale in Commercial Banking," Applied Economics 23
1991:283-293.

The production process of many firms is characterized first by increasing returns
and then by decreasing returns. In this case, the long-run total cost function first in-
creases at a decreasing rate and then increases at an increasing rate, as shown in Figure
7.3. Such a total cost function would be associated with a U-shaped long-run average
cost function.
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Suppose that a firm can expand the scale of operation only in discrete units. For
example, the generators for large electric power plants are made in only a few sizes.
Often, these power plants are built in multiples of 750 megawatts (MW). That is, out-
put capacity of alternative plants would be 750 MW, 1500 MW, 2250 MW, and so on.
The short-run average cost functions in Figure 7.4 (labeled SAC, through SAC4) are
associated with each of four discrete scales of operation. The long-run average cost
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function for this firm is defined by the minimum average cost of each level of output.
For example, output rate Q1 could be produced by plant size 1 at an average cost of C1

or by plant size 2 at a cost of C2 . Clearly, the cost is lower for plant size 1, and thus point
a is one point on the long-run average cost curve. By repeating this process for various
rates of output, the long-run average cost is determined. For output rates of zero to Q2,

plant 1 is the most efficient and that part of SAC, is part of the long-run cost function.

For output rates Q2 to Q, plant 2 is the most efficient, and for output rates Q 3 to Q4,

plant 3 is the most efficient. The scallop-shaped curve shown in boldface in Figure 7.4
is the long-run average cost curve for this firm. This boldfaced curve is called an enve-

iopt curve. Firm; plan to be on this envelope curve in the long run Consider firm cur-

rently operating plant size 2 and producing Q1 units at a cost of C2 per unit. If output

is expected to remain at Q1, the firm will plan to adjust to plant size 1, thus reducing

per-unit cost to C1.
Most firms will have many alternative plant sizes to choose from, and there is a

short-run average cost curve corresponding to each. A few of the short-run average
cost curves for these plants are shown in Figure 7.5. Only one point or a very small arc
of each short-run cost curve will lie on the long-run average cost function. Thus long-
run average cost can be shown as the smooth U-shaped curve labeled LAG. Corre-
sponding to this long-run average cost function is a long-run marginal cost curve LMC,

which intersects LAC at its minimum point a, which is also the minimum point of

short-run average cost curve 10. The short-run marginal cost curve (SMC10) corre-

sponding to SAC10 is also shown. But SMC10 = SAC10 at the minimum point of SAC, 0.

Thus at point a and only at point a the following unique result occurs:

SAC = SMC = LAG LMC	 (7-6)
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The long-run cost curve serves as a long-run planning mechanism for the firm. For
example, suppose that the firm IS Operating on short-run average cost curve SAC'7 inFigure 7.5, and the firm is currently producing an output rate of Q*. By using SAC7, it isseen that the firm's cost per unit is C 1 . Clearly, if projections of future demand indicate that
the firm could expect to continue selling Q* units per period, profit could be increased byincreasing the scale of plant to the size associated with short-run average curve 

SAC,,.With this plant, cost per unit for an output rate of Q* would be C2 and the firm's profit perunit would increase by C1 - C2. Thus total profit would increase by (Cl - C2). Q*.

Exampl e Fixed Cost, Economies of Scale, and Global Market Expansion
A firm's average total cost function is depicted in the following figure. If the firm serves
only the United States market, it will sell 1,000 units, but if it also sells in Europe and
Asia it can sell 2,000 units.
a. What is the explanation for the declining average cost function?
b. Assuming the firm is operating itr the short run and that the average fixed cost is

20 percent of average total cost at an output rate of 1,000: (i) what is total fixed
cost and what is average fixed cost at an ut fàtè of2,000? (ii) Is average vari-
able cost increasing or decreasing between Q = 1,000 and Q = 2.000.

Soiutjn
a. If the firm is operating in the long run the answer is that the production process is

characterized by increasthg returns to scale. If the firm is operating in the short
run, part of the explanation is that fixed cost is being spread over a larger number
of units produced and that marginal cost (whether increasing or decreasing) is be-
low average total cost.

b. (i) At Qj,Q0, AFC= $120 (i.e., 20 percent of $600). Thus, total fixed cost is
Q . AFC = $1,000 . 120T$120,0oo.,At Q = 2.000, AFC = 5120,000/2,000 = $60.(ii)AtQ= l,000,AC r $600so total cost jsQ . AC_ 1.000.$60=$600000
Subtracting total fixed cosrof SI 20,000 yields total variable cost of $480,000 or an av-
erage variable cost of W. (ii) At Q 2,000, total cost is $1,000.000 (i.e., 2,000 . 500)
and, therefore, total variable cost is $880,000 and AC 440. Thus, AVC is declining
over the output range 1,000 to 2,000.

Q
1,000	 2,000
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Key Concepis

_:W The flrm's . 1ong-rungyeiaeost function will be................... .
Decreasmg where returns o scale in production are increasing
Constant where returns to scale are constant

	

Increasing where returns to scale are decreasing: '. . ..	 . ;•.
The long-run average, cost function is the envelope curve. consisting of points or
arcs on a number of short-run average cost curves. 	 .

;PECIAL TOPICS IN COST THEORY

Cost functions are essential to making effective managerial decisions about output and
prices. At this point, several extensions of cost theory that have implications for man-
agerial decisions will be discussed. These concepts include profit contribution analysis
(including the special case of breakeven analysis) and operating leverage.

)oFit Contribution Analysis

The difference between price and average variable cost (P - AVC) is defined as profit
contribution. That is, revenue on the sale of a unit of oiiiüt after variable costs are cov-
ered rents a contribution toward profit. At low rates of output, the firm may be
losing money because fixed costs have not yet been covered by the profit contribution.
Thus, at these low rates of output, profit contribution is used to cover fixed costs. After
fixed costs are covered, the firm will he earning a profit.

A manager may want to know the output rate necessary to cover all fixed costs and
to earn a ired"profit of 'rrR. Assume that hoth_pJJçejy riable cost per unit of
ouJpuL.AYC.) are constant. PiTii('rr) is equal to total revenue (PQ) less the sum of to-
tal variable costs (Q AItC) id1[x costs. i	 -'

----
RPQ[(QAVC)+FC]

Solving this equation for Q yields a relation that can be used to determine the rate of
output necessary to generate a specifjef?te of profit. That is,

7	 /1 FC+i1

Forexam2ie, suppose %^F^C = $10,000,P = $20,AVC = $15, and that the finn has set
a required profit target of $21 0,000.r- gcncrate this profit, an output rate of 6.000 units
is required: that is,

- $10,000 + $20,000
-QR 
	 20-15	 -. - 6,000

t—A special case of this equation is where the required economic profit is zero, that
S. 1T = (J'.This öutput'râte is called the breakeven point for thefirm. (Recall that a zero
economic profit means that normal returns are being earned by capital and other fac-
tors of production.) The breakeven rate of output, Q, is given by the equation
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FC
(7-8)

Using the data just give	 is seen that the break even rate of output is 2,000: that is.

$10,000
Qe	 2,000

This example of breakcven analysis is Shown graphically in Figure 7.6. Fixed cost is
shown as the horizontal line at $10,000. Total cost is given by the equation

= PC -- T11C
Because EC 10,000 and variable cost per unit is 15, the total cost function is

TC = 10,000 + 1S0

Since price is constant, the total revenue function is

TR - 20Q

which is shown as a straight line through the origin having a slope of 20. The breakeven
Point occurs at an output rate of 2,000. which is at the i ntersection of the total revenucand total cost functions. At this poinr, both total revenue and totai cost are $40,000.

This linear approach to profit contribution has been criticized because of the as-
sumption that both price and average variable cost are constant. The price assumption is
not unrealistic for many firms, as they are able to sell all they can produce at the going

Revenue, cost	
Total cost -(l,0OOs)	

A11!IlIilUIU' 
10,000+, 5Q

120 -

I
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price. However, other firms, especially, those where sales are large relative to the size of
the market, may have to reduce price to sell more output. For some firms, the assump-
tion of constant average variable cost may be unrealistic. However, if the price and av-
erage variable cost are roughly constant, at least over the limited range of output rele-
vant to the problem, breakeven anal ysis is a useful toot for managerial decisions.
However, care and judgment are required in its application.

Even on Microcomputer Software

4icroApplications Inc. is a small firm that specializes in the production and mail-order
distribution of computer programs for microcomputers. The accounting department has
gathered the following data on development and produCtion costs for a typical program
and the documentation (i.e., the manual) that must accompany the program.

Development costs (flred):
Program development	 $10,000
Manual preparation and typesetting 	 3,000
Advertising	 $10,000

Total	 $23,000

Variable costs per unit
Blank disk	 $2.00
Loading cost	 0.50
Postage and handling	 125
Printing of the manual	 $2.75

Total	 -	 $6.50

A typical program of this type, including the manual, sells for $40. Based on this
information:	 - -

1. Determine the breakeven number of programs and the total revenue associated
with this volume. -

2. MicroApplications has a minimum profit target of $40,000 on each new program it
develops. Determine the unit and dollar volume of sales required to meet this goal.

3. While this program is still in the development stage, market prices for software
fall by 25 percent due to a significant increase in the number of programs being
supplied to the market. Determine the new breakeveniinit anddällar volumes.

Solution
1. Based on fixed costs of $23,000, a price of $40 per unit, and variable costs per unit

of $6.50, the unit volume required to break even is

	

fixed cost	 $23,000
P—AVC$40—$6.506

Total revenue at this output rate is determined by multiplying price times the
bre	 en quantity;

TR PQ, 40(686.6) $27,464

e quantity necessary to meet the profit target of $40,000 is

Qft - FC + ir	 23,000 + 40,000 -

	

- - AVG -	
40-6.50 - 1,880,6
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The associated total revenue is

TR = PQR = 40(1,880.6) $75,224
3. .If the price declines by 25 percent to $30, the new breakeven quantity would be

23,000	
7830—

The corresponding total revenue for this output rate is
TR 30(978,7) = $29.361

If 
the assumptions of constant price and average variable cost are relaxed,

breakeven analysis can still be applied, although the key 
relationships (total revenueand total variable cost) will not be linear fun

and c	 ctions of output. Nonlinear total revenueost fnctio are shown in Figure 73. The cost function is 
conventional in the sensethat at first costs increase but less than in proportion to output and then increase morethan in proportion to output. There are two breakeven points, 

Q1 and Q2. Note thatprofit, the vertical distance between the total revenue and total cost functions, is maxi-
mized at output rate Q*.
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Rate of
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Of the two breakeven points, only the first, corresponding to output rate Q1, is rel-
evant. When a firm begins production, management usually expects to incur losses. But
it is important to know at what output rate the firm will go from a loss to a profit situ-
ation. In Figure 7.7, the firm would want to get to the breakeven output rate Q1 as soon
as possible and then, of course, move to the profit-maximizing rate Q*. However, the
firm would not expand production beyond Q* because this would result in a reduction
of profit. No rational manager would ever increase the rate of production to the second
breakeven rate Q2, and therefore, that point is irrelevant.

itev Concepts

• Tue output rate that yields . a : pLeif!ed rate o COnnmIi tirolit i found b y di-
.viding the required profit plus t t -:.il fixed cost by profit contribution. that i.

4. 77.7'

•	 . •,	 L	
,

Pre	 e	 rialsk i a special	 of rc 1 iied profit analysis whcre the re-
:.. quired prfi t I zeru-	 .

Leverage
/ A firm is said to he highly leveraged if fixed costs are large relative to variable costs. For

example, relatively large fixed Costs may result when the firm has large amounts of bor-
rowed money with large fixed-interest obligations.Also, firms may have large investments
infixed assets, such as plant and equipment, with heavy fixed expenses, including depre-
ciation charges and/or lease payments that must be paid regardless of the rate of output.

A general characteristic of a highly leveraged firm is that it experiences more vari-
ation in profits for a given percentage change in output than does a less leveraged firm.
This is because total cost for a highly leveraged firm will change less than in proportion
to a change in output rate, and therefore profit will tend to change more than in pro-
portion to output changes. Conversely, for a firm with little or no fixed cost, profit
should change more nearly in proportion to output changes. .-

Leverage can be analyzed using the concept of pro it elasticft(E , defined as the
percentage change in profit associated wit a percent change in unit sales or rate of
output. That is,

E	
%change in profit

- % change in unit sales

or

Mr

E==-

For infinitesimally small changes in Q, the profit elasticity is

E -
dQ

(7-9)

(7-10)



Simplifying this equation yields a computational formula for profit elasticity:

Q(P - AC-) 	

1Q(P — AVC) — TFC	 1)

Close inspection of this equation reveals that for two firms with equal prices, rates of
output, and variable costs per unit, the firm having the greater total fixed cost will have
the higher profit elasticity. This is because total fixed cost has a minus sign in the de-
nominator in equation (7-11). The greater is total fixed cost, the smaller is the denomi-
nator and the higher is the value of E71.

Table 7.5 shows profit and rlrofit elasticity data for two firms,A and B, with differ-
ing total fixed costs and average variable costs. Note that leverage is greatest for smaller
output rates and that it declines as output increases. At the same rate of output, the elas-
ticity is always higher for firm B than for firm A This is because B has higher total fixedcosts and lower variable costs per unit than does A. Therefore, if both firms are pro-
ducing the same output rate, for any change in output the percentage change in profit
will be greater for B than for A. For example, at an output rate of 1,000, a 1 percent in-
crease in output results in a 1.25 percent increase in profit for A, compared to a 2 per-cent increase for B. As the output rate, increases, the difference in the elasticities be-
tween the two firndecreases-------_

(tll ^ Firm A:
Price $10.00
AVC = $ 5.00
TFC=$ 1,000

Firm B:
Price $10.00
/1VC r $ 2.00
TFC = $ 4,000

--	 Profit
E1atjcjRate of

Output	 Firm A Firm B	 Firm A - Firm

_________

 B
1,000
1,500
2,00?)
2,500
3.000

	

4.000	 4,000	 1.25	 2.00

	

6,500	 8,000	 115	 1.50

	

9,000	 12,000	 lii	 133

	

11,500	 14,000	 1.09	 1.25

	

14.000	 1O00	 LU?	 1.20
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If the price of output is constant regardless of the rate of output, profit elasticity de-
pends on three variables: the rate of output, the level of total fixed costs, and variable
cost per unit of output. This can be seen by substituting the equations for profit

PQ - (AVC)(Q) - TFC
and change in profit

L't P(Q)— (AVC)(Q)
into equation (7-10). That is,

E
71 

{P(LQ) - (AVC)(Q)]/[pQ 
- _(A VC)(Q_)  - TFCJ
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Over time, profits for firm B will vary considerably more than for A. In a sense, the
management of B has structured the firm so that it takes more risk. When the rate of
output is high, profits will be greater at B than at A. However, if economic conditions
become unfavorable and output falls, profit will decline more rapidly for the highly
leveraged firm B. If output continues to fall, firm B will incur losses before A will. In a
prolonged period of low demand, the risk of bankruptcy is greater for B. Thus profit
elasticity can be used as an indicator of risk.

As will be shown in chapter 14, there is usually a trade-off between risk and return.
That is, greater returns are usually associated with greater risk, and vice versa. A man-
agement decision to become more lcvcraged (e.g., by iiiuIIii1g significant debt or a
large capital investment program) is effectively a decision to accept greater risk for the
chance to earn higher profit.

,V Key Concepis

• A firm is said to be higly1everaged if fixed costs are hiih relative to riahle
eotsJi general tnei eotle'erigeimpbr 	 herrak (i . mon..

fit -yet ti4ne).	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..
Le'.erage can bemt.a.und b nrtf	 -st ib.	 sti epece'ge&1a?ize
in proii associaei wt a I per" 'ange m

ESTIMATING COST FUNCTIONS
As discussed in the previous chapter, many managerial decisions require quantitative
information about the firm's production function. This is also true for the firm's cost
functions. Decision making generally requires that the manager go beyond knowing
that the average cost function is U-shaped and that marginal cost is increasing to actu-
ally making estimates of the parameters of these cost functions. In this section, methods
for estimating both short-run and long-run cost functions are developed.

Short-Run Cost Functions
Recall that in the short run some costs are fixed. Although these fixed costs shduld be iden-
tified and measured, they typically are not used to estimate the short-ran cost function.The
usual procedure is to estimate the total or average variable cost function and then, if nec-
essary, add the fixed cost component to obtain the total or average cost function.

Suppose that accurate data on variable cost and output have beeti collected. The re-
maining tasks are to specify the appropriate functional form (i.e., the hypothesized rela-
tionship between cost and output), statistically estimate the parameters of that functional
form using the standard multiple-regression technique, and then interpret the results.

If the relationship between cost and output is approximately linear, the funátional
form

TVC = b0 + b1 Q	 (7-12)

may be used to estimate the cost function. If b0 and b 1 are estimated, the average vari-
able cost function would be given by
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Cost
($)

AVC=+b	 (7-13)

and the marginal cost function by

MC - b1	 (7-14)
TI/C, AVC and MC curves that are consistent with this linear model are shown inFigure 78. These functions have the fol1owjig propertjes: Total variable cost is a linear
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function; average variable cost declines initially and then becomes quite flat approach-
ing the value of marginal cost as output increases; 1 and marginal cost is constant at b1.

If the empirical data indicate a U-shaped average cost curve, the linear function just
used will not capture that relationship between output and cost. Consequently, a qua-
dratic total variable cost function of the form

TVC = Co ± c 1 Q + C&
	

(7-15)

or a cubic cost function

	

TVC=d0-1-d1Q+d2Q2+d3Q3
	

(7-i()

is often used because functions of this type can capture the hypothesized nonlinear
lationship. The parameters of both (7-15) and (7-16) can be estimated directly using t 1e
least-squares regression method.2

Although the shape of the quadratic and cubic functions will depend on the estimat.d
parameters, conventional or typical estimated cost functions based on these functional
forms are shown in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. The quadratic function (Figure 7.9) has the fol-
lowing properties: Total cost increases at an increasing rate; marginal cost is a linearly in-
creasing function of output3 (i.e., MC = c + 2c2Q); and average variable cost, found by
dividing the total variable cost function by Q, is a nonlinear increasing function, that is

	

coAVC = + c1 + c2 = Q	 (7-17)

Typical total variable cost, average cost, and marginal cost curves based on a cubic
function are shown in Figure 7.10. The characteristics of these functions are: Total vari-
able cost first increases at a decreasing rate (up to output rate Q1 in the figure), then in-
creases at an increasing rate; and both marginal cost

MC = d 1 + 2d2Q + 3d3Q
	

(7-18)

and average variable cost

	

AVC+d1+d2Q+d3Q2
	

(7-19)

are U-shaped functions.
In Figure 7.10, the conventional relationships among the cost functions are evident.

For example, note the correspondence between the inflection point on TVC (i.e., at out- -

put Q1, where the rate of increase goes from decreasing to increasing) and the minimum
point on marginal cost. Also, marginal cost intersects the average variable cost function
at the minimum point of the AVC curve.

Note that the ratio b0 IQ approaches zero as Q becomes large. Therefore, for high output rates, AVC will

approach b. which is marginal cost.

2Equation (7 . 16) is nonlinear in the variables Q, Q2 , and Q7 . but it is linear in the parameters d0, d1 d2 , and

d3.Therefore the ordinary iast .squares regression method can be used without any transformation of the
equation.
3Recall that marginal cost is the first derivative of the total variable cost function equation. That is,

MC 
=	

=el + 2CZQ
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tput (Q)

(b) Average variable cost and margina' cost

Although there is empirical evidence to support a variety of cos t relationships, sev-
era] studies of short-run cost functions have concluded that the marginal cost curve is
approximately horizontal, that i& that marginal cost is constant over a fairly wide range
of output rates. These empirical results would appear to be inconsistent with conven-
tional cost theory, which suggests that average cost curves are U-shaped and that mar-
ginal cost functions are rising, This may be the result of saucer-shaped marginal cost
functions that do have negative slopes at low rates of output and positive slopes at high
output rates, but are essentially flat over fairly wide output ranges. As firms normally
would be operating within that range (i.e., operating efficiently), all or most of the ac-
tual production rate and cost data would show approximately constant marginal costs.
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Cost
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(a) Total variable cost

Cost
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(b) Average variable cost and marginal cost

-	 fT11

An alternative explanation for a fiat marginal cost function is that the so-called
_fixed inputs may not really be fixed. Recall from chapter 6 that the marginal product
function declines because increasing amounts of the variable input are being combined
with fixed amounts of another input. Initially, returns to additional units of the variable
factor may increase, but ultimately the law of diminishing marginal returns applies, and
the marginal product function declines while the marginal cost curve rises. But if the
"fixed" input is not really fixed, the fixed-variable input proportion may not change as
output varies, and the law of diminishing returns may not be observed. For example, a
manufacturing firm may have a fixed stock of machines, but the number in use may vary
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as the rate of output changes. in that case, the ratio of labor to machines in use may be
roughly constant even though the ratio of labor to the total stock of machines may varyco

nsiderably. If this is the case, both the estimated marginal and average cost functions
may be quite flat.

Example Estijinating and Using Cost Functions

The engineering department of Consolidated Chemicals has developed the followingoutput-cost data for a ploposed new plant to produce ammonium sulfate fertilizer:

Ti 'iul Cost

	

50	 870

	

100	 920

	

150	 990

	

200	 1,240

	

250	 .	 1,440

	

300	 1,940

	

350	 2,330

	

400	 3,100

a. Estimate ihe total cost function and then use that equation to determine the aver-
age and marginal cost functions. Assume a quadratic total cost function:

Co + c1 Q ± c1Q2
b. Determine the output rate that will minimize average cost and the per-unit cost at

that rate of output.
c. The current market price of this fertilizer is $5.50 per unit and is expected to re-

main at that level for the foreseeable future. Should the plant be built?
Solution

a. Using the ordinary least-squares regression method, the estimated function is
TC 1,016 - 3.360 + 0.021 O2 	 R2 = 0.99

(11.45) (-3.71) (10.71)

The 1-statistics, shown in parentheses, indicate that the coefficients of each of the
independent variables are significantly different from zero. The value for the co-
efficient of determination means that 99 percent of the variation in total cost is
explained by changes in the rate of Output.
The average cost function is

TC 1,016AC = -b- = ---- - 336 + 0.021Q

and the marginal cost function is

d(TC)
MC = - = 3.36 + 0.042QdQ

b. The output rate that results in minimum per-unit cost is found by taking the first
derivative of the average cost function, setting it equal to zero, and solving for Q
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d(AC)_ 1,016 +0021-0
-k - Q2

1,016
0.021 =

Q = 220

To find the cost at that rate of output, substitute 220 for Q in the average cost equa-

tion and solve.

ILO-16,.

	

Au = 
	
- .)..)O -r U.Uh1LLU) - .DJ.00

c. Because the lowest possible cost is $5.88 per unit, which is $0.38 above the market
price, the plant should not be constructed.

Long-Run Cost Functions
Recall that the long-run average cost curve consists of points or small segments of each
of a series of short-run average cost functions. A long-run cost function and associated
short-run cost functions are shown in Figure 7.11. At any point in time, of course, a firm
will he operating on one of these shuri-ruLi functions. Estimating the long-run function
requires: (1) obtaining data on each of a number of points on the long-run function (i.e.,
obtaining data on the relevant point on each of a number of short-run cost functions such
as point a, ci, e, f and g on the short-run functions shown in Figure 7.11); (2) specifying
the appropriate functional form; and (3) estimating the parameters of the function.

Either a time-series or a cross-section approach can be used, although most studies
of long-run cost behavior have used cross-section data. One problem with time-series

Cost per unit
(S/Q)

SA C,0

SAC1
	

SA CIS

b	
SAC,

SA C3	 'I•lU#_P g

f

Rate of
output

(Q)
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data on a single plant is that if the period is long enough for the scale to have changed,
it is probably long enough for production technology and input prices to have changed
as well. As suggested previously, a cross-section study must assume that firms are oper-
ating at that point on the short-run function that lies on the long-run function. For ex-
ample, in Figure 7.11 accurate estimation of the long-run cost function would require
that the firm represented by SAC, would he operating at point a. If the firm were op-
erating at some other point, such as b or c, the estimate of the long-run average cost
curve would he biased in an upward direction.

Case Study
Returns to Scale in High School Education

Studies of per-student expenditures in the nation's schools have generally shown
a tendency for these costs to increase as the number of students in the school increases.
Such studies have led to the conclusion that there are decreasing returns to scale in the
production of education. One problem with this approach is that it has not taker into
account differences in the quality of output among schools. If the larger schools are pro-
ducing a higher-quality product (i.e., a better-educated student). it is not legitimate to
infer that higher cost per student in thethe larger schools is indicative of decreasing returns
to scale. That is, the effect of quality differences must be held constant in order to esti-
mate the relationship between average cost and school size.

Riew studied 102 accredited high schools in Wisconsin. He found that if adjust-
ments are made for quality of education, there are significant economies of scale in pro-
ducing high school education. Ricw specified a general average cost function of the form:

average cost f(number of students, quality)

Average cost per student (AC) was measured by expenditure per student and number
of students by average daily attendance. Although output quality generally is measured
by reference to particular attributes of the good or service produced, in Riew's study
quality was measured by the characteristics of the schools that were surveyed. The fol-
lowing measures of quality were used: percentage of classrooms built within the last 10
years; average teacher's salary; number of credit units offered; and average number of
courses taught per teacher.

The least-.squares regression techniqve was used to estimate the parameters of a
quadratic cost equation of the form

AC—c0±C1Q+c2Q2-4-c3v1+c4v2+c5v3+cv
where AC is cost per student, Q is number of students, and V1 , V2, V3, and V4 are the
quality variables. After adjusting for quality differences among schools so that the ef-
fect of variables V1 through V4 are included in the constant term, the following net re-
lationship between cost and number of students was estimated:

AC = 103 - 0.402Q + 0.00012Q 2	 R2 = 0.56
(6.38)	 (5.22)
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Cost/student

L	 Enrollment
0 1.675	 (students)

The values of the t-statistics are shown in parentheses and indicate that both coeffi-
cients are significantly different from zero.The number of students that minimizes this
function is found by setting the first derivative of the average cost function equal to zero
and solving for Q. That is,

d(AC)
= —0A02 - 0.00024Q =0

dQ

Q = 1,675

Thus, average cost is minimized for a school with 1,675 students.* When graphed,
this estimated function is a U-shaped average cost curve having a minimum point at
1,675 students, as shown in the above figure.

*The second derivative of the average cost function is positive (i.e., 0.00024); this implies that AC is
minimized for a school of this size.

SOURCE: 3. Riew, "Economies of Scale in High School Operations," Review of Economics and
Statistics 48 (3): 280-287.
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SUMMARY

Th e theory of cost is a fundamental concern of managerial economics. The best mea-
sure of resource cost is the value of that resource in its highest-valued alternative use
(i.e., its opportunity cost). The concept of Opportunity cost includes both explicit and
implicit costs. Examples of the latter include the value of labor and capital contributed
to the firm by the manager/owner.

The cost of a long-lived asset during the production period is the difference in the
value of that asset between the beginnin g and end of the period. Because the opportu-
nity cost concept is used, economic cost includes a normal return or profit to the firm.
A normal return is defined as the minimum payment necessary to keep resources from
moving to other firms or industries. Marginal and incremental costs are fundamental to
decision making. Sunk costs generally are irrelevant.

The cost function relates cost to specific rates of output. The basis for the cost func-
tion is the production function and the pries of inputs. in the short run, the rate of one
input is fixed, The cost associated with that input is called fixed cost. The cost associated
with the variable inputs is defined as variable cost. The total cost of any rate of output
is equal to the total fixed cost plus the total variable cost of producing that output rate.
Per-unit cost functions include, average total cost, average variable cost, average fixed
cost, and marginal cost. Often, the per-unit cost functions are more useful for decision
making than are the total cost fuictions.

In the tong run, all costs are variable. The long-run average cost curve is the envelope
of a series of short-run average cost curves. If returns to scale are increasing, long-run av-
erage cost (LAC) will be decreasing. If returns to scale are decreasing, LAC will be in-
creasing. The long-run cost functions are used for planning the optimal scale of plant size.

Profit Contribution analysis is used to determine the output rate necessary to earn
a specified profit rate. A special case of profit contribution theory is breakeven analy-
sis, where the rate of output necessary to generate a zero rate of economic profit is
determined.

A firm is said to be highly leveraged if fixed costs are large relative to variable costs.
Leverage is measured by the profit elasticity or the percentage change in profit associ -ated with a 1 percent change in output. In general, increased leverage implies more vari-
ability in profit over time and therefore greater risk.

Linear, quadratic, and cubic functional forms are used to estimate short-run cost
functions. Both the quadratic and cubic functions can be used as functional forms if the
cost data are consistent with the nonlinear cost curves suggested by economic theory.
Long-run cost functions typically are estirhated using cross-section data on costs in a
number of plants. it must be assumed that the cost-output data observed on the short-
run function of each plant also is a point on the firm's long-run cost function.

Discussion Questions

7-1. Three. business-school graduates decide to open a business, and all three devote'
their full time to its man agement. What cost would you assign to their time? Is this
an explicit or implicit cost?

7-2. Why do increasing returns to scale imply a decreasing long-run average cost function
and decreasing returns to scale imply an increasing long-run average cost function?
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7-3. Why is the historic cost of inventory or capital equipment irrelevant for manage-
rial decision making?

7-4. Virtually all firms report the value of capital equipment and real estate based on
historical cost loss accounting depreciation. Do you think the reported value of
these assets would approximate their market value? Explain. Would reporting the
true market value of these assets provide investors with better information? Why?

7-5. If a firm found it could only operate at a breakeven output rate, would it stay in
business in the long run?

7-6. Is there a problem using accounting data based on historical cost and standard de-
preciation techniques to estimate economic cost functions? Explain.

7-7. Some empirical studies have suggested that the marginal cost function is approx-
imately horizontal, but conventional cost theory suggçsts that the marginal cost
curve is U-shaped. Provide an explanation for this apparent inconsistency.

7-8. A pharmaceutical firm has spent $5 million dveloping and testing a new an-
tibaidness drug. The head of the marketing department now estimates that it will
cost $3 million in advertising to launch this new product. Total revenue from all
future sales is estimated at $6 million, and therefore, total costs will exceed rev-
enue by $2 million. He recommends that this product be dropped from the firm's
Product offerings. What is your reaction to this recommendation? The head of the
accounting department now indicates that $3.5 million of corporate overhead ex-
penses also will be assigned to this product if it is marketed. Does this new infor-
mation affect your decision? Explain.

Problems

7-1. Use the following data to compute total variable cost, total fixed cost, average to-
tal cost, average variable cost, average fixed cost, and marginal cost for each out-
put rate shown. Also, use the information to determine equations for each of the
total and per-unit cost functions.

Production Rate of Output Total Cost
Period	 (Q)	 (TO

1	 10	 1,800
2	 0	 1,000
3	 4

7-2. Wyatt Motors has one fixed input, the long-term lease on its factory building, for
which the rent is 5,00O per production period. Use the data sbown here to deter-
mine average cost, average variable cost, and marginal cost for each output rate
shown. Also, write equations for total cost, total variable cost, and marginal cost.

	

Q	 Total Variable Cost

	

1	 $1,000

	

2	 2.000

	

3	 3,000

	

4	 4,000

	

5	 5,000
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- . Based on a consulting economist's report, the total and marginal cost functions
for Advanced Electronics, Inc. are

TC = 200 + 5Q - 0.04Q 2 +0.001Q3
MC = 5 - 0.08Q + 0.003Q2

The president of the company determines that knowing only these equations is
inadequate for decision making. You have been directed to do the following;
y' Determine the level of fixed cost (if any) and equations for average total cost,

' average variable cost, andaverage fixed cost.
the rate of output that 	 ifijmjnimum average variable cost.

, /1f fixed costs increase to $500, what output rate will result in minimum aver-
age variable cost?

744iven the following total revenue and total cost functions

TR=50Q7 TC = 10,000 + 30Q

ebuti

onthe breakeven rate of output.
Dctermine the output rate necessary to earn a profit of $20,000.
firmhastotal fixed costs of $20 and sells outputat $10/per unit Profit contri-

 is 20 percent of price.
,/)What is the breakeven rate of output?

.b/What is the profit elasticity at an output rate of-209'
7-6. President Emert of Eastern State University had decided on a new budgeting

system for all departments in the university. Historically, each department was
provided with an annual budget that was essentially the same amount each
year. Being a trained economist, the president has decided to allow student de-
mand for courses to determine how the University's budget is to be allocated
to departments. Each semester, everyëpartment will receive $40 for each stu-
dent credit hour (SCH) taught. For example, a three-credit course for fall se-
mester might enroll thirty-fivetu nts, thusgenerating 105 SCH. For offering
that course, the department would receive $4,200 (i.e., $40 X 105 SCH).

The following table shows selectd cost data for each of four university de-
partments:

Number of	 Salary Cost	 Vatable Cost	 -Department	 Faculty	 (FLrei)	 per SH
Economics	 10	 $500,000	 $3.00 \
English	 15	 510M00	 2.00	 '\Physics	 8	 380,000	 7.00
Physical education	 7	 200,000	 3S)0

a. Determine the breakeven number of student credit hours for each dpartment.
b. If the objective of each department is to maximize the size of its budget, what

change in the type of course offerings and assignment of faculty to courses
might result from such a budgeting system?

c. Suppose that student credit hours have been declining steadil y forseveral years
in physical education, while they have been growing rapidly in economics.
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Given these trends, what advantages and disadvantages would the new bud-
- I	 geting system offer compared to the one previously used?
7-7 

	
ee firms in the same industry all sell their product at $20 per unit. Their total

fixed cost and average cost per unit are shown below:

A	 B	 C(7
Total Fixed Cost	 $200	 $500	 $1,000

Average variable cost	 15	 10	 5

..i)7/hat is the breakeven output rate for each firm?
,'What is the profit elasticity for each firm at an output rate of 200?'

e{ Which firm is the most leveraged? Which is the 11erag?,
7-8. Interglobal Life Insurance arbitrarily assigns $400,000 pr year of corporate fixed

overhead expense to each local office. The manager of the Southern Region is
considering opening an office in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. She estimates that rev-
enue for this office would be $2,000,000 and expenses would be:

Rent	 50,000
Labor	 600,000
Taxes	 50.000
Utilities	 60,000
Advertising	 250,000

the office be opened? (That is, can a profit be earned?)
iizquez has invested. $80,000 in a hardware store. Business has been good,
store shows an iccoiknting profit of $10,000 for the last year. This profit is

xes and after payment of a $20,000 salary to Ms. Vazquez. This salary is less
e $40,000 she could make at another job. Considering the risk involved i':

me nardwire business, she-believes that a 15 percent after-tax rate of return is ap-
propriateforjthis type of investment..
a?3iven this information, calculate the economic profit earned by Ms. Vazquez.
..b(What accounting profit would the firm have to earn in order for the firm to

break even in terms of economic profit?
Universal Dental Products, Inc. manufactures false teeth with a pliable base
that allows one size to fit any moutb.A set of these dentures sells for $80. Fixed
costs are $200,000 per production period and the profit contribution is 40 per-
cent of price.
a. Determine the profit elasticity at output rates of 8,000, 10,000, and 12,000

units.
b. For the next production period, fixed costs will increase to $300,000 due to a

major capital investment program, but the new and more efficient machinery
will result in lower variable production costs so that variable cost per unit will
be reduced by $8. If price is unchanged, recompute the profit elasticity at out-
put rates of 8,000, 10,000, and 12,000 units.

c. What change in the risk - return trade-Off has the company made by this cap-
ital investment program?
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7-11. Space Dynamics, Inc. produces electronic components for an antimissile system.
Each component sells for $900, average variable cost is constant at $700, and to-
tal fixed cost is $10,000.
L Determine the breakeven rate of output.
b. Demonstrate that the profit elasticity declines as the output rate increases.
c. Show that for any Tate of output, profit elasticity increases if fixed cost in-

creases and this elasticity will decrease as variable cost per unit decreases.
7-12. Southern Airways, a small regional airline, has a daily late evening flight into At-

lanta. The plane must be in Atlanta at 8:00 A.M. each morning for a flight to Rich-mond, An
irginia. Unfortunately, the chthge for a plane remaining overnight in At-

lanta is $500. One alternative is to schedule a 9:00 P.M. flight to Gainesville,
Florida (a one-hour trip), and a 6:00 A.M. flight back to Atlanta. There is no
charge for the overnight stay at Gainesville. However, the flights to and from
Gainesville will average only about ten passengers each at a one-way fare of $50.
The operating cost of the plane is $600 per hour. The company's total fixed costs
(which are unaffected by the decision to be made here) are allocated to each
flight at the rate of $300 per hour. Should the plane stay in Atlanta overnight, or
should flights to and from Gainesville be scheduled? Explain your decision.

7-13. A firm is considering the rental of a new copying machine. The rental term!, ot
each of the three machines under consideration are given here:

Costs
Machine	 Monthly Fee	 Per Copy. ---
A	 $1,000	 +	 $0.03
B	 300	 +	 - (X04' -
C	 100	 +	 0.05

How many copies per month would the firm havela4aake for -B to be a lower to-
tall cost machine than C? For  to be lower cost than B?

3sl4 —During the last period, the sum of average profit and fixed costs fora. m totaled
$100,000. Unit sales were 10,000. If variable cost per unit was $4, what was the selling -
price of a unit of output? How much would profit change if the firm produced and
sold 11,000 units of output? (Assume average variable co, remains at $4 per unit.)

7-15. The economics department of Western Drilling, a producer of natural gas, has es-
timated the long-run total cost function for natural gas distribution to be

TC = 200 - 0.004Q3

where TCis total cost and Q is millions of cubic feet (MMCF) of natural gas per day.
a. Determine an equation for the long-run average cost of distributing natural

	

gas and plot it on a graph over the range 10 Q 150. 	 -
b. At present, Western produces but does not distribute natural gas. Interstate

Pipeline is the only distributor of gas in the region, and it carries about '100
MMCF per day. Management at Western estimates the regional market will
grow from 100 to 150 MMCF per day and thinks it might be able to capture
about 50 percent of the increase in the size of the market. Interstate has the
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capacity to deliver 200 MMCF per day. Will Western be able to compete
against Interstate in the distribution of gas? That is, will Western be able to
earn a normal return at the output rate associated with that part of the mar-
ket it expects to capture? Explain. (Assume Interstate has the same total cost
function as Western Drilling.)

Problems Requiring Calculus
7-16. Economists at Jensen Enterprises used time-series data to estimate the following

total cost function for the firm:

TC = 200 - 2Q + 0.05Q2

where TC is total cost and Q is the output rate.
a. Determine an equation for the average cost function. Plot this function, and

find the output rate that minimizes average cost.

b. is the production process characterized by decreasing, constant, or increasing
returns to scale?
If the market price of  output is $4.32 per unit, is there a scale of plant that
would allow the firm to earn an economic profit or at least to break even?
yen the total cost function for Randic Entcrpriscs:

TC = 100Q - 3Q2 + 0.1Q3

'betermine the average cost function and the r QLouIput that will minimize
average cost..
Determine the marginal cost function and rate of output that will minimize

4ginacot.
-c. At what rate of output does average cost equal margthal cost?

-1 . Logan Manufacturing produces ballpoint pens. Fixed costs in each production pe-r
//	 nod are $25,000, and the total variable cost (TVC) is given by the equation

TVC = 0.15Q,+ 0.102

here Q i the rate of output. What output rate would minimize average total cost?
iven the total cost function

TC=1,000+200Q-9Q2+025Q

IlYa.  Determine the equation for each total and per-unit cost function (i.e., TVC,

FC, AFC, AVC, AC, and MC).
b. Determine the lowest price for output that would allow the firm to break even.

At	 c.'Determine the lowest price, for output that would allow the firm to cover av-

erage variable cost.

/	 -	
firm sells its output for $20 per unit and hasa total cost function

TC = 16+ 17Q 9Q2 -l . Q3

etermine the firm's total profit function.
'I	 r./Determine the firm's marginal cost funtion.

Determine the profit elasticity, at an output rate of 8 units.
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Computer Problems

The follbwing problems can be solved by using the TOOLS program (downloadable
from.www.prenhal1.com/petersen) or by using other computer software.

f-21.The quantity produced (in thousands) and the average cost (in dollars) of pro-
'...-/ducing a toy at different plants are shown here.

Average
Plant	 Cost	 Quantity	 (Quanriiy)

I	 $0.75	 100	 10.000
2	 0.40	 200	 40.000
3	 0.50	 140	 19,600
4	 0.60	 260	 67,600
5	 0.45	 160	 756
6	 0.55	 120	 14.400
7	 0.70	 .280	 7.400
8	 0.45	 180	 32.400
9	 0.40	 220	 48,400

10	 0.45	 240	 7,600

a. Use regression analysis to estimate average cost as a linear function of quan-
tity produced, Write the equation. 1-statistics, and coefficient of determination.
Does the equation exhibit increasing, decreasing, or constant returns to scale?

b. Use regression analysis to estimate average cost as a linear function of quantity
and quantity squared (e.g., the quantity and quantit y squared data for plant
would be 100 and 10,0M. respectively). Determine the equation,t-statistics. and
coefficient of determination. At what quantity is average cost a minimum?
Over what range of output are increasing returns to scale indicated? What
about decreasing returns to scale?

c. Using the results from part (b), what is the minimum output necessary to
break even at a price of $0.55?

7-22. A plant has been operating for 10 periods. The output rate and total cost for each
period are shown here.

Period	 Q	 TC

1	 4	 $1,300
2	 12	 7.700
3	 21	 4.400
4	 16	 2.900
5	 30	 10.500
6	 ii	 1,900
7	 6	 1,256
8	 27	 9.500
9	 19	 3.550

10	 8	 1.400

a. Use the multije regression technique to estimate the cubic total cost function:
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TCd0+diQ+dzQ2+d3Q3

(Hint: Create two additional variables, Q 2 and Q3, and then regress TC on Q,
Q2, and Q3.)

b. Use the estimated total cost function to derive equations for average cost and
marginal cost.

c. Using the same data, compute average costs by dividing TC by Q for each of
the 10 periods. Using the computed average cost data, estimate the quadratic
average cost function.

-	 1S ' 2S

How do your results compare with the estimated average cost equation from
part (b)?
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PREVIEW
In chapter 6, the concept of a constrained optimization problem was introduced. In gen-
eral, such problems consist of an objective function and one or more constraints. For ex-
ample, one problem addressed in that chapter is to minimize cost (the objective) sub-
ject to meeting a specified level of production (the constraint). The essence of
economics is efficient resource allocation when resources are scarce. Specifying one or
more constraints is simply a way of identifying this scarcity.

Linear programming (LP) is a technique for solving a special set of constrained op-
timization problems where the objective function is linear and there are one or more
linear constraints. It is a powerful decision-making technique that has found application
in a variety of managerial problems. Not only does linear programming have value in
decision making, it also helps in understanding the concepts of constrained optimiza-
tion and opportunity cost.

In the first section of this chapter, examples of problems that lend themselves to lin-
ear programming analysis are suggested. In the next two sections, different types of pro-
gramming problems are considered. First, a profit-maximization problem is set up and
solved and then a cost-minimization problem is considered. In each case, both a graphic
and an algebraic approach to the solution are presented.Actually, most real-world pro-
gramming problems are solved by computers, but it is important to understand the prin-
ciples underlying the solutions. The section on sensitivity analysis shows how changes
in one or more parameters of the linear prograipming problem affect the final solution.
In the fifth section, a set of special considerations relevant to linear programming prob-
lems is presented. Finally, the concept of primal and dual linear programs is discussed.
There it is shown how a value can be assigned to each of the resources constraining the
objective function.

LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPLICATIONS
Because all managers face constrained optimization problems, it should not be sur-
prising that linear programming has many uses in business. The earliest applications
were in production-related problems. For example, managers in multiproduct firms
sought the combination of output rates for each of several products that would maxi-
mize profit subject to a limited number of machine-hours and worker-days An alter-
native production problem might have been to find the combination of output rates
that could be produced at minimum cost while meeting a specified set of orders and
inventory requirements.

In the marketing area, linear programming is used to select the minimum-cost mix
of radio, television, and magazine advertising that will meet constraints on the total
number of people exposed to the advertising and the number in certain age, sex, and in-
come classes. Financial managers use linear programming models to determine the
least-cost method of financing the firm given such constraints as bank borrowing limi-
tations and a maximum ratio of debt to equity. In addition, the technique is now being
used to value leases, bonds, pension liabilities, and options on common stock.

Many transportation problems can also be solved by linear programming. Consider
an automobile producer with several manufacturing plants and numerous dealers
throughout the country. How should shipments of cars he made from plants to dealers
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to minimize total transportation costs? A special transportation variant of linear pro-
gramming has been developed to solve problems of this type. Also, firms in the airline
industry use the technique to efficiently assign crews to flights.

Linear programming has been widely used in agriculture. For example, dairy farm-
ers have used the technique to determine the least-cost combination of feeds that would
meet minimum nutrition requirements for their animals. Agribusiness managers also
have used linear programming to determine the profit-maximizing allocation of land to
different crops subject to such constraints as fixed land area, differing soil characteris-
tics, and limited water availability.

These are but a few of the many constrained optimization problems that face man-
agers. Historically, some managers used intuition and guesswork to make resource al-
location decisions. In the era of scientific management, however, better techniques are
available and should be used if the firm is to compete successfull y. Linear programming
is among the most important of these techniques.

THE LINEARITY ASSUMPTION

All the important relationships in a linear programming problem must be linear. 'Ihese
often include the production, total cisL total revenue, and profit functions. The as-
sumption that these functions are linear also means it is assumed that there are constant
returns to scale in production, that the price of output is constant for all output levels,
and that input prices are constnt regardless of the amount of input purchased. The
combination of constant returns to scale and constant input prices implies that produc-
tion cost per unit of output is constant. Further, the combination of constant per-unit
cost and output price results in a constant rate of profit per unit of output.

Some critics of linear programming argue that the assumption of linearity is incon-
sistent with other, aspects-of economic theory that are based on U-shaped cost curves, pro-
duction functions having other than constant returns to scalp, and nonlinear profit func-
tions. Although these critics have a point, cost and profit per unit may be constant over a
limited range of output, and thus the assumptions underlying linear programming would
be valid for that range. More important, the successful application of linear programming
to many managerial problems suggests that the technique is a useful management tool.
Even where the important relationships are not exactly linear, the programming ap-
proach still may be the best way to approximate optimal resource allocation.'

;r'. •:,•

L' a widdy quaniiith'etechnit1ue for scivjn con-
SiredPptiftization pro,lem where both the objective tunction and the con-
straintsareli

1 

Ow.	 '..
Ii ritywsumpon means that there are coii.tant output and input prices,
ant rti'•t cak n pr c ion. and cnstant cost and profit per unit of77

output

'There are nonlinear programming methods for problems involving nonlinear functions- For example. see
D. Lucnbcrger, Linear and Nor.!inear Programming (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1989).
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CONSTRAINED PROFIT MAXIMIZATION

Many firms simultaneously produce several products in a plant. Management faces the
problem of whether to produce more or less of one product (i.e., to allocate more or less
resources to that product) relative to the others. That decision is based on comparing
the profit earned on an additional unit of output to the opportunity cost of the resources
devoted to producing that unit. Linear programming is well suited to solving problems
of this type.

Structuring the Problem

Consider a firm that produces two products, A and B, that require processing on three
different machines During the production period, the number of hours available on each
machine is limited. Assume that profit per unit of each output is constant for all relevant
rates of output. The problem facing the firm is to determine the quantities of A and B
(i.e., QA and Q) that will maximize profit but not require more than the limited num-
ber of machine hours available. QA and QB are the decision variables in this problem.

Management's objective must be stated in the form of a function, hence, the term
objective function. In this problem the objective function is

	

.Tr=aQA+bQB	 (8-1)

where r represents total profit and a and b are the profit per unit of A and B produced.
Solving for QB yields

QB =	 QA	 (8-2)

Equation (8-2) describes a straight line where the vertical intercept is determined by
the ratio of total profit to profit per unit oproduct B (i.e., -a/b) and the slope is the neg-
ative of the ratio a/b, or the relative profitability of the two products. As both a and h
are positive, the slope of the line will be negative.

Suppose that profit per unit of output is $3 for product A and $1 for product B. The
profit or objective function is then

= 3QA + IQH

which can be rewritten as

	

QB =Tr- 3QA	 (8-3)

If the rate of profit, ir, is specified, equation (8-3) defines allcombinations of QA and
QE that yield that rate of profit Thus equation (8-3) can be considered an isoprofit
equation. For example, if ir = 90, some of the combinations of QA and QB that yield that
profit rate are

QA	 QR

0	 90
10	 60
20	 30
30	 0
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2

QAW	 CU	 30	 40	 50

This $90 isoprofjt line is shown in Figure 8.1 together with the isoprofit lines for 
ii = 60and 120. 'the management problem is to attain the highest profit possible given the re-

source constraints facing the firm.
Recall that producing products A and B requires processing on three different ma-chines. Let these machines be designated X, i and Z. Table 8,1 lists the hours of time

i :nie Kequired
1 1̂(Jnlg of Output for

Total Hours of MachineMachine	 ProduclA 	 Product B	 fine Available
3	 90Y	 2	 2

Z	 2
0	 60
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per unit of output that are required on each machine and the hours of time available on
each machine during the production period.

For example, on machine X each unit of product A requires one hour and each unit

of B requires three hours.Thus, for any output rate, QA, the number of machine X hours
required is 1 QA; for any output rate, QB, the number of hours required on machine X

is 3Q8. Thus the total hours required on machine Xis 1 Q + 3 QB' and Table 8.1 indi-
cates that this total is limited to no more than ninety hours during the production pe-
riod. Therefore, the constraint for machine X is written

10A + 30. :5 90	 (8-4)

This inequality reflects the limited resource availability of machine time.
Both products require two hours of time per unit of output on machine Y and the

total time available is 80 hours. Thus the constraint for machine Y is

2QA + 2QB 80	 (8-5)

Finally, product A requires two hours of time on machine Z per unit of output, but prod-

uct B does not require the use of this machine, so the constraint is

2Q,4 60	 (8-6)

In addition, a set of nonnegativity requirements is added to assure that the solution
makes economic sense. These requirements specify that all decision variables (e.g., out-
put of each product) be positive. Negative values for output would be meaningless, but
without these nonnegativity constraints, the mathematical approach could easily result
in one or more values of the decision variables being negative. For example, because
profit per unit of output is higher for A than for B, if the nonnegativity requirements
were not imposed, a solution might result in a large positive value for QA and a large

negative value for QB.
Requiring that both QA and QB be nonnegative (i.e., QA ^? 0 and QB ^ 0) also en-

sures that the hours of machine time will also be nonnegative. The hours of time on each
machine are specified by constraints (8-4), (8-5), and (8-6). The only way that negative
machine hours could occur would be for there to be negative values for one or both of
the output rates QA and Q8.

Now the linear programming problem is complete and can be stated as follows:

maximize: = 3QA + 1Q8 (objective function)

subject to:. 'QA + 3QB 90 machine X constraint

2QA + 2QB :5 80 machine Y constraint

2QA 60	 machine Z constraint

QA 0	 nonnegativity constraints

QR0

In general, the number of nonzero decision variables will be no greater than the
number of resource constraints (i.e., the number of constraints excluding the nonnega-
tivity constraints).
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The Feasible Region

The next step is to determine the set of output rates QA and QB that can be produced
without violating the constraints. The five constraints are shown graphically in Figure
8.2. Consider the first constraint, QA -- 3Q8 90, which is shown as the machine X con-
straint in the figure. To draw this constraint, consider the relation as an equality and
solve for QB that is,

Qr30—Q

This is the equation for a straight line that has a vertical intercept of 30 and a slope of
- 1/3. Now find two points on that line by setting QA 0 and solving for QB = 0, yield-ing the point (0, 30), and then by setting Q11 = 0 and solving for QA 90, thus yieldinga second point ( 90,O).These two points are sufficient to identify the line. Because it is aless- than-or-equal-to constraint, all values on or below this line meet the constraint. Sim-
ilarly, all points on or below the line 2QA + 2Q 1 80 meet the machine Yconstraint,and points to the left of 2QA < 60 meet the constraint on hours available for machine Z.Finally, the nonne gativity requirements QA Q ^— 0 restrict the allowable rates of the de-
cision variables to the northeast quadrant, that is. where Q and Q are nonnegativ.,.ifl general, the feasible region consists of all values of the decision variables that
satisfy all the constraints simultaneously In this example, the feasible region of pro-
duction is that set of combinations of the decision variables, QA and Q8, that meets all

QR

I,I,j

80

Machine Y
constraint

I/ 2QA

Machine Z contrajnt
+2B ^ 80 1

	 ^ 60/

FA

Machine X constraint

VA20	 h	 40	 60	 80	 160
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five constraints, This set is shown as the shaded area in Figure 8.2. Any point on or
within that boundary can be produced because all the constraints are satisfied. A point

such as k is not in the feasible region because it does not satisfy the constraint for ma-

chine Y The linear programming problem is to identify the one combination (QA, Q8)
within the feasible region that yields maximum profit.

Key Concepts	 •V	 V -. - - •-

• All linear programming problems consist 0&.7M,  objective functiom one or more
resource constraints, and a nomegativity constraint for each,dccision variable.

* The feasible region consists of all combinations of values for the decision vari-
ables that satisfy all of the constraints.	

-	 -

• The goal of linear programming is 10 find that rolnt in the feasible rcgtou thai

VVV 
optimizes (i.e., either maximi2es-Or minimizes') the objective fanctihn. 	 V

Graphic Solution
Recall the problem of maximizing production subject to a budget constraint from
chapter 6. The budget constraint defined a feasible set of input combinations. The
problem was to find the highest isoqu ant that touched that budget constraint. The lin-
ear programming problem discussed here is analogous to that production problem.
Here the problem is to find the highest isoprofit line that still meets the constraints,
that is. to find the highest isoprofit line that has at least one point in common with the
feasible region.

In Figure 8.3, the feasible region is shown together with three isoprofit functions,
which are depicted as dashed lines. The highest profit line that satisfies all of the con-
straints is ir = 100, which touches the feasible region at point g. The coordinates of

point g (QA = 30, Q8 = 10) provide the solution to this profit-maximizing problem.
Substituting these values into the profit function confirms that profit is $100 at this

point:
= 3(30) + (10) = 100

Any higher profit line, for example, that for $150 of profit, would have no point in com-
mon with the feasible region. There are feasible combinations of QA and QB on profit
lines below the $100 isoprofit line, such as point] on the $60 isoprofit line, but they are
suboptimal because they imply lower profits.

The machine time allocated to each product is determined by multiplying the so-
lution values QA and Q8 by the machine time requirements specified in Table 8.2. For
example, for machine X, the number of hours used is 30 + 3(10), or 60 hours. The num-
ber of hours of time on each machine allocated to each product is shown in Table 8.2.
Note that the available hours for machines Y and Z are all used, but there are unused
hours available for machine X. Producing 30 units of A requires 30 hours on machine

X, and producing 10 units of B also requires 30 hours, for a total of 60 hours required.
As there are 90 hours available, 30 hours remain unused- In the language of linear pro-
gramming, it is said that the constraints for machines Y and Z are binding, but there is

slack in time for machine K The constraint for Xis said to be nonbinding. Note the op-
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100k

90	 \
\

80	

\\\\

\
7flL

\

\
\-

\S

\

Constraint Z

Hours of Time Allocated t
MM a chine Prod A	 Product B
X	 30	 30
Y	 60	 20
Z	 60	 0

Hours Available	 Slack !lour

90	 30
80	 0
60	 0

tima! point (g) in Figure 8.3. That point lies on constraints Y and Z but is below theconstraint for machine X This also shows that all of the available hours on machinesV and Z are used hut that there are Unused hours on machiue X
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The concept of binding and nonbinding constraints has implications for determin-
ing the opportunity cost of the limited resources. With regard to the specific problem,
the available hours of time on machines Y and Z have an opportunity cost; if one or
more of these hours were reallocated to some other use, total profit would be reduced.
That is, reducing hours available on machine Y or Z would result in a reduction in the

rate of one or both outputs QA and QB. The result of this reduced output would be a
smaller profit. But there are 30 hours of time available on machine X that could be al-
located to some other use without affecting profit. Thus those hours have zero oppor-
tunity cost as far as producing products A and B are concerned.

Also note in Fimmreiht th profit-ni aximizing solution occurs at: ! corner of the
feasible region. Because both the objective function and the constraints are linear, the
optimal solution will always occur at one of the corners. 2 By having to evaluate only the
corner solutions, the number of computations is greatly reduced. For instance, in the ex-
ample, points e, g, and Ii are the corners and therefore are the only points that need to
be considered. In the computer programs written to solve linear programming prob-
lems, the approach is to pick one corner arbitrarily, evaluate the objective function at
that point, and then systematically move to other corners that offer higher profits until
no other corner yielding greater profit is found. This process greatly reduces the time
necessary to determine the optimal solution.

In Figure 8.4, two different isoprofit liflCS, r 1 , and rr2, are drawn. The optimal solu-

tion for the original profit equation,

'rr 1 = 30, + QB

(labeled ii in the figure). has been shown to be at point g. For the other objective func-
tion. there is one dollar of profit for each unit of QA and two dollars of profit per unit

Of QB .ThUS the profit equation is

= 9A + 2QB

For profit function ir2, the optimal solution is at corner point f The solution to any lin-
ear programming problem will always be at a corner point, and the slope of the objec-
tive function is critical in determining which corner point is optimal.

Algebraic Solution
The graphic approach just used demonstrates the conceptual solution to linear pro-
gramming problems and actually could be used to solve some problems. However, if
there are more than two decision variables, the graphic approach cannot be used. For-
tunately, there is an algebraic technique that, at least conceptually, can be used to solve
linear programs of almost any size.

The problem considered in the preceding section involved an objective function,
three inequalities denoting the resource constraints, and the nonnegativity require-

ments.That is,

I T is possible that the highest isoprofit line will coincide with one of the sides of the feasible region. such as

fg in Figure 8.4. In that case. points f g, and all others in betweenbetween are optimal in that they yield the same
level of profit. Stilt a corner solution,f or g, will optimize the objective function.The possibility of multiple
solutions is discussed in detail later in the chapter.
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maximize:	 3Q + IQB
subject to: 1 QA .+ 3QB 90

2Q6o
QA,Qa 0

As outlined earlier in this chapter, the general a pproach to solving the prob!ern is to
identify corners of the feasible region and then evaluate profits at each corner. Because
the corners are defined by the intersection of the constraints those corners can be found
by identifying Which constraints combine to form that corner and then solving thosetwo constraint equations for the values of the decision variables 

QA and QB at thatpoint of intersection
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Refer again to the feasible region shown in Figure 8.4. The only points that have to
be evaluated are the corners e, f g, and h. Technically, the origin, 0, is a corner of the fea-
sible region, but it is obvious that profits cannot be maximized at that point. Also, point
h can be dismissed as a possibility because point g yields the same output rate for A and
a greater output rate for B; thus g is unequivocally better. Therefore, only points e,f, and
g require consideration. Hence the linear programming problem can be solved by find-
ing the values (QA' Q) at points e, f and g; evaluating the profit rate at each; and se-
lecting that combination that yields the greatest profit.

Point e is the intersection of constraint X with the vertical (Q11) axis. Thus Q is deter-
mined by substituting QA = O(the equation for the vertical axis) into the first constraint

0 + 3 QB = 90

and solving for QB, yielding

Q8 = 30

Thus, at point e, the values of the decision variables are QA = 0 and Qn 30.
Point f is the intersection of constraints X and Y By writing these constraints as

equalities and solving them simultaneously, the value of QA and QE can be determined.
The two equations are	 -

QA + 3Q5 = 90

2QA+2QB=SO

To solve for the values of QA and QB, first multiply the first equation by — 2 and add the
two equations:

-2QA - 6QB = — 180

2QA + 2QB = 80

—100

Thus

QB = 25

Now, substitute QB = 25 into the, first equation to find the value of QA. That is,

QA + 3(25) = 90

or

QA = 15

Thus, at point f the values of the decision variables are QA = 15 and Q = 25.
Finally, point g is the intersection of constraints Y and Z. The values of QA and QB

are found by simultaneously solving the equations

2QA + 2QB 80
2QA=60

which yields the solution QA = 30 and QB = 10.
Now, by substituting the values (QA Qn) at each corner into the profit function
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1t	 -4	 k)

Decision I

Comer PointPojj

U	 30	 30
f	 15	 25	 70g	 30	 if)	 100h	 30	 0	 90

ii - 3Q --
the profit at each corner is determined, FoF example, at pointf QA 15 and Q	 25.Therefore,

ii	 3(15) -I- 1(25) = 70
The values of the decision variables and the assacitpd profi

t rate at cach cornerare reported in Table 8.3. The values at the origin and point 
h have been included, eventhough it is known that they cannot be P rofit-maxiniiziiig points.Corner point g yields the highst profi

t (7r = 100), and therefore the optimal solu-tion for the firm is to produce 30 units of 
QA and 10 units of Q. Of course, this is thesame Solution obtained using the graphic approach.

As the linear programming problem becomes larger, the number of computationsincreases rapidly. For this reason, most S O1ut j n5 are found by Using computers. It isnot unusual for a problem	
literall

to have 10, 20, or more decision variables and 	 ymdoz ens of constraints. its 	 is not practical to even attempt to solve such problems
Without the aid of a computer Numerous computer programs for Solving linear pro-gramming problems are available and are easily used, including the TOOLS softwarepackage.

Key Concept	 :.

The graphic approach t solving a linearpr.	
consists ofgraphjn the fih;e ieginia.	 (as de.finf by the sy,the	 stem of c.onstraiits1 and thenobjective: fuuct 	 until an o-ujmal sOliltjoR is fu at a corner ofte !esth ;ct.	 d-

• Soling a linear pr gramming lWOblem aieh1-aicafly requires deterniinmg thevalues of' the ded5j0 varjat,Iec ateach corner porni of the feasiblthen evaluatie region andihe objectje. function ,undion br each set of the desion variable val-ues so oeterniin1.j
• The solution to a line.aF prograrnmjjig pn'h!ern will alwa ys occur at a cornerpoint of the f 'a.sihJ rcin. This greatly simp1jfj the number of.(X)fl]pIItati(,fl5required to find the opli[flaf 

So lt] hjon
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CONSTRAINED COST MINIMIZATION
Linear programming has been defined as a!) optimization technique for finding the set
of values for the decision variables that maximizes or minimizes an objective function
subject to constraints. In the preceding section, a profit function was maximized subject
to resource constraints in the form of a limited number of available machine hours. In
this section, the solution to a minimization problem is outlined.Thc approach is analo-
gous to that used in the maximization problem.

Structuring the Problem
The example used here comes from agribusiness, where linear programming models have
been widely used. Consider a milk producer whose objective is to feed the milk cows ad-
equately but to do so at minimum cost. Suppose that an adequate feed ration contists of
a minimum of 40 units of protein, 60 units of calcium, and 60 units of carbohydrates.

The manager must determine how much of two feeds, A and B, to use. One ton of

feed A contains one unit of protein, three units of calcium, and one unit of carbohy-

drates. One ton of feed B contains one unit of protein, one unit of calcium, and six units

of carbohydrates. Let the price of feed A be $100 per ton and the price of feed B he $200

per ton. These basic data are summarized in Table 8.4.
The problem is to find the quantities of the two feeds, X, and XB (the decision vari-

ables), to be purchased so that the feed cost (C) will be minimized. Thus, the problem is

to minimize the objective function,

C = 100X + 200XB

subject to the following minimum nutrition requirements or constraints:

IXA + 1XB 40
	 (protein constraint)

3XA +IXB 60
	

(calcium constraint)

IXA +6X8 60
	

(carbohydrate constraint)

and the usual requirement that all decision variables be nonnegative:

XA^O XB-0

Feed

A	 B

Price per ton	 $100	 $200

Units of Nutrients
Per Ton of Feed

Minimum Units
.4	 B	 Required Per Period

Protein	 1	 1	 40

Calcium	 3	 l	 60

Carbohydrates	 1	 6	 60
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-'----'-.'-':-,-L-' x40	 60

The constraints are plotted in a graph just as was done in the preceding problem. These
constraints and the resultant feasible region are shown in Figure 8.5. Note that the fea-sible region extends upward and to the right of the Constrains, in contrast to the pre-
ceding problem, where the feasible region extended to the left and below the resource
constraints This is due to the nature of the resource constraints In the first problem theresource constraints were all of the form "less than or equal to" (i.e., ). thus restrict-
ing feasible combinatjos of the decision variables to points on or below those con-straints when shown gra

phically, In this problem the resource constraints are of the
form "greater than or equal to," which restricts feasible combinations of the decision
variables to points on or above those constraints

To find the combination of feed inputs (XA , X) that meets the nutrition require-
ments at minimum cost, think in terms of starting at the origin and making parallel shiftsin the cost equation c ioox ± 200X5 in a "northeasterly" direction until that cost
function touches a point in the feasible region. The solution is shown in Figure 

8.6. Thecost function first touches the feasible set at point g, correspondin g to 36 tons of A and4 tons of B. This is the optimal solution in the sense that it is the least-cost of all combi-na t i
ons of the two feeds that ilieet the constraints The cost of these feed inputs is $4,400

[i.e., C = 100(36) 200(4)] there is no other combination of the two feeds (XA , X)that satisfies the Constrain is and costs less than $4,400.

Algebraic Solution
The algebraic a

pproach is essential] the same as that used for the profit-maximizationproblem. First, find the values of XA and X11 at each corner of the feasible region (i.e.,at points e, f g, and h) by solving the two intersecting constraint equations simultane-ously at each point. For example, consider point 
fin Figure 8-6, which is the intersectionof the first two Constraints Writing these as equalities gives
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X 

80

60

40

ce

	
F//,

-'---	 ______•f'X
20	 40	 60	 A

-ø- ; -

XA + XB = 40

3XA + X2 = 60

Subtracting the second from the first yields

= —20

or

XA = 10

Now, substituting KA = 10 into the. first constraint and solving for Xj, yields

10 + XB = 40

or

Thus, point f is (QA 10, QB = 30). The next step is to evaluate the cost of that input
combination by substituting XA and XB into the cost equation. Repeating this process
at points e, g, and h yields the values of the decision variables and cost at each corner
point.Thcse are Summarized in Table 8.5.
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Decision Variables

	

..orfler PointX
4 	 X8	 Cost

	

0	 60	 $12000

	

f	 10	 30	 7.000

	

g	 36	 4	 4,400

	

60	 0	 6,000

Clearly, the Optimal Solution is at point g. The manager should use 36 tons of feedA and 4 tons of feed R There is no other
straints at a cost less than $4,400.	

input combination that can satisfy the con-
Whether the objective is m inimizing Or maximizing the objective' function, the ap-proach to Solving the linear pro

gramming problem is essentially the same. First, use theco
nstraints to determine the feasible region. Next, determine the values of tvariables at each corner point of the feasible region.	 he decision

evaluate the objective fun c-tion for cah of th5ç combinations, and select the combina tion that Optimizes (i.e., min-imizes or maximizes) that function

Case Scd
Linear Programming and Hospital Staffing

The allocation of a staff of nurses of differing 
specialties to the various wards and otherdepartments is a major problem in most hospitals A large 

institu tionmay have hun-dreds of nurses ranging from practical nurses to surgical specialists. Some wards need
nurses on duty 24 hours per day, whereas others may need only one shift. Further com-
plicating the problem some nurses can work in several areas, who
be assigned to one. In addition provision must be made for periods of vacation and sub-reas others can only
stitutes for nurses who are absent because of illness. Most 

hospitals use temporary staffand overtime work to fill in where members of the regular nursing staff are unavailable
Generally this alternative is more costly thap using regular staff at standard wage rates.The job of scheduling nurses could be a nigh tmare in a large hospital. However,the very nature of the problem makes it amenable to solution by means of linear pro-
gramming. The objective function is to minimize the Cost of Providing nurses subject to
constraints on the number and type of nurses required in each area of the hospital dur-
ing each shift and the number of nurses available at each relevant period of time.The admi

nistrator at One Chicago hospital faced these problems as she scheduledthe assignments for more than 300 nurses. Historically this job was done by hand and
required more than three days of work each month. The acquisition of a personal com-
puter and Some linear programming software allowed her to complete this task 

in an
afternoon Not only did she save Cons iderable time in the P rocess,but the hospital was
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able to significantly reduce the amount of overtime work and the hiring of temporary
workers. Total wage costs were reduced by more than 10 percent, thus saving the hos-

pital more than $1 million a year. U

Sensitivity Analysis
Decision markers often are faced with questions of the what-if variety. For example, a
production manager might be asked how the production proces s should be changed if

the price of labor increased by 10 percent. That is. how should the mix of labor and cap-
ital be altered to adjust for the higher price of labor? Linear programming is an espe-
cially useful technique for answering questions of this kind. Given an original problem
and its solution, it is a simple matter to change one or more of the parameters of that
problem, solve it again, and then compare the original and new solutions. This is the

essence of sensitivity analysis.
Consider the optiiiiai feed cation o f obleni in the previous section. Given the price

of feed A of $100 perton and the price of feed B of $200 per ton, it was determined that

the combination of 36 tons of A and 4 tons of B is the least-cost combination (i.e.,
$4,400) of feeds that meets the nutrition constraints. Now, what if the price of feed A

doubles to $200—what is the effect on least-cost input combination and its cost? Chang-

ing the price of feed A to $200 per ton and solving the problem again yields an optimal

solution of 10 tons of A and 30 tons of B, with a total cost of $8,000. Doubling the price

of feed A causes a substantial change in the optimal mix of feeds and a large increase

in cost. Note that the amount of A ued has declined from 36 tons to 10 tons, and the

amount of B has increased. The firm has substituted B for A because the relative cost

of A has increased.
Sensitivity analysis also can be used to measure the effect of a change in one of the

constraints. For example, in the original problem, what if new research indicated that the
animals needed only 50 units of carbohydrates per day rather than 60 9 Changing the

right-hand side of the third constraint from 60 to 50 and solving the problem yields a
cost-minimizing solution of 38 tons of A and 2 tons of B, and that combination has a to-
tal cost of $4,200. Thus, that change in the constraint resulted in a cost reduction of $200.

Finally, if a new feed that had three units of protein, five units of calcium, and seven
units of carbohydrates were introduced at a price of $210 per ton, what would be the

ew Optimal miX 
of the three feeds? Using the original data but adding a new decision

variable for this feed (xc) and changing the constraints appropriately yields the fol-

lowing problem:

Minimize: C = 100X, + 200XB ± 21OXc

Subject to: 1XA + 1X5 ± 3Xc ::^ 40

3XA + 1XB +5X2!6O

1XA + 6XB+7XCa60

XA, Xs, X . a 0
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It can be shown that the new solution is zero Units of both A and B and 13.33 tons ofthe new feed (i.e.,XA = 0, X = 0, and X = 13.33), with a total cost of $2,800. Thus, the
new feed is used exclusively, and the total cost is reduced by $1,600 compared to the
original solution.

As indicated by these examples, sensitivit y analysis involves solving a linear pro-
gramming problem, then changing one or more component parts of the problem, solv-
uig the problem again, and comparing the two solutions. The coefficients of the objec-
tive function, the coefficients of the constraints, and/or the resource amounts on theright-hand side of the constraints can be changed. Also, a decision variable or a con-straint could ',-,c added to or deleted from the problem.

.KIP yonceps

• Th aigebraic tü a linear programming problem requires that the co-
ordinates of each corner point of the feasible solution be determined and then
the objective functio evaluated for each set of coordinates.

• Sensitivity analysis involves solving — Iia near programming problem, changing -one or more componenj of the objective function or the constraints, solving the
new problem, and then comparing the solutions. 	

.

Example The Transportation Problent

One area where linear programming has been especially useful is in determining opti-
mal shipping patterns. A typical problem is to determine the minimum cost for shipping
output from manufacturing plants to dealers. In general, the problem is to determine
how much to ship from each source or supply point to each destination or demand
point, such that the total shipping costs are minimized. The constraints are the maxi-
mum production rates at each source and the quantity demanded at each destination.

Consider the following hypothetical example. An automobile manufacturer with
plants in Detroit and Los Angeles must supply its dealers in Atlanta, Chicago, and Den-
ver. Assign an index ito each plant (e.g., I for Detroit and 2 for Los Angeles) and an iii-
dexj to each dealer (e.g., 1 for Atlanta, 2 for Chicago, and 3 for Denver). The data in the
following table show the transportation cost per car from each plant to each dealer (i.e..
Co), 

the maximum production per period at each plant, and the number of cars de-
manded at each dealership.

71'ansportarion Cost per Car

/i,i umber of CarsPlant	 Atlanta (1)	 Chicago (2) Denver (3)	 Produced (supply)
Detroit (1)	 200(C11)
Los Angeles (2)	 400 (C21)
Number of cars	 3.000
demanded

There are six decision variables, X1,, (where i = 1. 2, and j = 1, 2, 3), representing the
number of cars shipped from each plant to each dealer. For example, X23 would refer to
shipments from Los Angeles to Denver. Thc objective is to determine the number of

100 ( C12 )	 300 ( C13)	 3.000
300 (Ca)	 200 ( C23 )	 5.000
4,000	 1,000
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cars to be shipped from each plant to each dealer that will minimize total shipping costs.
That is, minimize

C=CXq

The constraints are (1) the total number of cars shipped from each plant (e.g., X
± X12 + X13 would be total shipments from Detroit) must be equal to or less than the
maximum output rate for that plant; and (2) shipments to each dealer (e.g., X + X2
would be the number of cars shipped to Atlanta) must be at least as great as the quan-
titv demanded.

Thus, the linear program is to find those values of the decision variables X,, that will
minimize

C = 200X11 + 1OX12 + 300X13 + 400X2 + 300k22 + 20OX2

subject to the production or supply constraints

X11 + X 2 + X13 !^-: 3,000
X21 + x22 + x23 5,000

the demand constraints

+ X21 3,000
X12 + X22 4,000

+	 ^ 1,000

and the nonnegativity constraints

1=1,2;	 j=1,2,3

Clearly, this problem cannot be solved graphically, and the algebraic approach
would b cumbersome. However, the problem can he solved easily using a microcom-
puter to yield the following optimal values of the decision variables:

Least- Cost Shipment .Pattern to

From	 . Atlanta	 Chicago	 Denver	 Total Production

Detroit	 X,1 = 3,000	 Xi-, = 0	 X13 = 0	 3,000
Los Angeles	 X21 = 0	 4,000	 17000 5,000
Total demand	 3 1000	 4,000	 1,000

Note that the supply (production) and demand constraints are met. For example,
total production is 3,000 in Detroit and 5,000 in Los Angeles, which are the maximum
output rates in those plants. Further, the dealers in each ciiy receive exactly the num-
ber of cars necessary to meet demand. The total transportation cost is $2,000,000. No
other set of values for the decision variables would meet the constraints and result in
lower transportation costs.

The transportation problem can become very large. If there are m supply sources
and a demand points there will be m X n decision variables, m + a resource constraints,
and m x n nonnegativity constraints. For example, for a problem involving an automo-
bile manufacturer with 10 plants and 200 dealers there would be 2.000 decision variables,
10 supply constraints. 2(M} demand constraints, and 2,000 nonuegalivily constrainLs
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN LINEAR PROGRAMMING

There are several special situations that may be encountered in linear programming
problems. Some do not pose a problem but can generate rather curious results. In other
cases, the result is that there is no optimal solution to the problem.

Multiple Solutions

If the objective function has the same slope as one of the con.traints, the result will he
an infinite number of optima] combinations of the decision variables. Consider the fol-
iowmg problem:

maximize: it = 10X + 5X2
subject to: X 1 + 2X	 60 (constraint A)

	2X1 +	 60 (constraint B)
X	 c 27 (constraint C)
X

In this problem. the objective function and constraint B both have a slope equai to -- 2.
This can he seen b y rewriting eacla of those relations as a function of X2 . That is.

PROFIT FLJN(TIO!V: X,	 - 2K

CONSTRAiNT B:	 X	 -- 2X1

The problem is shown graphicall y in Fi2urc (K7a.
The optimal level of the objective function is coincident with constraint B between

points fand g. Thus all combinations of(X 1 . X2) in that interval yield the same profit.
and therefore all are equall y profitable. This situation does not pose a problem. and the
solution is exactly as outlined earlier. The corner solutions are evaluated and 1othfand
g yield the same profit. Thus, either can be used as the optimal solution.

Redundant Constraints

Sometimes, one or more constraints is unnecessary or redundant. Consider the follow-
ing constraint set:

A: X -i- 2X,	 50 (constraint A)
B: X1 + X2 40 (constraint B)

	C.' 5X - 6X^	 300 (constraint C)
0. X2 0

The feasible region for these constraints is shown in Figure 87b. Note that this region
is defined by constraints A. B, and the nonnegativity requirements. Constraint C is re-
dundant because if either constraint A or B is satisfied, so is constraint C. This does not
present a problem in solving the problem. It only means that the information contained
in constraint C is irrelevant and therefore unnecessary. Because constraint C is non-
binding, the resource associated with that constraint has a zero opportunit y Cost The
solution would proceed as before by evaluating the objective function at corner points
f '. and Ii,
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io L 60

40

20

3

-	 = lOX 1 +5X,)

Constraint A

Constraint B
Feasible
region Constraint

20	 40	 60

(a) Multiple solutions

20	 40	 60

(b) Redundant constraint

xi

0'
20	 40	 60

(c) No feasible solution

IGURE8.Z.SpedaJ	 I	 ithUiear Poth'j

No Feasible Solution
A serious problem arises when the set of constraints is such that there are no values of
the decision variables that simultaneously satisfy all the constraints, The following con-
straints have been graphed in Figure 8.7c:

2X1 ± 3X2 ^R: 120	 (constraint A)
± 2X2 40	 (constraint B)
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Only points below X1 ± 2X2 = 40 satisfy constraint B, and only points above 2X1 + 3X2
= 120 satisfy constraint A. But there are no points that satisfy both these conditions si-
multaneously. Therefore, there is no feasible solution.

In a simple problem such as the example shown, the lack of a feasible solution is
easily seen. However, in large linear programming problems with many constraints,
there may he no way of knowing that there is no solution until the computer program
is run. In such cases, obtaining a feasible solution means that one or more constraints
must be modified. For example, additional hours of machine time may have to be ac-
quired in order for any production to take place.

Key Concepts

• In some linear pro,rammh g problems. multiple solutions and redundant conv
straints occur. Neither of these possibilities poses a problem for solving the lin
ear program..

• Sometimes the constraints define a region for which there is no feasible solution.
In this c.ast,obt iininga solution i.e., finding nonzero values of the dccisiouvari-
ables that meet ail the ciairii.$) will require that one or more ctastraints.be

O eugtuituig tU	 U4U2ttCU With (meLu	 WJUaIfl.

THE DUAL PROBLEM

It is known that when a resource constraint is binding, there is an opportunity cost asso-
ciated with that resource. Consider a profit-maximization problem where the resource
constraints are hours of time available on machines X, } and Z. Assume that the con-
straints or hours of time on machines V and Z are binding. If one hour of time on either
of those machines had to be given up, profit would fall. But if the constraint for hours of
machine Xis not binding, this means that there is a zero opportunity cost for this resource.

In terms of planning for expansion of facilities, it would be useful to have an esti-
mate of the value or opportunity cost of time on machines Y and Z. For example, if the
firm could hire one more hour of machine time, should it hire more hours of Y or Z?
Suppose it was known that the opportunity cost of one hour of time on machines V and
Z are $20 and $10, respectively. This means that an additional hour on machine Y would
add $20 to profit in contrast to adding only $10 to profit for an additional hour on ma-
chine Z. The dual linear program is a way to determine the opportunity cost of the re-
source associated with each constraint.

For every linear programming problem (called the primal problem), there i s an as-
sociated problem, referred to as the dual problem. If the objective of the primal prob-
lem is maximization of an objective function, the objective of the dual problem is min-
imization of an associated objective function and vice versa. For example. if the
objective of the primal problem is to maximize production subject to a set of machine-
hour constraints, the objective of the dual problem would be to minimize the cost of
the resources (i.e., the machine hours) subject to a constraint on production. The dual
and primal problems are said to be symmetric because a solution to one is a solution
to both. For example, in the production problem used at the beginning of the chapter,
the objective was to fii,d the values Q,,, and Q that maximized profit. Determining
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this combination (QA, QB) also determined the hours of time used on each machine.
The dual problem would find the set of hours on each machine that minimized the cost
of the resources devoted to the production of the outputs QA and QB . The solution to
the dual problem would allocate the same number of machine-hours to each product
as did the primal problem.

Structuring the Dual Problem
The interpretation of the dual will be made clearer by setting up, solving, and inter-
preting a dual problem. Recall the original profit-maximization problem on page 274.
This will be referred to as the primal piuhieixi:

maximize: = Q +1Q
subject to:	 lQA+3Qn9O1

2 QA ; 2 QB 80
2QA +jOQ8:56O

The dual problem is constructed by using the columns of the coefficients of the primal
problem as shown by the dashed lines. Define three new variables C, C, and C, that
represent the opportunity cost of hours on machines X, } and I respectively. The ob-
jective function for the dual problem is to

minimize: C = 90c ± 80c + 60C
That is, the objective is to minimize the opportunity cost of the firm's scarce resources
(i.e., hours of machine time).

The coefficients 01 first constraint in the dual problem are the coefficients of Q,4
from the first column of the primal problem. That is,

1C'-1-2c--2C2-3

meaning that the value of machine-hours used to produce one unit of product A must
be at least as great as the profit on that unit of output.Thus one unit of output A re-
quires one hour of time on machine X, two hours on Y and two hours on 7. and those
hours are valued at C, c. and C, respectively.

The second constraint is based on the coefficients in the second column in the pri-
ma! problem. Hence

3C + 2C + QC -- I
Note that output B does not require processing on machine Z. SO that there is no cost
associated with that machine.

As with the priiiai problem, there are nonnegativity requirements for the dual, that is,

ç.c,c1 o

These requirements constrain opportunity costs from being negative, A negative op-
portunity cost would make no sense because it would mean tha t profit could be in-
creased by giving up the resource.

Finally, as there are three decision variables hut only two resource constraints, there
will he at most two decision variables with nonzero values.
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Solving the Dual Problem

The solution to the dual problem follows exactly the same steps as before. That is, de-
fine the feasible region, identify the values of the decision variables at each corner. eval-
uate the objective function using each set of values of the C, and select that set thatyields the minimum value for the objective function.

Because there are three variables, a graphic solution would require three-dimensional
analysis and would be extremely difficult to draw and interpret. An algebraic approach is
more straightforward, but with three constraints and three decision variables, even this can
be cumbersome. Thc Solution to this pat ticuiar prohm is simplified because it is known
that constraint ,V in the original problem is not binding, and therefore the opportunity cost
of machine X hours is known to be zero (i.e., C = (.))-'. Thus the problem reduces to

minimize C 80C - 60C
subject to; 2C + 2C 	 3

2Cl
cy, C  (J

Further, it is known that both constraints Y and Z are binding so that both C and C.
must be positive. As this can only occur at the intersection of thc two constraints (not
at the corners on the horizontal and vertical axes), consider the constraints as equalities
and solve them simultaneously. Tl1at is,

2C + 2C = 3
2c = 1

Subtracting the second equation from the first yields

2C 2
or

cz =
and it follows that

0.5

These values, Cy = 0.5 and C = 1, represent the opportunity cost per hour of time on
machines V and Z, respectively. That is, a one-hour reduction in time available on ma-
chine V would reduce profit by $0.50 and on machine Z by $1.00.

Evaluating these costs using the objective function yields a cost of $100, that is

C = 90(0) + 80(0.5) + 60(1)
= $100

This minimum cost is the same as the maximum rate of profit for the primal problem.
That is, at the point of optimal resource allocation, profit equals thc value or the op-
portunity cost of the resources being used to generate that profit.

Thus the linear programming analysis has established the opportunit y cost of an
hour of time on each machine as C = 0, C = 0,50, and C, = l.The value of each C is
the increase in profit associated with one additional hour of time on the ith machine.
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The opportunity cost of any resource is its value to the firm. The term shadow price
is often used in the context of dual programming problems to describe this opportunity
cost. That is, the C, in the problem are the shadow prices of the machine-hours. As the
firm makes plans to add more machine capacity, it can compare the shadow price to the
market or acquisition price of additional hours of machine time. lithe shadow price ex-
ceeds the acquisition price, profit can be increased by acquiring more hours Thus, the
dual problem provides direction to management when making decisions about ex-
panding productive capacity.

Case Study
Cost Minimization at Wellborn Cabinet; Inc.

Wellborn Cabinet, Inc. is an integrated producer of cabinets located in Ashland, Al-
abama.The cabinet industry is very competitive with numerous small producers located
throughout the United States, and the entry of foreign producers is makin g conditions
even more competitive. Uuiike most of its competitors, Wellborn's operation includes a
sawmill and drying kilns (for treating green wood) so that it can make its own lumber.
Each year Wellborn purchases about $1.4 million in wood materials, including various
types, sizes, and grades of logs (e.g., hardwood and common) and lumber (e.g., dry and
green). The firm faced two questions: (1) Could raw materials costs be reduced while
still maintaining the same rate of output of cabinets? and (2) Was the capacity of the
sawmill and drying kilns adequate given that the firm's output would be increasing (i.e.,
did these two resources have a positive shadow price)?

The firm did not have the expertise to make the necessary analysis, so manage-
ment sought help from faculty members in the School of Forestry at Auburn University.
The professors determined that both questions could be answered using linear pro-
gramming. That is, the optimal mix of logs and lumber could be determined by the pri-
mal problem and the shadow price of the sawmill and drying kilns computed by solving
the dual problem.

The objective was to minimize the cost of procuring raw materials, and the objec-
tive function had 116 decision variables, including four types of lumber (i.e., grades 1
and 2 and types dry and green) and 112 different types of logs. The logs were classified
by grade (i.e.. hardwood and common), length (8, 10, 12, and 14 feet), and diameter (9
to 22 inches). There were 119 resource constraints in the mOdel, as outlined here:

	

-	 Number of
Resource	 Constraints

Sawmill capacity	 1
Drying capacity	 -	 1
Wood requirements for cabinets 	 1
Supply of each type of log	 112
Supply of each type of lumber	 4

In addiLiori, there were 116 nonnegativity requirements, one for each decision variable.
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The solution of this linear programming problem indicated that total raw mater-
ial cost would be minimized by meeting 88 percent of its wood requirements b y buying
only number 2 grade logs with a diameter of 9 to 15 inches and running these through
the sawmill and drying kilos. The remaining 12 percent of its needs should he met by
buying number 2 common green lumber. It was estimated that the company would save
about $412,000 annually in the cost of raw materials, a 32 percent reduction from cur-
rent levels.Also, a positive shadow price on the drying kiln constraint indicated that this
facility was currently being used at capacity (i.e., there were no slack hours), and that it
would have to be expanded if the output of cabinets were increased.

Some time after the study was completed, Paul Wellborn, the firm's president, wrote
to the university: "We cannot follow the guidelines set forth by the model anal ysis 100 per-
cent, but we are following it as closely as possible. We feel that we can look for a savings
of up to $100.000 in this calendar year on solid wood raw materials purchases"

SOURCE: H. Carino and C. LeNoir,Jr.: Optimizing Wood Procurement in Cabinet Manufaeturing:
Interfaces 18(M arch• April 1988):2.

Key Concepts	 -	 -

• For every linear proamnnne problem, there exists an asocited linear pro-
gramming problem referred to as the dual problem.

• Ef the primal requires maximizing an o, bj6ctive function, the dual problem will
involve minimizing an objective, function.

• The solution to"a dual problem results in estimates of the opportunity cost or
shadow price of the resources that constrain the primal prublern;

SUMMARY

Linear programming is a technique for solving constrained optimization problems
where the objective function and the resource constraints are linear. Although the early
applications of this tool were in the production area, linear programming has been suc-
cessfully used in marketing, finance, transportation, and most other functional areas of
management. The assumption of linear relationships implies that there are constant re-
turns to scale in production and that output and input prices are constant. These rela-
tionships imply that cost and profit per unit are constant for all levels of output.

Conceptually, linear programming problems can be solved either graphically or al-
gebraically. The graphic approach Consists of identifying the feasible region and then
shifting the objective function until an optimal solution is found at a corner of that fea-
sible set. In the algebraic approach, the corners of the feasible set are identified and the
values of the decision variables determined at those corners-Then the objective function
is evaluated for each set of decision variables so identified and the maximum or mini-
mum value selected. Sensitivit y analysis involves solving a linear programming problem.
then changing one or more parameters and comparing the original and new solutions.
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If the objective function has the same slope as one of the constraints, multiple so-
lutions to the linear program will occur. This poses no problem, as the standard solution
techniques will still result in finding one of these several optimal solutions. In other
cases, there is no feasible solution because the constraint system is such that there are
no values of the decision variables that simultaneously satisfy all of the constraints. A
resolution of this problem requires that one or more constraints he relaxed by aug-
menting the resources used in that constraint.

For every primal linear programming problem, there is an associated linear pro-
gram referred to as the dual problem. If the primal problem requires maximizing an ob-
jcctivc function, the dual iiiieii program win be a minimization probiem.1he dual prob-
lem is structured using the columns of the primal problem. The solution to the dual
problem results in estimates of the opportunity cost or shadov price of the resources
that constrain the primal problem. The optimal solutions to the primal and dual prob-
1cm yield the same value for the objective functions.

Discussion Questions

8-1. What assumptions about production, cost, and profit functions are implied in lin-
ear programming analysis?
In chapter 6, isoq uant and isocost functions are used to demonstrate how to max
imize output subject to a budget constraint. Describe the differences between that
approach and the linear programming approach to solving a problem where the
objective is to maximize output subject to one or more machine-time constraints.

8-3. Explain the relationship between the primal and dual linear programming prob-
lems. If the primal problem is to maximize production subject to machine-time
constraints, how would the dual problem be stated?

8-4. Why is it that the resource associated with a binding constraint has a positive op-
portunity cost but the resource asciated with a nonbinding constraint has a zero
opportunity cost?

8-5. Why do only the corner points of the feasible region need to be evaluated in solv-
ing a linear program?

8-6. List two managerial problems (other than those described in the chapter) where
linear programming tools could be used.

-7. If a firm's production function is characterized by increasing returns to scale, what
problem does this pose for using linear programming methods to determine op-
timal solutions to production problems?

8-8. Consider a situation where the linear programming problem is to maximize the
profits associated with producing two products subject to a limited number of
hours of-time available on each of a number of machines. If a change in technol-
ogy results in a reduction of processing time required on each machine, explain in
general terms howthe feasible region of production will change and how the op-
timal production ra tes of the two products will change.

8-9. How could the principles of l i near programming he used at your co l lege or un-
versity to allocate resources more efficiently?

rohlems

-l. Gra p h the region that is defined by oach set of inequalities listed here.
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	a. 3x + 2y :5 150
	

b. 2x + 2y S 100
x ± 2v..5 80
	

4x + 6y 240
X, Y :2: 0
	

Zr + 5y ^- 100
x,y^!0

	

c.10x+5y50	 d. x+y4O

	

2y515	 2x+y60
3z9	 3x+3y 60

	

x,yO	 x,y 0
8-2. Graph the feasible region defined by the following set of inequalities:

X + y 40
2x +	 100

:5 61)
x, y - 0

Using a graphic approach, determine that point in the feasible region (i.e., the val-
ues of x and v) that maximizes each of the following objective functions:
a. z = x ± 3y
b. z = 6x + 4v

8-3. Given the following linear program,

maximize 'rr = 4QA + 3QB

subject to the following machine-time constraints:

QA+2QRlOO

2QA + Q8 80

and the nonnegativity constraints

QA,QB O

a. Solve the program using both an algebraic and graphic approach. Check to
be sure that the optimal values of the decision variables are the same for both
solutions.

b. Set up the associated dual problem and solve algebraically. Check to be sure
that the value of the optimized objective function is the same for both the pri-
mal and dual problems.

c. What is the opportunity cost of one hour of time on each of the machines?
8-4. The officer in charge of a military rhess hail has been ordered to design a minimum-

cost survival-type meal that could be used in the event of a serious emergency.
The meal is to consist only of milk and ground beef but must provide the following
nutrient units: calories-300, protein-250, and vitamins-100. The nutrient con-
tent per ounce of each food is as follows:

Milk Ground Beef Minimum Units

Calories	 20	 15	 300
Protein	 10	 25	 250
Vitamins 10	 4	 100
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Milk can be purchased at $0.02 per ounce, and the price of ground beef is $0.04
per ounce.
a. Use linear programming to determine the composition of the lowest-cost meal

(i.e., ounces of milk and beef) and the cost of that meal.
b. Set up the associated dual problem and explain how the shadow price (i.e., op-

portunity Cost) of calories, protein, and vitamins would be determined.
8-5. National Publishing produces textbooks in plants in Boston, Atlanta, St. Louis,

Denver, and San Francisco, which are then shipped to distribution centers in
Newark, Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles. National is publishing a new managerial
economics text and must supply its distribution filitie-,.The. relevant data on quan-
tity demanded at each distribution center, production capacity at each plant, and cost
of shipping a book from each plant to each distribution enter are shown here:

Distribution Center

Manufacturing	 Production
Plant	 Newark Chicago Dallas	 Los Angeles Capacity

Shipping Costs per Unit

1. Boston
2. Atlanta
3. St. Louis
4. Denver
5. San Francisco
Demand

	

$0.20	 $0.35

	

0.35	 0.40

	

0.30	 0.20

	

0.50	 0.40

	

0.70	 0.50

	

20,000	 40,000

	

$0.40	 $0.60	 40.000

	

0.45	 0.50	 10,000

	

0.30	 0.40	 15,000

	

0.30	 0.30	 15,000

	

0.45	 0.20	 20,000

	

30,000	 10,000

The president of National wants to know how to supply each distribution center
to minimize the total shipping costs of meeting the demands at each center. Set
up the transportation linear program to solve this problem. How many decisioa
variables are there? What is the l.rgest number of decision variables that can be
expected to be nonzero?

8-6. The economics department at Southern State University produces two products-
teaching, measured in student credit hours taught (H), and research, measured in
pages published in professional journals (P). In any academic term, the depart-
ment has 8,250 faculty hours to devote to teaching and research activities. Output
is valued at $40 per credit hour and $1,000 per page published in journals. It is es-
timated that it takes 2.2 faculty hours per quarter to produce one student credit
hour and 24 faculty hours per page published in a journal. In order to meet its man-
date from the state legislature, the department must generate at least 1,800 student
credit hours per quarter; to maintain credibility in the economics profession, the
depainient must publish at least 128 pages of research output each quarter.
a. Set up the linear programming problem and draw a graph of the feasible region.
b. Solve the problem algebraically to determine how the department head

should decide the output mix between credit hours and pages in order to max-
imize the va!ue of departmental output.

8-7 Unique Software, Inc. produces two different video games, Firedarter and Para-
medic, for the children's market. Each Firedarter game produced requires 0.2
hours of inspection time, 0.1 hours of packaging time, and 2.0 hours of assembly
time. Each unit of the Paramedic program requires 0.1 hours of inspection. 0.2
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hours of packaging, and 2.4 hours of assembly. The profit per unit is $4 on
Firedarter and $6 on Paramedic. There are 200 hours of inspection time available.
300 hours of packaging time, and 2,400 hours of assembl y time.
a. Solve this problem graphically.
b. Solve this problem algebraically.
c. What is the shadow price of assembly time? Explain.

8-8. Northwestern, Inc., a profit-maximizing firm, publishes textbooks using secre-
taries, editors, typesetters, and bindery workers. Given current staffing levels, a
linear programming analysis has estimated shadow prices for each type of labor.
The annual wage utes fur these workers also are shown.

Shadow Price	 Annual Wage

Secretaries	 $25,000	 $20,000
Editors	 48,000	 35,000
Typesetters	 20,000	 25,000
Bindery	 -0-	 18,000

a. Given its current budget, should Northwestern change its mix of workers?
Explain.

h. if Northwestern could add one worker, what type should it ha? Why?
8-9. Set up the following linear programming problem graphically:

Max: Z=5Q.+1OQ
subject to:

Q+ Q5
2Q ± 4Q 20

Q + 4Q 4
2Q + 4Q 4

Q., QY - 0
a. Does constraint (2) affect the solution? Explain.
h. Can a solution be found if the following constraint is added? Why or why not?

8Q, ^--48

8-10. A firm has ni plants, each with a maximum supply capacity per period, and n
warehouses, each having a demand requirement. The shipping cost is c,, per unit
shipped from plant ito warehouse j.
a. How many terms will be in the objective function?
b. How many tota! constraints will there be?
c. Set up the general problem of minimizing total transportation costs subject to

meeting the supply-and-demand constraints.
d. What is the maximum number of decision variables that can he expected to be

nonzero?

Computer Problems

The following problems can be solved by using the TOOLS program (down loadable
from www.prenhal!.comjpeterseii) or by using other computer software.
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8-11. The tax commission of a state government employs 150 CPAs, 250 bookkeepers,
and 40 investigators to audit state income tax returns. All employees work 2,000
hours per year. The number of hours required of each type of labor to audit dif-
ferent types of tax returns and the average additional tax revenue collected as a
result of the audit are as follows:

Required Time (hours) for 	 Additional Tax
Type of	 Revenue Collected per
Return	 CPA Bookkeeper Investigator 	 Return Audited
Individual	 2	 4	 3	 $ 350
Small buthcss	 4	 7	 10	 900
Corporation	 30	 15	 24	 2,400

a. Set up the linear programming problem to maximize the amount of additional
tax revenue collected subject to constraints on time available by each type of
worker.

b. Solve this problem to determine the revenue-maximizing number of audits of
each type of return.

c. Set up, solve, and interpret the dual problem.
d. If the agency were faced with a cut in its budget and had to reduce its work

force, which type of worker (i.e., CPA. bookkeeper, or investigator) should be
the first to be terminated? Explain.

e. What if the state legislature provided additional funds to the tax commission,
but specifically directed that they be used to hire five additional CPAs? How
many additional audits could be performed? Is this decision by the legislature
consistent with economic efficiency? Explain.

8-12. The production of type A, B, and C transistors requires processing in each of five
areas of a firm's manufacturing facility. The profit per unit on these products is
$0.07,$0.06, and $0.08, respectively. The processing times required in each area (in
minutes) and the total minutes available per production period are shown here.

Time Required in Area (minutes)

Transistor	 1	 II	 Ill	 IV	 V

A	 3	 1	 2	 5	 2
B	 1	 1	 4.	 3	 5
C	 2	 2	 1	 4	 4
Total time	 3.500	 2,000	 3,000	 5,000	 3,000
available in
area (in minutes)

a. Determine the profit-maximizing production rates for the three products.
What is the maximum profit?

b. Determine the shadow price (i.e., opportunity cost) of 1 minute of time in each
of the production areas of the plant.

8-13. Skoshi Motors, Inc. has built two plants and three regional dealers in the United
States and Canada. Use the following information to determine shipments from
each plant to each dealer and the production rate at each plant that will minimize
transportation costs. What is the minimum cost?
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Maximum
Production

Plant	 Rate

Cicinnati	 90.000
Dallas	 240,000

Number
of Cars

Dealer	 Required

Seattle	 70,000
Los Angeles	 120,000
New York	 140,000

Shipping Cost per Car
From >N To:	 Seattle	 Lnc A'geie	 Nce York
Cincinnati	 310	 380	 190
Dallas	 260	 190	 290

8-14. Eastern Marketing must select a mix of advertising in order to reach a minimum
of 1 million adult males,2 million adult females, 0.5 million senior citizens, and 1,5
million children. The cost per unit an'd number of each type of person reached by
the various advertising media are shown here, The cost per unit of advertising is:
television, $200: radio, $15; magazines. $90: and newspapers, $30.

TYumber f Peoplc Reached per Unit

TelevisionRadio Magazine Newspaper
Adult males	 100	 1 5	 50	 30
Adult females	 300	 20	 160	 5
Senior citizens	 40	 10	 5	 25
Children	 100	 40	 10	 5

Determine the number of units of each kind of advertising that will meet the stan-
dards outlined at minimum cost. What is the minimum cost?

,.8-15. Hardcastle Builders, Inc. builds single-family houses and condominium apart-
ments of various sizes. The profit per unit on each of these is as follows:

Condominium A	 $3.000
Condominium B	 $2,800
House C	 $3,900
House D	 $6,200

Because of a very tight labor market, Hardeastle has not been able to increase its
number of skilled employees (i.e., carpenters, bricklayers. plumbers, and roofers).
The following data indicate the units of time available for each of the workers and
the number of units required for each type of housing unit built.

Units of Time Required per Unit for
Each Housing Type

UnIts cf TimeLabor Type	 Condo A Condo B House C House D Available
Carpenters	 95	 110	 105	 160	 5,000
Bricklayers	 40	 50	 45	 70	 4.000
Plumbers	 20	 50	 60	 90	 2,500
Roofers	 25	 14	 30	 50	 1.500
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a. To maximize profit, how many units of each type of housing should be built?
What is the maximum profit?

b. What is the shadow price per unit for each type of labor? Assuming that the
wage rate is the same for all types of labor and that the firm could add one unit
of labor, what type should be hired?

c. What if the profit on house D falls to $2,000 per unit? How many units of each
housing type should be built and what is the new maximum profit?

8-16. Mid-South Securities invests funds for a variety of institutional accounts. A new
account, the Southern Teamsters Union, has $14,250,000 in cash to be invested.
The union has specified that the following conditions must be met:
1. No more than 50 percent of the assets can be invested in common stock.
2. No more than 15 percent of the assets can be invested in any one common

stock.
3. No more than 35 percent of the assets may be invested in Treasury bonds.
The approved securities and the rate of return on each are shown here:

Common Stock	 Flxed4ncome Securities

High-technology stocks	 U.S. Treasury bonds	 9%
Ectotronics	 12.5%	 TJS.Trey bills	 7%
Digital -Products	 11.4%	 United Motor bonds	 10.5%
Floppy Disk Inc. 	 13.2%

Other stocks

Western Foods	 10.8%
Southern Steel	 8.9%
International Pub!. 12.3%

a. Determine theamount to be invested in a set of securities that will maximize
the rate of return on the pension fund's assets while meeting the requirements
just outlined. (Hint: The total amount invested cannot exceed $14,250,000.)

b. What are the dollar and percentage returns on the total investment?
847. The Springfield school district consists of six neighborhoods and four schools. The

capacity of each school, number of students in each neighborhood, and the costs
of busing one student between each neighborhood and school are shown here. If
the objective of the school district is to minimize transportation cost, how should
the children be assigned to the schools? How many decision variables are there,
and how many can be expected to be nonzero?

-	 Cost per Student In Neighborhooth

School

Adams
Hillcrest
Lincoln
Central
Total students in

neighborhood

School
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 Capacity

0.25	 0.50	 0.40	 0.6() - 0.20	 0.15	 500

0.30	 0.40	 0.50	 0.20	 0.40	 0.30	 1,000
0.40	 0.30	 0.20	 0.60	 0.35	 0.40	 800
0.20	 030	 0.40	 0.50	 0.45	 0.35	 1,100
300	 700	 500	 400	 800	 700
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Bond Construction Company

Upon completing a bachelor's degree program in business in 1992, Allen Bond opened
his own construction business that specializes in building garages for residential homes.
By 1998, the firm had grown substantially and employed 20 carpenters who were paid
$25,000 per year. This was the entire employment complement of the firm; all manage-
rial, accounting, and clerical functions were provided by Mr. Bond. During 1998. the
company built 400 garages. Excluding materials, which are provided by the customer,
each garage sells for $1,600.

The firm has a large stock of capital equipment including trucks, tools, and sur-
veying instruments. Bond has developed a measui-e for a unit of ca piti that includes
one truck and a specified amount of other equipment, including ' a ladder, several
power tools, and an air compressor. Currently, the price to rent one of these units is
$5,000 per year, and iS units are rented. Costs of capital and labor are the only sig-
nificant explicit expenses that the firm has. The labor and capital inputs can be var-
ied daily.

Bond used a $100,000 inheritance to start the business and is quite pleased that he
has received several offers in the past month to sell the firm for $300,000. The firm's ac-
countant has prepared an income statement for 1998 that shows a profit of $40,000 af-
ter paying Bond a salary of $25,000 for the year. The market interest rate is 14 percent
per year for loans to risky businesses such as this one.

Bond has just completed a managerial economics course in the evening school
program of the local community college. Although he is not sure he understood every-
thing, the class did make him aware of many problems he had not considered before.
For example, is Bond Construction really earning a profit? Is the current mix of capital
and labor optimal?

The pressures of managing this business are beginning to bother Bond. and he is
wondering if he would not be happier simply taking a job at 1-lectel, Inc., a ver y large
construction firm in the same area. Every year the personnel manager calls him with a
job offer. In January 1998. the salary offer was $40,000 per ycat.

Bond decides to hire a consultant to make a thorough economic anal ysis of the
firm's operation. Unfortunately, he has kept very few records that might be used for
economic analysis, although records were maintained on output and inputs of capital
and labor for each of the 7 years of operation. The relevant data are as follows:

303
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Output	 Capital	 Labor Input
Year	 (Number of	Garages)	 (Units)	 (Worker-Years)

1992	 35	 1	 2
1993	 49	 1	 3
1994	 81	 4	 4

1995	 156	 4	 9

1996	 255	 8	 14

1997	 277	 12	 14

1998	 400	 15	 20

Bond thinks that the Cobb-Douglas function,

Q=AK0Lt

describes the production process.
Assume that the firm has retained you as a consultant and that the information

provided above is all that is available.
1. Determine the true economic profit earned by the firm in 1998.
2. If the economic profit earned by the firm in 1998 was negative, determine the

breakeven output rate for the firm. Use the information developed to determine
all the relevant total and per-unit cost functions.

3. Use the ordinary least-squares niethod to estimate the production function. Are
returns to scale increasing, decreasing, or constant? Explain.

4. Determine the optimal mix of labor and capital that should be used to produc
400 units of output. Compare this mix to the actual combination of labor and cap-
ital used in 1998. NOTE: For a Cobb-Douglas production function, the equations
for the marginal products of labor and capital are

MPL rbAK2L

and

MPK = aAK'L1'
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PREVIEW

One of the most important decisions made by managers is setting the price of the firm's
product. If price is set too high, the firm will be unable to compete with other suppliers.
But if the price is too low, the firm may not be able to earn a normal rate of profit.

Pricing decisions are affected by theeconomic environment in which the firm oper-
ates. An important dimension of this environment is the degree of competition faced by
the firm. A finn in a very competitive market may have little or no control over price. In
that case, managerial attention must be focused on the rate of output to be produced. Con-

firm that the- ,-%T hr celler nf n rrcu1nrt rnv hQ,P ncidrh1.r frpp r4cn in pttncy- *....------.-.-- -------.--- --
price. In this chapter, two market environments are considered: perfect competition and
monopoly. These two cases can be thought of as extremes of market structure. For each
case, economic theory is used to analyze pricing and output decisions of managers.

The first section of this chapter suggests criteria for categorizing market structures.
The second and third sections discuss pricing and output decisions in perfectly compet-
itive and monopoly market structures. The final section is a brief evaluation of the rel-
evance of the perfect competition and monopoly models. Other market structures an
considered in chapter 10.

MARKET STRUCTURE

Managers must tailor their decisions to the specific market environment in which their
firms operate. For example, a manager of a business that is the patent holder and the
only supplier of a new wonder drug will act differently than a manager of a firm trying
to survive in the very competitive fast-food industry.

Because the decision-making environment depends on the structure of the market, it
follows that no single theory of the firm can adequately describe all of the conditions in
which firms operate. However, it does not follow that there must be a unique theory cor-
responding to every conceivable market structure. By categorizing markets in terms of
their basic characteristics, it may be possible to identify a limited number of market struc-
tures that can be used to analyze decision making. Although there are many possible ways
of categorizing market structures, four main characteristics are frequently employed.

Number and Size Distribution of Sellers
The ability of an individual firm to affect the price and total amount of a product sup-
plied to a market is related to the number of firms providing that product. If there are
numerous sellers of nearly equal size, the influence of any one firm is likely to he small.
In contrast, in a market consisting of only a few sellers, an individual firm can have con-
siderable impact on price and total supply.

The size distribution of firms is also an important characteristic of market structure.
When the market includes a dominant firm or a few large firms that provide a substan-
tial proportion of total supply, those large businesses may be able to exert considerable
influence over price and product attributes. For example, in the market for computer
software. Microsoft is the dominant firm. The products of many smaller software sup-
pliers are designed to be compatible with those of Microsoft, and their prices are influ-
enced by prices set by Microsoft. Conversely, in a market with firms of nearly equal size,
individual sellers are likel y to have less influence.
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Number and Size Distribution of Buyers

Markets can also be characterized by the number and size distribution of buyers. Where
there 2tre many small purchasers of a product, all buyers are likely to pay about the same
price. However, if there is only one purchaser, that buyer is in a position to demand
lower prices from sellers. Similarly, if a market consists of many small buyers and one
or a few firms making volume purchases, the larger firms may be able to buy at lower
prices. For example, because of their sales volume, IBM and AT&T may be able to ou-
tain electronic components at prices below those of competitors.

The market structures discussed in this chapter and in chapter 10 assume that the
market has a large number of small buyers. Situations where buyers can influence price
are referred to as monopsonies or oligopsonies and are discussed in chapter 13.

Product Differentiation

Product differentiation refers to the degiee that the output of one firm differs from that
of other firms in a market. Where products are undifferentiated, decisions to buy are
made strictly on the basis of price. In these markets, sellers who attempt to charge a
higher price are unable to sell their output. If there is no difference in price, the buyer
has no preference as to sellers, Wheat is a good example of an undifferentiated product.
Although there are several grades, all wheat of a given grade sells for the same price in
a given market. Buyers are usually not told who produced the wheat, nor do they care.
If properly graded, wheat from one supplier is as good as wheat from another.

At the other extreme, consider'a product that is viewed by buyers as having unique
characteristics. A new Rolls-Royce automobile is an example. Even the most naive car
buyer would be unlikely to mistake a Rolls-Royce for a Ford. A Rolls-Royce has come
to represent the ultimate in automobile luxury. As such, it commands a price that may
be 10 to 15 times that of a new Ford.

Product differentiation is an important market characteristic because it indicates a
firm's ability to affect price. If a firm's product is perceived as having unique features,
it can command a premium price. However, products considered less desirable will be
purchased only if the seller is willing to accept a lower price. For example, consumers
will pay extra for fresh San Francisco sourdough bread, but will buy day-old Wonder
Bread only if the price is substantially reduced.

Conditions of Entry and Exit

Ease of entry and exit are crucial determinants of the nature of a market in the long run.
When it is extremely difficult for new firms to enter, existing firms will have much greater
freedom in making pricing and output decisions than if they must be concerned about
new entrants who have been attracted by the lure of high profits. Consider a drug manu-
facturer that holds a patent that prohibits other firms from making the drug. If there are
no close substitutes for the product, that firm will essentially be free from competition
now and for the duration of the patent. Thus, its managers can make pricing dccisions
without worrying about losing market share to new entrants. However, if the drug can be
easily copied, and if prices are substantially above costs, new firms may enter the market.

Ease of exit also affects managerial behavior. Suppose that certain firms in a market
have been earning less than the normal rate of profit. If the resources used to produce the
product can easily he transferred from one use to another, some of those resources will
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be shifted to other industries, where they can earn a higher rate of return. However, if the
resources are highly specialized, they may have little value in another industry. For ex-
ample, te track and terminals of an unprofitable railroad may have few alternative uses,
and may only be sold for their salvage value. This makes exit more difficult and costly.

thrkètshe	 ererea 1rge number of smaft buyers and selles,.&ndjvid
iI kmg I e httle(;0f1WY over Price.
y lilferentiatrng	 roduet, a rm c,-I5 gain same control over nrice,

If (t is east tor be firns td enten maustry, existing firms may have bt1e frei
dom m1en prtcm. deons

PERFECT COMPETITION
The term perfect competition is something of a misnomer. In a perfectly competitive
world there really is no overt competition between economic units. As buyers and sell-
ers make business decisions, they do not have to take into account the effect of their ac-
tions on other participants in the market. The reason is that the individual economic
units in perte.ct competition are so small relative to the. total market that their actons
have no perceptible impact on other buyers and sellers. Hence, decisions can be made
without considering the reactions of others. In perfect competition, market participants
do not compete against one another. Rather, they make decisions in an economic envi-
ronment that they perceive as being fixed or given.

Characteristics

T c concept of perfect competition can be defined in terms of the market structure
characteristics of the preceding section. First, there must be a large number of sellers in
the market with no single seller able to exert significant influence over price. This cri-
terion is sometimes described in terms of sellers being price takers who can sell all that
they can produce at the market-determined price. is depicted
as sellers facing a horizontal demand curve. Similarly, the second requirement for per-
fect competition is that there be a large number of small buyers, each buyer being un-
able to influence price. That is, all buyers are price takers.

Third, perfect competition assumes easy entry and exit from an industry. If price is
above cost, resulting in economic profits, resources can be mobilized to create new firms
or to expand the production capacity of firms already in the industry- If profits are below
average, resources can easily be transferred from the industry and used to produce other
products at higher profit rates. Finally, under perfect competition, it is assumed that the
product is totally undifferentiated. One firm's output cannot be distinguished from that
of other producers. As a result, purchasing decisions are based entirely on piië1f the
firm sets its price above the market-determined level, it will be unable to attract buyers.
Price cutting is unnecessary because producers can sell their total output at the market
price. Characteristics of perfectly competitive markets are summarized in Table 9.1.1

'Sometimes the assumption of perfect knowledge regarding prices and technology is included as a fifth
characteristic of perfect competition. For ease of exposition, it is not included here.
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Number and size distribution of sellers 	 Many small sellers. No seller is able to exert a
significant influence over price.

Number and size distribution of buyers	 Many small buyers. No buyer is able to exert a
significant influence over price.

Product differentiation 	 Product undifferentiated. Decisions to buy are
made on the basis of price.

Conditions of entry and exit 	 Easy entry and exit. Resources are easily trans-__________________ 	 ferable among industries.

The Equilibrium Price
In the preceding section, reference was made to the market-determined price. Although
no single entity in a perfectly competitive, market can affect price, the aggregate effect
of the participants in the market is important in price determination. Indeed, the inter-
action of supply and demand determines the equilibrium price and the quantity to be
exchanged.

Consider a hypothetical market for wheat. Each wheat producer has an individual
supply schedule. Two such schedules are shown in Table 9.2. These schedules indicate
the quantity of wheat that will be produced per period at different wheat prices. At each
price the decision rule is the same: Additional wheat will be supplied only if the price is
high enough to allow the supplier to earn at least a normal rate of profit on the incre-
mental output. Table 9.2 shows that higher anticipated prices are necessary to induce
the producers to supply more wheat.

For the moment, assume that the two supply schedules shown in Table 9.2 repre-
sent the only suppliers of wheat in the market. By adding the amount that each pro-
ducer will provide at each price, the market supply schedule for wheat can be computed.
This information appears in the fourth column of Table 9.2. For example, at a price of
$6 per bushel, the first producer will supply 9,000 bushels of wheat per period and the
second will supply 7,000 bushels per period. Thus, the quantity supplied to the market
at $6 is 16,000 bushels of wheat per period.

Now suppose that there are 10,000 wheat producers with supply schedules as shown
in column 2 and another 10,000 with schedules like that of column 3. Thus, the quantity
of wheat supplied per period at each price will be 10,000 times the amounts shown in

Quanlry Supplied pet Period
Price per	

Two-Firm	 Total MarketBushel	 Thin I + Finn 2 = Supply	 x 10,000 =	 Supply
$8	 10,000

7	 9,500
6	 9,000
5	 8,500
4	 8,000
3	 7,500

I1,fifiJ	 190 million
8,000	 17,500	 175 million
7,000	 16,000	 160 million
6,000	 14,500	 145 million
5,000	 13,000	 130 million
4,000	 11,500
	

115 million
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column 4 of Table 9.2, and the market supply sthedule will be as shown in the last col-
umn of the tatik;

The supply data can be plotted to form the supply curve shown in Figure 9.1. The
market demand curve is also shown. As discussed in chapter 3, the market demand is
the horizontal sum of the demands of individual buyers. The equilibrium price of wheat
is Fe and is determined by the point of intersection of the supply-and-demand curves.
If price is greater than Pe, there is excess supply. Producers will respond by cutting
prices in order to sell the excess wheat. As the price falls, quantity demanded increases
and quantity supplied decreases. Alternatively, excess demand exists when the price is
below P0. lhis causes consumers to bid up the price of wheat As the price increases,
buyers reduce their purchases and suppliers increase production. These forces continue
to operate until supply and demand come into balance at the equilibrium price, P0.

Consider the impact of any one seller on the market supply curve. Table 9.2 shows
that at a price of $6, the amount supplied will be160 million bushels of wheat per period.
Suppose that a business like firm 1 in the table decides not to produce. The effect would
be to reduce supply, but only by 9,000 bushels or about six-thousandths of 1 percent of
total supply. Thus, the action of a single seller would have no measurable impact on the
market. Although the supply function would shift to the left, the shift would be nearly
impossible to detect and would have virtually no impact on the equilibrium price, P0.

Now consider the effect of individual consumer demands. Suppose that there are
20,000 buyers, each with the same demand schedule. Should one buyer drop out of the
market, the demand curve would shift to the left. But the shift would be so small as to
have no observable impact. Once again, the market price would be essentially unaf-
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fected. Thus, it is seen that in markets with large numbers of buyers and sellers, indi-
vidual firms and consumers are unable to affect price. That is, they are price takers in
the market.

Case Study
Credit Cards and Perfect Competition

In 1997, over $700 billion purchases were charged on credit cards, and this total is in-
creasing at a rate of over 10 percent per year. At first glance, the credit card market
would seem to be a rather concentrated industry. Visn, MasterCard, and American Ex
press are the most familiar names, and over 60 percent of all charges are made using one
of these three cards. But, on closer examination, the industry seems to exhibit most of
the characteristics of perfect competition.

Consider first the number and size distribution of buyers and sellers. Although
Visa, MasterCard, and American Express are the choice of the majority of consumers,
these cards do not originate froin iasi three firms. In fact, there are over 6,000 enter-
prises (primarily banks and credit unions) in the United States that offer charge cards
to over 90 million credit cardholders. One person's Visa card may have been issued by
his company's credit union in L6s Angeles, while a next-door neighbor may have ac-
quired hers from a Miami bank when she was living in Florida.

Credit cards are a relatively homogeneous product. Most Visa cards are similar in
appearance, and they can all be used for the same purposes. When a charge is made, the
merchant is unlikely to notice who it was that actually issued the card. Entry into and exit
from the credit card market is easy, as evidenced by the 6,000 institutions that currently
offer cards. Although a new firm might find it difficult to enter the market, a financially
sound bank, even one of modest size, could obtain the right to offer a MasterCard or Visa
card from the parent companies with little difficulty. If the bank wanted to leave the field,
there would be a ready market to sell its accounts to other credit card suppliers.

Thus, it would seem that thecredit card industry meets most of the characteristics
for a perfectly competitive market. However, in some ways the industry appears not to
behave in a manner consistent with the model of perfect competition, which is devel-
oped in the following sections, This anomal y will be explained in a later case study in
this chapter. S

tl^ ofit-M i.aximizing Output in the Short Run
This section analyzes the profit-maximizing output of a profitable competitive firm in the
short run. As discussed in chapter 6, the short run is defined as a period of time in which
at least one input is fixed. Often, the firm's capital stock is viewed as the fixed input.
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Accordingly, this analysis assumes that the number of production facilities in the industry
and the size of each facility do not change, because the period being considered is too
short to allow businesses to enter or leave the industry or to alter the basic nature of their
operations. The period of time that can properly be designated as the short run depends
on the characteristics of the industry. For production of electric power, it may take as
much as ten years to bring a new generating plant on line. In contrast, economic profits in
service industries may attract new entrants in a matter of weeks.

Demand The firm in perfect competition faces a horizontal demand curve at the
market price for its product. This can be seen by evaluating the effect of the firm's de-
cisions on market demand. Using wheat as an example, let the market demand equa-
tion be given by

QD = 170,000,000 - 10,000,000P '	(9-1)

The equation implies that quantity demanded per period is reduced by 10 million
bushels per dollar increase in price Suppose that the supply equation is given by

	

Q5 = 70,000,000 + 15,000,000P	 (9-2)

Equation (9-2) corresponds to the market supply data from Table 9,2 and indicates
that a $1 price increase results in 15 million extrabushels of being supplied
per period.

Equating these supply-and-demand functions and solving for P and Q yield the
equilibrium values. Specifically, price equals $4 and quantity is 130,000,000 bushels per
period. Now assume that a supplier like firm 2, as shown in Table 9.2, leaves the market.
The table implies that the supply equation for that single supplier is given by the equa-
tion q2 = 1,000 + 1,000P. Subtracting q 2 from equation (9-2) gives a new equation for

market supply:

	

= 69,999,000 + 14,999,000P	 (9-3)

Solving equations (9-1) and (9-3) gives P $4.0002 and Q = 129,998,000. Note that the
exit of one producer increased the equilibrium price by $0.0002 and reduced quantity
by 2,000 bushels.

Thus, it is seen that the output decisions of individual producers have no significant
impact on the market price. If the one supplier remains in the market, the equilibrium
price will be $4. But if the small producer leaves the market, the price is still very close
to $4. Graphically, this is portrayed by a horizontal demand curve at the $4 equilibrium
price, as shown in Figure 9.2. The curve indicates that an individual firm can sell as much
as it can produce at the given price. However, if the firm sets its price greater than at $4,
it will have no sales because consumers will purchase from other suppliers. Conversely,
there is no reason to sell below $4 because the firm's total output can be sold at the mar-
ket price of $4 per bushel.

Costs it is assumed that the firm has U-shaped average and marginal cost curves,
as shown in Figure 9.2. The figure shows that as quantity increases from 0 to q,,, units,
average cost declines and then increases beyond that point. It is important to remem-
ber that the cost curves of Figure 9.2 include a normal rate of profit. Thus, any time
that the firms price is greater than average cost, it is earning economic profit.
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Q Because price is determined in the market and the product isquilibrium Output 
homogeneous, the only decision left to the manager of a firm in a perfectly competi-
tive market is how much output to prdduce/ eoofit-maximizingput isr-
mined where the extra revenue generated by selling the last unit (i.e.. the market
price just equals the margina cost o pro ucing that unit. or a horizontal demand
curve suc as that of Figure . , is con i ion is me y increasing the rate of produc-
tion to q where price equals marginal cost. lithe firm increases output beyond this
point, the additional reveme. P, is less than the extra costs as shown by the marginal
cost curve. In contrast, if production is reduced below q, the loss of revenues is
greater than the reduction in costs, and profits decrease.(The output rate, g, repre-
sents for the competitive firm in the sense that aorofit-
maximizing manager has no incentive to alter output as lo ig as the demand and o
curves remain unchanped.L

t.xani I	 - zaProfits

A new pizzaplace, Fredrico's, opens in New York City. The average price of a medium
because of the large number of pizza sellers, this price will

not be affected by the new entrant in the market. The owner of Fredrico's estimates that\J
monthly total costs, including a normal profit, will be

TC 1,000 + 2Q + 0.01Q2

To maximize total profit, how many pizzas should be produced each month? In the
short run, how much economic profit will the business earn each month?

Solution	 Taking the derivative of the total cost equation with respect to Q gives
the marginal cost equation

dTC
MC -=	 - = 2 + 0.02Q

dQ
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Profit is maximized by equating price and marginal cost. Thus, the profit-maximizing
output is given by the solution to

10 = 2 + 0.02Q

which is 400 pizzas per month.
Economic profit is total revenue minus total cost, or

TR - TC = 10(400) - [1,000 + 2(400) + 0.01(4002)] = $600

Thus, in the short run, economic profit will be $600 per month.

Losses and the Shutdown Decision
Simply because profit maximization is the objective of managers is no guarantee that a
firm will actually earn economic or even normal profits. Oversupply, poor management,
or high costs may prevent a firm from operating profitably at any rate of output. That
is, maximum profit may actually be negative.

The course of action adopted by managers of an unprofitable firm should be based
on a consideration of the alternatives. One option would be to continue producing at
the least unprofitable (i.e, smallest loss) rate of out put. Another would be to shut down
operations and produce nothing. The best choice is the alternative that minimizes the
firm's losses. .

In the short run, the.consequences of shutting down versus continuing production
are illustrated using the hypothetical data for a firm in perfect competition found in
Table 9.3. Column (1) shows various rates of output that could be produced, and col-
umn (2) showstotal fixed costs. By definition, these fixed costs are constant for all rates
of output. hi column (3) total variable costs are reported. The remaining data in the
table have been computed from the information in the first three columns.

Recall that total costs are the sumof total variable costs and the total fixed cost.
Marginal cost is the change in total cost (or total variable cost).resulting from a one-
unit change in output. Average variable cost is total variable cost divided by quantity.

glfi

Total	 Total	 Average	 Ave-rage
Fixed	 Variable	 T.fl	 Marginal	 Variable	 Total

Quantity	 Cost	 Cost	 Cost	 Cost	 Cost	 Cost

	

0	 $5	 $ 0	 S 5	 -	 -	 -

	

1	 5	 5	 10	 $5	 5.00	 $10.00

	

2	 5	 9	 14	 4	 4.50	 7.00

	

3	 5	 12	 17	 3	 4.00	 5.67

	

4	 5	 14	 19	 2	 3.50	 4.75

	

5	 5	 17	 22	 3	 3.40	 4.40

	

6	 5	 21	 26	 4	 3.50	 4.33

	

7	 5	 26	 31	 5	 3.72	 4.42

	

8	 5	 32	 37	 6	 4.00	 4.63

	

9	 5	 39	 44	 7	 4.33	 4.88
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Similarly, average total cost is total cost divided by quantity. Note that 
marginal, aver-

age variable, and average total costs first decrease and then increase. This is consistent
with th.e discussion of costs in chapter 7.

Now consider the optimal rate of output for a profit-maximizing firm facing a hor-izontal demand curve. The optimal quantity depends on the market-determined price.
The decision rule is that the firm should produce an additional unit of output if the sell-
ing price is at least as great as the marginal cost of production.

For example, if the price is $5. the firm should produce seven units because the mar-
ginal cost of the seventh unit is $5. If price creases to $6, thc optin-iai quantity would
be eight units because the marginal cost of the eighth unit is $6. Similarly, at a price of
$7, nine units should be produced.

What if the price declines to $3? Applying the same logic, it would seem that the
firm should produce five units. But note that average variable cost at fi ve units is $3.40
and total variable cost is $17, This $17 is an expense that could be avoided if the firm
did not produce the five units of output Because the firm sells output for $3 per unit,
its total revenue is $15. Hence, b y  producing, the firm adds $15 to its total revenue but
incurs additional (and avoidable) costs of $17. Adding the fixed cost of $5 to the avoid-able loss of $2 results in a total loss of $7.

At a price of $3, orcxiucing at any other output rate would cause equal or greater
losses. For example, cutting back to four units would also result in a total loss of $7, and
expanding output to six units wo,uld increase the firm's lOSS to $8. However, the firm's
managers do have one other option. They could shut down the firm's operations and
produce nothing. In this case, there would be no revenue and no variable costs. The loss
would be the $5 in fixed costs that must be paid whether or not the firm produces. Thus,
by shutting down, the firm loses $5, compared to a minimum loss of $7 if any produc-
tion takes place. In general, the decision rule is that a firm minimizes its losses by shut-
ting down when price drops below average variable cost.

Now, suppose that the firm can sell at a price of $4. Price equals marginal cost at a
quantity of six units. Sale of six units will generate revenues of $24 and cause the firm
to incur total costs of $26, for a net loss of $2. At any other rate of output, the losses are
even greater. Is the optimal choice again to shut down, as it was at a price of $3?

If the firm shuts down, it must still pay the fixed costs of $5. However, by produc-
ing six units, the loss is only $2. Clearly, the firm minimizes its losses by continuing to
produce. The key to the decision is an examination of price in relation to average vari-
able cost. As long as price exceeds average variable costs, the firm is better off if it con-
tinues to produce, The reason is that revenue will be sufficient to cover variable costs
and make a Contribution to payment of thefirm's fixed costs. In contrast, shutting down
means that the firm's loss is the entire fixed cost.

This concept is illustrated in Figure 9.3. The portion of the marginal cost curve that
lies above average variable cost represents the firm's supply curve. That is, it shows the
Profi t-maximizing output at each price. When price drops below average variable cost(i.e., below Ps ), the firm minimizes its losses by shutting down. If price is greater than
average variable cost but less than average total cost. the firm earns less than a normal
rate of profit but loses less than if its operations were shut down. Finaily, for prices
greater than or equal to average toaJ cost (i.e., F,, or greater), the firm earns at least anormal rate of profit,
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Gase Study
Texas Instruments' Exit from the Home Computer Market

The unfortunate experience of Texas Thstruments (TI) in the home computer industry
during the early 1980s illustrates the relationship between variable costs and the deci-
sion to produce or shut down. In mid-1980, TI was selling its basic home computer for
$650. But cost-reducing techtiológy and intense competition from firms such as Atari,
Commodore, and Tandy drove market prices steadily downward. By mid-1982, TI had
been forced to cut its price to $249, and by early 1983, the firm's basic computer could
be purchased for just $149. Still, because TI's variable cost per unit was about $100, the
firm was better off -continuing to produce, even at this, low price.

But improved technology and competitive pressures continued to push prices
even lower. By the fall of 1983, market conditions rcquired TI to reduce its price to $99.
Because this level was less than the $100 variable cost, the firm stopped producing home
computers. However, at the time of the shutdown decision, the company had almost
500.000 unsold computers on hand. Texas Instruments finally got out of the home com-
puter business by dumping its remaining inventory onto the market at $49 per unit.

If the variable cost of producing a computer was $100, why would the firm be will-
ing to sell its remaining machines for less than that amount ? The explanation is that the
$100 was a variable cost before the computers were produced, but a sunk cost after-
ward. Thus, the firm was better off selling the computers than keeping them as long as
the $49 price was greater than the transportation and marketing expenses (the costs
that were still variable) of selling each unit.
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Texas Instruments was not alone in its exit from the home computer market.Dozens of smaller companies also determined that their losses would be less if they shutdown than if they continued to produce, I

Two qualifications apply to the basic decision rule. First, the rule does not necessarily
mean that managers should shut down operations every time price drops below average
variable cost. in many cases, substantial costs are incurred when a production process is
shut down and also when it is restarted, For example, in steel manufacturing, several daysmay be required to bring a blast furnace up to operating 

temperature, and there are costsinvolved inlaying off and recalling workers, Also, a firm that shuts do 'wjx and then reopens
may find that its customers are buying from other Suppliers.These costs must be takeninto account. They suggest that a decision to shut down will be made only jilt is expected
that price will remain below average variable cost for an extended period of time.

The second qualification involves the distinction between the short run and the
long run. Note that the decision to shut down depends on whether the firm can makec
ontribution to its fixed cost by continuing to produce. But in the long 

IUII, there are nofixed costs. Buildings can he sold, equipment can be auctioneJ off, and purchase con-
tracts willexpire. Thus, in the long run, if price is expected to remain below average to-tal cost, the firm 

will shut down an'd go out of business. Basically, the same decision rule
applies to both the short and the long run—a firm should continue to produce as long
as revenues exceed variable Of avoidable costs.

EAU
LU( flUtc1O'c'Jfl Price

A bicycle manufacturer faces a horizontal demand curve. The firm's total costs are given -by the equation

TVC = 1 50Q - 20Q2 ±
where Q is quantity.

Below what price should the firm shut down operations?
Solution	

Marginal cost is the derivative of total cost with respect to quantity. Thus

MC	 150 - 40Q + 3Q2dQ

The average variable cost equation is given by

TI/C 150Q - 20Q2 + Q3
Q	 Q

The shutdown point is where price equals minimum average variable cost. But profitmaximization requires that price also equal marginal co
the result is	 t. Thus, by setting MC AVC,

I5O_4OQ±3Q2i5o_2OQ+ 
Q2
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Rearranging terms gives

2Q2 - 20Q = 0

which can be rewritten as

2Q(Q - 10) = 0

Solving this equation gives Q = 0 or Q 10. Substituting Q = 10 into the marginal cost
equation gives

P = MC 150 - 40(10) + 3(100) = 50

A similar substitution for Q 0 yields P = 150. The relevant solution is the nonzero

output. Thus, if the price falls below $50 per unit, the firm should shut down.

KevConceptS	 .	 -	 . V

The firm in perfect competition maximii.es profit b y producing at the rate o

dutpuE y hcre price equals marginal cost.	 -
In the short run, managers of a firm should shut down the operation if price'is
below average variable cost.	

V

ffpricc i grcater than a'ergecost but less th an r'rag lcitnl cVOct. the

itm should continue to produce in the short run because a contributOfl can be

made to fixed cOStS.	 V VVV	

V

Profit-Maximizing Output in the Long ibm
A key characteristic of the perfect competition model is ease of entry and exit. Flow-
-ever, this assumption does not imply that such changes are instantaneous. It takes time
for new firms io build facilities and for existing firms to increase output. Similarly, firnis
leaving an industry may experience delays in converting their resources to other uses
These problems of entry and exit are not considered in the short-run analysis.

In the long run, all inputs are variable. Firms can enter or exit an industry and can
also change the size of their production facilities. As a result, although the output rate
q in Figure 9.2 on page 315 represents the profitmaximiZiflg decision in the short run,
it may not be the optimal choice in the long run. Producing at q,, the firm is earning eco-
nomic profit. In the figure, per-unit economic profits are given by the vertical distance
between the average cost curve and the demand curve at the output rate q . Total eco-

nomic profit is shown by the shaded area. Because the average cost curve already in-
cludes a normal profit rate, the implication is that capital invested in the firm is earning
substantially more than capital used in other sectors of the economy. Thus, owners 01

capital have an incentive to withdraw their capital from those sectors yielding only a
normal return and to employ it in this industry where greater profits can be earned.

As additional capital flows into the industry, more output will be produced at each
price Thus the market supply curve,SS, shifts to the right to S'S', as showil in Figure 94.

This shift may result from more firms operating in the industry or the facilities of exist-
ing firms being expanded. It is useful to think of the supply shift as indicating that more
of the product will be produced at any given price than before the inflow of capital. As
the supply curve- shifts to the right, the intersection of supply and demand causes a new
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equilibrium price, P. This result is shown in Figure 9.4. At the lower price, the individ-ual firm now faces a new horizontal demand curve, D1 But at the price, P' , the outputrate Q no longer maximizes Orofit.At Qc marginal cost is greater than incremental rev-enue. Now the firm maximizes profits by reducing the rate of output to Q', where price
again is equal to marginal cost,

Producing Q' units per period and selling at 
'e' the firm is less profitable than before, but it is still earning economic profit, This

average revenue P	 cair be seen by observing that the firm's
, , is greater than average cost at the output rate Q'. Thus, there is an

incentive for additional capital to flow into the industry. This additional capital expands
capacity and causes further rightward shifts of the industry supply curve. The inflow of
capital will continue until the supply curve is shifted to 

S"S" and the equilibrium priceis reduced to P. 
Hence, the demand curve faced by the individual firm is shown bycurve PD" 

in Figure 9.4. In this situation profit is maximized by producing Q'. Notice
that at Q, price is equal to marginal cost, but price is also equal to average cost. Thus
the firm's average revenue just equals average cost. Hence, the firm is earning a normalrate of profit, but there is no economic profit.

Because the return to capital in the industry is no higher than the return earned in
other segments of the economy, there is no further incentive for capital to flow into the
industry. However, because capital earns at least a normal return, there is no reason for
owners to withdraw capital from the industry. Hence the output rate Q', where priceequals average cost, is the long-run equilibri
fectly competitive industry.	 um for the representative firm in this per-

Price per unit
(S)

Is"	 I
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Evaluation of Perfect Competition
Prices play a c

entral role in economic theory. The price that a person is willing to pay
for a good or service is a measure of the value attached to having one more unit ofthat product. If a person is Willing to buy at a specified price, the implication is that
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:

nothing else could provide equal satisfaction for the same amount of money. Obvi-
ously, individuals differ in their valuation of products. Also, preferences are affected
by how much of a good or service the person already has. Usually, additional units are
considered less valuable than the initial units purchased.

Preferences for goods and services are depicted by ademarid curve such as in Fig-

ure 9.5. The curve indicates the maximum amount that anyone will pay for each ad-
ditional unit. For example, the curve shows that there is a consumer who would pay

P1 for the first unit, someone who would pay almost that price for the next unit. and

so on.	 -
The market equilibrium price, P, in Figure 9.5 is determined by the intersection of

supply and demand. But only those consumers who value the product at least P, (i.e.,
that part of the demand curve above Pe) will buy it at that price. Thus quantity demanded

will be Qe. But in perfect competition, everyone pays the same price. The implication is
that all those who valued the product more than Pe receive more benefit than they paid
for. This extra benefit is referred to as the consumer surplus. For each unit purchased, the
consumer surplus in Figure 9.5 is the vertical distance between the demand curve and Pe

The total consumer surplus is the area of the shaded triangle, P1CP.

Marginal costs are a measure of the opportunity cost- of producing one more unit

of the product. For example, to produce an additional automobile, fuel labor, and cap-
ital-must be diverted from other uses. The value of these inputs in those other uses is
measured by their cost.The sum of these input costs is the marginal cost and represents
the opportunity cost of producing an additional car, as shown by the supply curve in

Figure 9.5.
The profit-maximizing firm in perfect competition will expand production until

price equals marginal cost. Concurrently, buyers will purchase the firm's product until
price exceeds the relative value that they attach to the product. Because the price paid
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by the consumer is identical to the additional revenue received by sellers, the equilib-
rium output in perfect competition has the following characteristic: The value that the
last buyer attaches to the last unit of output produced is just equal to the opportunity
cost of producing that unit of output.

It is often suggested that perfect competition results in the right amount of the prod-
uct being produced, The preceding argument is the justification for that statement. If the
value of the last unit of output is less than the cost of its production, social welfare would
be improved by shifting the resources used in producing that last unit to production of
some other good or service. Conversely, if there are potential customers who attach a
value to the product greater than its marginal cost and who are not being served because
of insufficient production, resource allocation could be improved by increasing output.

Another way of thinking about this result is in terms of voluntary exchange. Firms
and consumers will exchange goods and services onl y as long as both parties hnefii
from the trade. Thus, increased voluntary exchange implies improved resource alloca-
tion. Voluntary exchange is maximized under perfect competition because output is in-
creased until there are no consumers willing to pay the opportunity cost of producing
an additional unit of the good.

A second consequence of perfect competition is that resources are efficiently allo-
cated among alternative uses. Consider economic profits in long-run equilibrium, in the
long run, individual firms earn no more than a normal rate of profit. If the rate of profit
measures the productivity of resources in a given use, then whenever resources are
earning a higher rate of return in'oneuse than in another, resource allocation could be
improved by shifting resources to the higher-return use. This is exactly what occurs in
the long-run model of perfect competition. Resources flow into the competitive indus-
try (entry) until economic.proflt is eliminated. Conversely, if the return in the compet-
itive sector is less than the normal rate of return, resources leave the industry (exit) un-
til the remaining resources are earning a normal rate of return.

A third characteristic of perfect competition in the long run is that production oc-
curs at minimum cost. Recall that the profit-maximizing output is at the minimum point
on the average cost curve. This result does not mean that competitive firms necessarily
are more efficient than firms in other types of market structure. However, it does imply
that, given the technology available to the firm, economic forces in perfect competition
require producers to minimize the per-unit cost of production.

ke7rmcepla '	 ••.	 T'	 :.":.
•	 t!'e Ot rini, Co .proft i eiij iyth euuv of iicw firms. flie

pro i1-Inximizin2 rate of outpifl ccurs where price equals both rnarI!uml and• average cost
i .W Coumers who would have been willing to pay more than the marketprice re-ive a consumer sinnTuc when they buy the produf.
• n perlccliv Competitive markets, C1 the value f the last unit exchanged equals

the opporlunity cost of producing it, (2) capitaJ moves to its liigbemt valued use,and (3) producbortakcs place at the minimum point on the average cost curve.
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Case Study
Credit Cards, Perfect Competition and High Interest Rates

In an earlier case study in this chapter, it was argued that the credit card industry ful-
fills most of the criteria for a perfectly competitive market. But at least one aspect of
the industry seems inconsistent with the competitive model Just described.

Credit cards serve as a medium of exchan ge by allowine consumers to charee pur-
chases rather than pay cash at the time of the transaction. If payment is made within 30
days, there is no finance charge. They also are a source of credit, whereby people can
defer payment for a purchase for an extended period of time by paying interest. It is the
high interest rates charged by credit card issuers that require explanation.

Economic theory suggests that competition should drive interest ra tes down as
card offerers compete with one another for accounts. But the evidence of the 1980s and
1990s suggests that credit card interest rates remained high while other rates were de-
clining. In 1998, finance charges to credit card holders were typically 13 to 14 percent,
while banks were paying just 4 to 5 percent on money deposited in savings and money
market accounts. Why didn't competition among the suppliers of credit cards cause fi-
nance charges to adjust to a level consistent with the cost of money to banks?

The answer involves how consumers use their charge cards. Less than one-half of
credit card holders actually pay finance charges in a given month and another one-
fourth do not anticipate that they will have a balance that will require that they pay in-
terest. Consequently, only the remaining one-fourth of card holders who expect to pay
finance charges are likely to base their decision of which card to select on the interest
rate that must he paid. The rest of the credit card users are more concerned about other
features, such as where the card is accepted, the annual fee; and the credit limit.

Thus, insetting the interest rate for credit card accounts, banks will focus on the
risk associated with those who frequently use their cards-as a credit instrument. But who
are these people likely to be? Often, those who incur substantial finance charges on
their credit cards will be consumers with a relatively high risk of default—people who
cannot get credit on favorable terms elsewhere, those who have difficulty managing
money, or those with relatively low net worth. Hence, the explanation for high interest
rates on credit card balances is that the rates are set to account for the risk associated
with the one-fourth of card holders who are most likely to borrow. The majority of cus-
tomers are largely unaffected by the high interest rates. *

MONOPOLY

Although conditions facing a monopolist are much different from those of firms in per-
fect competition, the two types of firms have at least one thing in common—they do not
have to compete with other individual participants in the market. Sellers in perfect corn-
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Number and size distribution of sellers 	 Single seller
Number and size distribution of buyers	 Unspecified
Product differentiation 	 No close substitutes
Conditions of entry and exit	 Entry prohibited or difficult

petition are so small that they can ignore each other and consider the market environ-
ment as giveii. Al the other extreme, the monopolist is the only seller in the market and
has no competitors.

Characteristics

Monopoly can be described in terms of the market structure characteristics discussed
earlier in the chapter. First, there is only one seller in the market. This means that the
demand curve faced by the monopolist is the downward-sloping demand curve for the
market. Second, for a finn to continue as a monopoly in the long run, there must be fac-
tors that prevent the entry of other firms. Such barriers to entry are discussed in chap-
ter 10. Finally, the product of the monopolist must be highly differentiated from other
goods. That is, there must be no good substitutes. The market structure characteristicsof a monopoly are listed in Table 9.4.

Consider a small, isolated cdmniunity that has only one supplier of concrete. Es-
sentially, that fix-rn has a monopoly position. When residents want concrete for founda-
tions of new houses, they will have to buy from this monopolist. The high cost of trans-
porting concrete makes it unlikely that concrete producers in other cities will be viable
competitors. At the same time, there are few good substitutes for concrete foundations-
Wood, stone, and cinder block are possibilities, but they are not as strong or as easy to
use as concrete.

Pro fit-Maximizing Price
and Output in the Short Run

Demand and cost curves for a monopolist are shown in Figure 9.6. As with the per-
fectly competitive firm, the cost curves depict first decreasing and then increasing av-
erage costs.	 -

Because they face a horizontal demand curve, managers of firms in a perfectly com-
petitive world have no control over price. They simply choose the profit-maximizing
output. However, because the monopolisf has a downward-sloping demand curve, as
shown in Figure 9.6, managers must recognize that their output decisions can influence
price and vice versa. Because price must decrease in order to increase sales, an increase
in output will require that the firm sell at a lower price. The effect of output changes on
total revenues depends on the marginal revenue curve shown in Figure 9.6. If marginal
revenue is negativc, total revenue is reduced by the increased output.

The criterion for maximizing profits is the same for the monopolist as for firms in
perfect competition--output should be increased until the additional revenue equals
the marginal cost. For the competitive firm, the price is unaffected by output, so the de-
cision criterion is to produce until price equals marginal cost. For the monopolist, the
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equivalent criterion is to produce at Qm in Figure 9.6, where marginal revenue equals
the marginal cost. At this output, the monopolist charges what the market will allow, as
indicated by the demand curve. In Figure 9.6, this price is P,,1.

Profit-Maximizing Price
and Output in the Long Run
Notice that producing Qm units of output, the monopolist is earning economic profit, as
indicated by the shaded area in Figure 9.6. If it were possible, other firms would enter the
market to take advantage of the high te of return. With other sellers in the market, the
demand curve faced by the monopolist no longer would be the market demand curve.
The firm's new demand curve would be relatively more elastic because the firm's output
would represent a smaller share of total market sales and thus have a smaller effect on
price. At the same time, part of the market and some of the economic profit earned by
the monopolist would be captured by the new entrants. Ultimately, the market structure
might evolve to an oligopoly (a small number of sellers) or even approach perfect com-
petition. However, if the firm's monopoly position is the result of its control over scarce
inputs such as mineral reserves, patents, unique managerial talent, or a choice location,
entry by other firms may be impossible, and the firm will maintain its monopoly position.
In this case, economic profits may persist indefinitely. Thus, Figure 9.6 may depict both
the short-run arid the long-run profit-maximizing price and output for a monopoly.

KeyCon&cpts	 .;	 . ... .

• A the or!; ller. a nigtnwintj.t	 il'. t, m;irkef i;r,ind curve,Th nrofil.
Max zing output is determined by the 1oifll where marginal reenue equ4ls -
marginal cost.

• If entry by other irins i cifficult. :ven in the long run, the monopolist çaxte&t.
economic profits.	 -
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Computing Profit-Maximizing Price and Output for a Monopolist
Suppose that the total cost equation (TC) for a monopolist is given by

TC = 500 * 20Q2

Let the demand equation be givcn by

P = 400 - 20Q

Because total revenue is price times quantity, the total revenue equation is

TR = 400Q - 20Q2

What are the profit-maximizing price and quantity?

Sohition

Calculation Approach. The equations can be used to compute total cost and total
revenue at various rates of output. In turn, these data are used to determine marginal
cost and marginal revenue. The data for output rates from 1 to 11. are as follows:

	

Total	 Total	 Marginal	 Marginal
Qw2nriry	 Cost	 Cos'	 Reverue	 Profit

1	 $520	 $380	 -	 $-140
2	 580	 7201	 $60	 $340	 140
3	 680	 1,020	 100	 300	 340

	

820	 11280	 140	 260	 460
5	 1,000	 1,500	 180	 220	 500
6	 1,220	 1,680	 220	 180	 460
7	 1,480	 1,820	 260	 140	 340
S	 1,780	 1.920	 300	 100	 140
9	 2,120	 1.980	 340	 60	 —140

10	 2,500	 2,000	 380	 20	 —500
ii	 2,920	 1,980	 420	 —20	 —940

Note that marginal revenue exceeds marginal costs for the first five units, but that
the marginal cost of the sixth unit (220) is greater than its marginal revenue. Hence,
profits will be maximized by producing five units of output. This result is verified by the
profit data in the last column. Producing four units, total profit is $460, while total profit
is $500 for five units. However, total profit is only $460 if the sixth unit is produced.

IA Mathematical-Approach- The equation for marginal revenue is the derivative of the
Jt total revenue equation with respect to Q. Similarly, marginal cost is the derivative of

V	 total cost with respect to quantity. That is:

MR = dTR 
= 400 - 40Q

dQ

and

dTC
= MC = 40QdQ
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Profits are maximized by choosing the quantity where marginal revenue equals
marginal cost.Thus

400 - 40Q = 40Q

Solving for Q gives five units as the profit-maximizing quantity. Substituting Q = 5 into
the demand equation gives P = $300.

Allocative Inefficiency and Income Redistribution
Assume that average costs and marginal costs are constant for all oupiii levels, as
shown in Figure 9.7. To maximize profit, the firm would equate marginal revenue to
marginal cost, produce and charge Pm. As an a1ternativ, suppose that policymak-
ers required the monopolist to use the competitive rule of equating price to marginal
cost. In that case, the price would be P. Those consumers who value the product in ex-
cess of P would be purchasers, resulting in total sales of Q. Because all consumers are
charged the same price, most buyers would receive a consumer surplus as a result of
their purchase. The dollar value of this surplus is the difference between their valuation
of the product (as depicted by the demand curve) and the price, P. For example, in Fig-
ure 9.7, the person who values the product most highly receives a consumer surplus
equal to the vertical distance AP, But the consumer who purchases the Qth unit re-
ceives no surplus because he or she attaches a value to the product just equal to the pur-
chase price. Therefore, when output is determined based on the price equals marginal
cost rule, the total consumer surplus is the area under the demand curve and above the
price. In the figure this area is the triangle ADP,.

_-
Price, cost
per unit ($

MR
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Now consider output and price of the profit-maximizing monopolist. As indicated,
the price will be P,, and the quantity will be Although the price is higher than us-
ing the competitive pricing rule, there is still an area of consumer surplus created by
those consumers who value the product above its price. The consumer surplus in the
monopoly case is the area of the triangle ABP. This triangle is part of the consumer
surplus under competition, ADP,. The rectangle PmBCPC was also a part of the con-
sumer surplus under competition, but now is economic profit earned by the monopo-
list. This economic profit represents a redistribution of income from consumers to pro-
ducers. Whether or not this change is considered an improvement requires an
assumption about the appropriate distribution of income and cannot be evaivatd us-
ing efficiency criteria.

Finally, the last component of the consumer surplus under competition is the trian-
gle BDC. This area is referred to as the allocative inefficiency, or deadweight loss, asso-
ciated with monopo ly. It represents the loss of consumer surplus stemming from mo-
nopoly pricing and is a net loss to society. No assumptions about the relative merits of
consumers and producers or the distribution of income are required to assess this im-
pact of monopoly. It is a loss suffered by consumers that is not captured by anyone.

The source of the allocative inefficiency can be identified usin g Figure 9.7. The mo-
nopolist produces until marginal revenue equals marginal cost. Expanding production
beyond Qm would result in reduced profit because the incremental revenues are less
than the extra costs incurred. However, at the output rate, Qm, the consumer is charged
a price, Pm, that is greater, thaij marginal cost. Thus, onl y those consumers who attach a
value to the product of at least Pm will purchase if price is set at that level.

Note that the last person to buy values the product at exactly Pm, but the cost of
producing is given by the marginal cost curve and equals P. Hence, the value to the last
buyer is greater than the opportunity cost of production. Thus, social welfare would be
increased if more were produced. Specifically, expanding production by one unit would
generate additional consumer surplus equal to the vertical distance between the de-
mand curve and the marginal cost curve. Additional increases in output would create
successively smaller consumer surplus gains until the output rate Q,, was reached. At
that point there would be no additional consumer surplus. Thus, the triangle BD  can
be thought of as the loss of consumer surplus stemming from the output-restricting ten-
dency of monopoly.

To summarize, relative to firms in perfect competition, monopolists produce too lit-
tle output and Set too high a price. Whereas competition results in the lowest price con-
sistent with the survival of the firm, the monopolist charges the highest price consistent
with profit maximization. From the perspective of society, resource allocation would be-
improved if more resources were used' to produce the products provided by the mo-
nopolist. There is also an income distribution effect associated with monopoly, but an
evaluation of this transfer depends on judgments regarding the relative needs of con-
sumers and producers. Although economic analysis provides little assistance in judging
this income transfer, its importance in public policymaking should not be underesti-
mated. In political debaLe, a legislators call to take action against the abuses of mo-
nopoly is not commonly based on esoteric notions of allocative inefficiency as discussed
in a textbook. Rather, it is more likely to focus on the alleged unfairness of the income
redistribution from consumers to owners of the monopoly.
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The Price of Caviar and the Fall of Communism

Many products produced in the now-defunct USSR were considered inferior  by West-
ern standards. However, one area where the Soviets excelled was in the production of
caviar. In the Volga River, near the Caspian Sea, the water temperature and degree of
salinity are a perfect spawning ground for the sturgeon whose eggs produce the world's
most prized caviar.

During the nearly seven decades of communist rule., the Soviet state maintained
a near monopoly over the harvest, processing, and marketing of this delicacy. The result
was a textbook example of the restricted output, high prices, and income redistribution
associated with monopoly control over a market.

Until 1991, the Soviet Bureau of Fisheries made virtually all decisions about sales
of Russian caviar. In a typical year, about 2,000 tons of caviar were harvested. Of this
amount, the Bureau allowed only 150 tons to be exported. By restricting the amount
available to foreign consumers, the price was maintained at an extremely high level. For
example, in Moscow, the black-market,-price for top-grade black caviar in 1991 was
about $5 per kilogram. But the same caviar could easily have been sold for $500 to
$1,000 per kilogram in New York City Clearly, the monopoly arrangement caused a
substantial redistribution of income from New York restaurant and delicatessen pa-
trons to the Soviet state. During the period of communist rule, caviar was a much-
needed source of hard currency for the government.

One effect of the breakup of the USSR in 1991 was to increase competition in
the caviar market. The two largest Soviet fisheries are now under the control of two
different republics, Russia and Kazakhtan. In addition, fishermen on the Caspian Sea
have begun to bypass the government and establish their own export businesses. The
results were as predicted by economic theory. Prices dropped by 20 percent in 1 year.
More recently, over-fishing has become a problem and the number of sturgeon have
greatly decreased in the region. I

Technical Inefficiency and Rent Seeking
There are at least two other negative consequences of monopoly. The first has come to
be known as technical inefficiency. In discussing both perfect competition and monop-
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• oly.in this chapter, it was assumed that the goal of managers is to maximize profit. 
Anecessary Condition for profit maximization is that costs be minimized for the outputrate selected. Consequently, all cost curves shown in the figures represent minimumcost-production. For firms in a competitive market, this is a reasonable assum

ption be-cause the manager may have no choice. In the long run, prices are driven down 
untilperfectly competitive firms earn only a normal rate of profit. Ilence, businesses that are

inefficient will not be able to survive in competition with more efficient rivals 
becausethey will earn inadequate profits to sustain their operations, In a competitive market,cost minimization is a necessity.

However 
a monopolist ma uut be under the same constraint. Earnin g economicprofits, the manager of a firm that is insulated from competition has some 

discretionwith respect to cost minimization. If costs increase, the survival of the monopoly 
firmwill not be in jeopardy because the business has a cushion of economic profits. But there

is a trade-off. Any increase in costs resulting from waste will reduce 
economic profitsearned by the firm.

Why would a manager sacrifice profits by permitting the firm to operate ineffi-
ciently? There are several possible reasons. One is that cost minimization requires
effort, The search for least-cost resources and the most advanced technology canhe difficult. A manager, particularly one who is salaried and not a stockholdcr of
the firm, may choose to go home a little earlier or take a little longer lunch

ratherthan devote full effort to managing . Another explanation is that firms are run by
people, and people are likely to make mistakes. Decisions are made under conditionsof uncertainty by individuals of different capabilities who experience stress and
illness. Sometimes these choices may not be wise when
of hindsight. 	 judged from the perspective

Labor contracts are another source of technical inefficiency. When workers arc
hired, the agreement usually is Concerned with inputs- .--the number of hours to be
worked. A new employee provides his or her time but usually does not commit to a
specified level of effort. Just as managers prefer leisure to work, so do employees. A pri-mary

 task of management is to monitor performance, but this is not a costless task. Con-sequently, in many organizations, there is considerable slack.
Although managers may permit technical inefficiency, it is not consistent with theobjectives of stockholders. Every dollar wasted is a dollar in reduced profit. To the ex-

tent that a firm's stockholders can constrain the behavior of managers, the problem of
technical inefficiency will be reduced. But in today's economic system, stockholder con

..
trol is often limited. Most large firms have thousands of stockholders, and any single in-
dividual or group does not control a large proportion of the stock. This separation of
ownership and control provides Opportunities for technical incfficienc where monop-oly power exists.

Yet another consequence of monopoly is the tendency for rent-seeking behavior.The ability of a monopolist to earn economic profit is a valuable possession. Any
rational person should be willing to pay to obtain and maintain this priviicgc. If
a firm earns $1 million in economicp rofits per year, the value of its monopoly posi-
tion is worth up to that amount. That is, the owners of the firm would be Willing to
spend up to $1 million each year to assure a continued flow of profits. When re-sources are expended to seek or maintain monopoly profits, this behavior is referredto as rent seeking
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Rent-seeking behavior does not increase the amount of goods and services pro-
duced. Remember that economic profit represents a transfer of wealth from con-
sumers to stockholders. But rent seeking is an attempt to capture these economic prof-
its. Hence, the resources used do nothing more than alter the distribution of income.
Sometimes rent seeking may be directed toward obtaining income from consumers. In
other cases, the purpose may be to obtain economic profits currently being earned by
another firm.

Rent seeking results in a deadweight loss because there is no new productive ac-
tivity. The analogy may be a bit overstated, but rent seeking has been likened to the ac-
tivities of a burglar. The thief expends time and effort to break into a person's house,
and the potential victims install burglar alarms and locks to prevent theft. But all these
efforts either facilitate or prevent changes in the existing distribution of income. The
burglar's purpose is to acquire the possessions of the victim nd the victim's intent is to
avoid losing personal property. Rent seeking is much the same. Nothing new is created.
All of the effort is to change the division of the existing pie.

Rent-seeking behavior can take many forms. Often it involves government officials.
Choices of policymakers can significantly affect the distribution of income. The location
of a defense base in an area or the award of a contract to a firm can mean millions of
dollars to the beneficiaries. Changes in tax laws can increase or decrease profits by huge
amounis. The decisions of regulatory bodies on who will be allowed to enter an Indus-
try or procedures to be followed in conducting business can have an enormous impact
on profitability.

Unlike the Ten Commandments, public policy is not etched in stone. Decisions can
be affected by activities of groups and individuals. Legislators are constantly besieged
by lobbyists, who argue for favorable legislation. Tens of millions of dollars are spent
each year on campaign contributions. A firm may engage in a costly public relations
campaign to improve its image with policymakers.

Rent seeking can also have a darker side. Because the stakes are so high, bribes for
favorable legislative or agency treatment may be offered. Firms may resort to espi-
onage activities to get ahead of competitors. The legal system may be utilized to harass
competitors or to forestall legislation or regulations that could have an adverse effect
on the firm.

Waste from rent seeking can actually exceed' the total amount of economic profit
that could be earned. Although no single firm would spend more than it expects to
gain, where there are several contending firms, their efforts may offset one another and
exceed the potential prize. The outcome is analogous to shoppers during a sale in a
china store. in their attempt to get the best buy, they may break more dishes than they
purchase.

Technical inefficiency and rent-seeking behavior imply that the observed rate of
profit for monopolists may not be high. As shown in Figure 9,8, economic profits may
be absorbed by these two sources of deadweight loss. The rectangle PmBCPC represents
economic profit that could be earned by a monopolist. But where costs are allowed to
increase and resources are used to obtain or maintain a monopoly position, the amount
of economic profit could be much smaller, as shown in the figure. In fact, it is possible
that inefficiency and rent seeking could consume all the economic profit, and the mo-
nopolist would earn only a normal return.
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Key concepts

• If a  ii1m has market power and there is separation of øwnrship from ccuitrol, tech.
nic;il inefficiency may result because of the failure of manwcrs to minimize costs.

• Rent e.eking involves the use. of resources acqrite ot nintain monopoly
profits. K-ent secicing invoives a deadweight IPss tr societ y 1)CcaUsc no addi-ticrna! goods o services are produced-

Over 75 years ago, economist Frank Knight wrote: "In view of the fact that practically
every business is a partial monopoly, it is remarkable that the theoretical treatment of eco-
nomics has related so exclusively to complete monopoly and per co .,'2 Since
that time, important contributions have been made to the anal ysis of alternative marketstructures. However, classroom time typically is still heavily weighted toward discussingthe extremes of competition and monopoly. What is the rationale for such emphasis?

2F Knight, Risk, Uncerirn, and Profit (Chicago: University of (hicgo Press, 1985). p. 193.
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The assumptions of the model of perfect competition are very restrictive. Few mar-
kets would meet the requirements of many small sellers, easy entry and exit, and an un-
differentiated product. Certain parts of the agricultural sector are the most likely can-
didates. For example, in the midwestern grain exchanges, there are many buyers and
sellers of wheat. Wheat of a given grade is relatively homogeneous. Compared to activ-
ities such as electricity production, resources can enter and leave agriculture without
great difficulty. However, to claim that resources aie perfectly mobile strains credibil-
ity. All in all, it is not easy to think of many circumstances where the requirements for
perfect competition are closely approximated..

It is also difficult to think of examples of pure monopoly. In most communities the
local electric utility usually fits the definition of being the. single seller of its product.
However, there may be substitutes for their products that reduce the monopoly power
of these firms. For example, an electric utility does face competition from substitute en-
ergy sources. Consumers usually have the option of heating their homes and water,
cooking, and drying clothes with gas instead of electricity. Large industries may gener-
ate their own electricity if the rates of the local utility become too high.

If there are few, if any, examples of pure monopoly and perfect competition, why ex-
pend the time and effort required to discuss these extreme conditions? In many applica-
tions, it is useful to think of perfect competition and pure monopoly as extremes, with other
market structures positioned in between. Although there may be few industries at either
extreme, there are many that have most of the characteristics of perfect competition or
monopoly. Hence, the value of the extreme models is that they serve as benchmarks.
Industries that approximate perfect competition are likely to function much like those in
the perfectly competitive model. In contrast, thoe that have many of the characteristics of
monopolies will generate monopoly-like results. Indeed, the monopoly model may be ap-
plicable in many situations where producers sell a differentiated product and believe that
they have some control over price. In addition to providing information on the likely be-
havior and result of specific market structures, the extreme models of competition and
monopoly provide guidance in making public policy. As a general rule, economists favor
policies that move industries toward the competitive end of the spectrum.

Key Concepts	 .	 .

• Perfect copemtition serves as abcichmarkand a guideforpubiicpciicv.
• The monopoly model ma y be applicable in situatins where a pridueer ha

power over price.	 .	 .

SUMMARY

Market structures can be characterized on the basis of four characteristics: (1) number
and size distribution of sellers, (2) number and size distribution of buyers, (3) product
differentiation, and (4) ease of entry and exit. The model of perfect competition as-
sumes a large number of small buyers and sellers, undifferentiated products, and ease
of entry and exit. Firms in a perfectly competitive market face a demand curve that is
horizontal at the equilibrium price. This price is determined by the interaction of the
market supply and demand curves. Because they have nocdntrol over price, the objec-
tve of managers is to determine the rate of output that maximizes profit.
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The profit-maximizing output for the perfectly competitive firm occurs where price
equals marginal cost. In the short run, firms in perfect competition may earn economic
profit..But if price drops below average variable cost, the firm should shut down. How-
ever, in the long run, entry of new firms and/or plant expansion drive price down and
eliminate the economic profit. Perfect competition results in efficient allocation of re-
sources because production occurs at minimum average cost, voluntary exchange is
maximized, and capital is employed in its highest value use,

The monopolist is a single seller of a differentiated product, Entry into the mar-
ket is difficult or prohibited. As the single seller, the monopolist haspower over price.
The decision rule for maximizing profits is to produce until marginal revenue equals
marginal cost and then charge the price that the demand curve will allow. Because en-
try is restricted, the monopolist may earn economic profits in both the short and the
long run.

Consumer surplus is the difference between what consumers are willing to pay for
a product and the price that must be paid to purchase it. The principle of consumer sur-
plus can be used to demonstrate that monopoly pricing causes allocative inefficiency
because too little of the product is produced. Monopoly pricing also results in a redis-
tribution of income from consumers to the stockholders of the firm.

if a firm has market power and there is a separation of ownership and control, tech-
nical inefficiency cAn also occur because the firm's managers will not he required to
minimize costs. When monopoiits use resources to acquire or maintain economic prof -
its, this is referred to as rent-seeking behavior. Because no additional goods or services
are produced, rent seeking imposes a deadweight loss on society. The combination of
technical inefficiency and rent seeking may cause the economic profit earned by a mo-
nopolist to not appear excessive.

Few market structures meet the restrictive assumptions for perfect competition or
monopoly. Still, these economic models are useful because the performance of man y in-
dustries approximates the outcomes of perfect competition or monopoly. Also, the per-
fectly competitive model is often used as a benchmark for evaluating the performance
of actual markets and as a guide for public policy.

Discussion Questions

9-1. Why is concrete sold in local markets, while cement powder is sold in a national
market?

9-2. Does product differentiation always refer to real differences between products?
Use an example to explain your answer.

9-3. Does ownership of very specialized capital equipment affect ease of exit from an
industry? Why or why not?

9-4. How would risk affect the normal rate of profit in an industry?
9-5. Suppose that firms in a perfectly competitive industry are earning less than a nor-

mal rate of profit. I p. the long run, what price adjustments will occur in this in-
dustry? What will cause these adjustments?

9-6. Basically, perfectly competitive firms and monopolists use the same rule to de-
termine the profit-maximizing output. True or false? Explain. -

9-7. Firms in a perfectly competitive market do not have to compete with the other in-
dividual firms in the market. True or false? Explain.
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9-8. In the long run, firms in a perfectly competitive market produce at the minimum point

on their average cost curves. However, the long-run profit-maximizing output for a
monopolist will not be at the point of minimum average cost. Does this mean that
competitive firms can produce at a lower average cost than the monopolist? Explain.

9-9. How is the deadweight loss from monopoly affected by the slope of the demand
curve?

9-10. Do nonjrofit institutions, such as universities, ever engage in rent-seeking be-
havio/ Give an example.

Problems

the market supply and demand equations for plywood are given by

Q5 20,000 + 3013

and

QD = 40,000 - 20P

a. Graph the supply-and-demand equations and show the equilibrium price and

AanLity.
etermine the equilibrium price and quantity algebraically.

'Suppose an increase in housing starts results -in a new demand equation,

'What is the new equilibrium price arid. quantity?
2 be mrket suppi nd-emanecjuat1oflS for plywood are the original equations

/ised'iñ problem 9-1. The plywood industry is peffectly cornpetitiv; and the mar-
ginal cost equation for one firm, High Country Plywood, is given by

MC=200+4Q

'*hatis the short-run profit-maximizing output rate for High Country Plywood?
b. Average cost is given by

AC=-+200+2Q

the short run, how much economic profit will the firm earn?
9- . yson Brothers Manufacturing is currently earning economic profit. However,

the market for the firm's product is perfectl corn etitive, so the economic profit
is not expected to persist in the long run. yson's total and marginal eosi functions
are given by

TC=500Q-20Q2-4- Q3

and

MC-500-40Q+3Q2

^^

what output rate will average costs be a minimum?

If
	 cost curves for all other firms in the market are the same as Tyson's, de

termine the long-run equilibrium price.
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5
Yfhe equilibrium price in a perfectly competitive market is $10. The marginal cost
fliction is given by

MC=4 ± 0.2Q

/	 The firm is presently producing 40 units of output per period. To maximize profit,
in should the output rate be increased or decreased? Explain.

-5. The market supply and demand curves for a product arc given by

Q8=3.000+200P

and

QD - 13,500 500P

The industry supplying the product is per fectly competitive. An indivi dual firm has
fixed costs of $150 per period. Its mariind average variable cost functions are

MC = 15 — 4Q ±

and

AVC=i5-2Q+-

a. What is the profit-maximizing rate of output for the firm?
b. What is the maximumtotal profit for the firm?

nited Electric is the sole supplier of electricity to the community of Lakeview.
Managers of the firm estimate that the demand for electricity is given by

P = 200 - 4Q

The firm's marginal cost equation is given by

MC=4Q

a/ What is the profit-maximizing price and quantity?
tbr Can econo	 if e etermined from the information given? Why or

why not?
9-7. A consultant estimates that the demand for the output of Marston Chemical is

represented by the equation

Q = ,000 - SOP

a. If the managers of Marston decide to maximize total revenue instead of profit, at
what output rate should the firm operate? What is the revenue-maximizing price?

b. Will the revenue-maximizing output be greater than or less than the profit-
maximizing output rate? Explain.

9-8. The demand equation faced by a monopolist for a product is given by

Q=50-5P

A price of $5 is charged for the product.
a. Using this information, dra graph that shows the consumer surplus.
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b. Compute the amount of consumer surplus generated by sale of the product.
9-9. Lyon Concrete is a monopoly supplier of concrete in northern Arkansas. Demand

for the firm's concrete is given by

P= 110— 4Q

Marginal cost is constant and equal to 10.
a. What are the profit-maximizing  price and output?
b. Whet is the deadweight loss resulting from Lyon's monopoly?
c. Compared to pricing at marginal cost, how much income is redistributed from

+	 .-.0 *1....Consumers to t_tfl Owners. 'OS LIfl.. LLL%JUUjJO1

9-10. Show that the profit-maximizing quantity for a monopolist will always lie in the
elastic region of the demand curve.

9-11. The demand equation for a monopolist is given by P = 50 - 2Q and the marginal
cost is $10.
a. Compute the deadweight loss associated with monopoly pricing.
b. If P = 50 - 4Q, what is the deadweight loss?
c. Based on your answers to (a) and (b), how is the deadweight loss related to the

slope of the demand curve?..
9-12. The market price faced by a firm in a perfectly competitive market is $50 and

Marginal cost is given by 10 + 2Q.
a. What is the profit-maximizing rate of output?
b. How does a $1 increase in the price affect the optimal output?
c. How does a $1 increase in the marginal cost at each output rate affect the op-

timal output?

Problems Requiring Calculus

The manager of Biswas Glass Copany estimates that total revenue from the sale
of her firm's product is given by the equation:

TR=30OQ—--	 I

The total cost equation is estimated to be

TC=5,000+60Q+Q2

04tat is the profit-maximizing price and output rate? What is the amount of
economic profit?

b. At what output rate is average cost a minimum? At this output rate, what is
the amount of economic profit?

9-14. For a perfectly competitive firm, the market price is $16.1he total cost equation is

TC =- 5Q2 + 40Q

Use calculus to determine the profit-maximizing and the profit-minimizing rates
of output. Explain.
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9-15. Michelle's Mints is a small chain of candy stores. Cross-section data from the
stores were used to estimate the demand equation. Holding income and prices of
other goods constant, the demand equation is estimated to be

P = 12Q"3

where P is price per pound and Q is pounds sold per day per store. Thc marginal
cost of supplying the candy is constant and equal to $2 per pound.
a. What is the point price elasticity of demand?
b. What are the profit-maximizing price and quantity?

9-16. 'lIe manager of a small cand y shop operating in a perfectly competitive market
determines that his average cost for chocolates is given by 10 - .2Q + .005Q2,
where Q is in pounds per month. The market price of chocolates is expected to re-
main at $8 per pound. How many pounds per month should he produce? Explain.

9-17. The plant manager of a firm producing a specialized brand of caviar believes
that her total revenues are give,n by TR = 1000Q - Q 2 and that total costs are
TC = —200Q - Q 2 + Q 3 . What are the profit-maximizing price and quantity
for the firm?

9 8iA firm in a perfectly competitive industr y (which is in long-run equilibrium) is
charging $5 for its product. The average cost equation is. 	 = 50 - 6Q ± 0.2Q2.

Hbw much economicprofit is the firm earning? Expjaiit
b5,-How many units of output is the firm producing? V

at is the firm's average cost?
9-1 A monopolist's demand function is given by P = 80 - 4Q. The firm's total cost is

given by TC = IOQ +Q2:
What is the profit-maxining price and quantity? \
How much economic profit can the firm earn?	

(A I lawn care company is operating in a perfectly competitive environment
and estimates that its short-run total costs are given by TC = 1000Q - 3002 ±
Q3, where Q is the number of lawns cared for. Below -what price should the firm
shut down its operations?

9-21. A monopolist has total revenue given by TR = 480Q - 8Q and total costs given
by TC= 400 ± 8Q2.
a. What are the profit-maximizing price and quantity?
b. What would the profit-maximizing price and quantity be if the-firm made its

output decision using the decision rule employed by firms in a perfectly com-
petitive market structure? 	 - - -
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CHAPTER 10 Monopolistic Comperitfon Oligopoly and Barriers to Entry

PREvJEiv

Chapter 9 developed models of price and output determination for two important types
of market structures: monopoly and perfect competition. But most markets have nei-
ther the single seller required to meet the definition of a monopolist nor the large num-
ber of small sellers and undifferentiated product necessary to qualify as perfectl y com-
petitive. Where the number of sellers is large and the product differentiated, the model
Of monopolistic competition is a useful tool for analyzing price and output decisions.
When there are only a few sellers, oligopoly theory can provide important insights for
decision making.

The first section of this chapter develops the model of monopolistic competition.
The second considers oligopoly theory in its various forms. In the third section, the re-
lationship between market structure and barriers to entry is examined. Finally, there is
a brief discussion of advertising decisions.

MONOPOLISTIC COMPETITION 
___1

The models of perfect competition and monopoly are useful, but there is a need to
bridge the gap between these extreme forms of market structure. An important con-
tribution is the model of monopolistic competition developed by Edward amber-
En) Chamberlin observed that even in markets with a large number of sellers, the
products of individual firms tre rarely homogeneous. For example, consider men's
shoes. In a large city there may be hundreds of shoe stores. But men's shoes may be
highly differentiated in the minds of consumers. This product differentiation may re-
flect materials and workmanship of the shoes sold in a particular store, or it may be the
result of effective advertising, Ile manner in which the store displays the shoes can be
another source of product differentiation. An establishment with thick carpet and soft
music may have an advantage over a firm that stocks its merchandise on shelves like a
warehouse. Location is another source of product differentiation. Sellers in a nearby
mall will be more likely to obtain a consumer's business than stores on the other side
of town.

Characteristics

The theory of monopolistic competition has elements of both monopoly and perfect
competition. Like perfect competition, it assumes that there are a large number of small
sellers. Thus, the actions of any single seller do not have a significant effect on other sell-
ers in the market. Also, like perfect competition, it is assumed that there are many buy-
ers and that resources can easily be transferred into and out of the industry. However,
the model of monopolistic competition resembles the monopoly models in that prod-
ucts of individual firms are considered to be slightly differentiated. That is, the product
of one firm is assumed to be a close, but not a perfect, substitute for that of other firms.
The result is that each firm faces a demand curve with a slight downward slope, imply-
ing that the individual firm has some control over price. Although increasing its price

E. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopo1j.tjc ompeiiion (Cambridgc MA.: Harvard University Press.1962).
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Number and size distribution of sellers 	 Many small sellers. Actions of individual seilers
go unheeded by other firms.

Number and size distribution of buyers
	 Many small buyers.

Product differentiation 	 Slightly differentiated. Product of one firm is a
fairly close substitute for that of other sellers.

Cotiditions of early and exit
	 Easy entry and exit.

th	 ir,	 lp	 in,r ,,r11 h tllinn tr, hiu t rh hc,hr nriri-

because the product

	

is slightly 	 ;;;;
tics of monopolistic competition are summarized in Table 1011.,

ProfiL-Mdrniziñg Price and Output in the Short Rwi
Managers of firms in monopolistic competition determine the rate of output, product
attributes, and advertising expenditure that maximizes profits. To simplify the discus-
sion, it is assumed that advertising and product attributes have already been deter-
mined. Therefore, determining the profit-maximizing rate of output and price are the
remaining decisions for managers. Chamberlin's monopolistic competition mndel also
assumes that all firms have similar demand and cost curves. Ihus it is possible to con-
sider a "representative" or "typical" firm. The demand, marginal revenue, and cost
curves for such a firm are shown in Figure 10.1.

Price, cost
per unit ($)
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The results of monopolistic competition in the short run are similar to those of mo-
nopoly. The profit-maximizing output rate occurs at Q., where marginal revenue equals
marginal cost. The corresponding price (as determined by the demand curve. D) is P.
Like a monopolist, a firm in monopolistic competition may earn short-run economic
profit. Recall that economic profit per unit is price minus average cost. Thus, total eco-
nomic profit is shown by the shaded area in Figure 10.1.

Profit-Maximizing Price and Output in the Long Run
In the long run, monopolistic competition generates results similar to those of perfect
competition. Because entry into the industry is easy, economic profit induces other
firms to enter the market. For example, the succe.ss of a video rental outlet in a com-
munity may entice other firms to provide this service. Because an inventory of movies
is the major prerequisite for entry, new suppliers may include bookstores, gas stations,
grocery stores, or other businesses. As this entry occurs, the market shares of existingfinns decrease. Thus , the demand curve faced by these firms shifts down and to the left,
until it becomes as shown in Figure 10.2.

As in the short run, the representative firm maximizes profit by equating mar-
ginal revenue and marginal cost. In Figure 10.2, profit maximization requires setting
price at P and producing Q units of output per period. Note that the demand and
average cost curves are tangent at this price—quantity combination. This implies that
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price and average cost are equal and so there is no economic profit. Thus there is no
incentive for new firms to enter the market. Similarly, because the representative firm
is earning a normal return, firms will not exit the market. Hence P and Q represent
the long-run equilibrium for firms in monopolistic competition.

Example hyie Long Run They're All Dead

/

DOGGONE, a pet mortuary in Chicago, offers complete funerals for dogs. The pet fu-
neral business in Chicago is monqpoIicallycompetitive. The manager of DOGGONE
has determined that the fifth's dniãñd eqiiiätion is given by P = 309.75 - Q and the
long-run total cost equation is TC 400Q - 20Q2 ± Q3 , where Q is the number of fu-
nerals per month.

What is the long-run equilibrium price and quantity and how much economic profit
will the firm earn?

Solution	 In monopolistic competition in the long run, price will be driven down to
average cost. The average cost equation is computed by dividing total cost by quan-
tity. Thus, the optimal quantity is the solution to P AC, or

P 309.75 - Q = 400 - 20Q ± Q 2 = AC

Rearranging terms yields the quadratic equation

- 19Q + 90.25 = 0

which has the single solution, Q = 9.5. Substituting this quantity into the demand equa-
tion gives P = 309.75 - 9.50 = $300.25. Because price equals average cost, economic
profit is zero.

Figure 10.2 on page 343 shows that, in monopolistic competition, marginal revenue
must equal marginal cost at the optiml output. For the demand and total cost equations
of this piDblem, MR = 309.75 - 2Q and MC = 400 - 40Q ± 3Q2. Substituting Q 9.5
into these two equations gives MR = MC = 290.75. Hence, this condition also is fulfilled.

Evaluation of Monopolistic Competition
It is sometimes suggested that firms in monopolistic competition are inefficient. Figure
10.2 shows that the profit-maximizing output does not occur at the minimum point on the
firm's average cost curve. Thus, it can be argued that the firm is operating at an inefficient
output rate. In contrast, in chapter 9 it was demonstrated that the long-run equilibrium
rate of output in perfect competition occurs at the point of minimum average cost.

The difference in the two outcomes is the result of the downward-sloping demand
curve in monopolistic competition Remember, the long run equilibrium is the point of
tangency of the demand and average cost curves But because the demand curve is not
horizontal, the tangency point cannot be at minimum average cost. However, this result
does not necessarily imply inefficiency. The downward slope of the dejijand curve is the
result of product differentiation in the market. Presumably, these differences are of
value to consumers as they select goods that meet their particular needs. For example,
although name-brand canned goods are likely to cost more than generic brands, many
buyers are willing to pay the extra price as an assurance of quality. In general, the Va-
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lidity of the claim that monopolistic competition is inefficient depends on a 
comparisonof the benefits derived from product differentiation and the increased costs caused bydifferntjated products.

,-Xey Concepts

Finns in monopolistic competition have somç control over prce because their.product are differentiated.
• As with perfect competition 	 may be econ m ic prcifi
tberei 'n 1h4. short run but

are no long i-un economjc profits in monopolistic competition.

Gase Study
Competition in the Video Rental Industzy

A good argument can be made that toda y's market for the rental of videocassettes ismonopolistically competitive, gven in medium-sized cities, there usually are many
places where a movie can be rented. Some of these outlets focus exclusively on video
rentals, but many music stores, gas stations, and grocery stores also have movies avail-
able for rent. In fact, the typical video outlet in a metropolitan area in the United States
now has six competitors within a 3-mile radius. Although there are some large firms inthe industry, market concentration is relatively low—chains with as many as 50 outlets
have Only a 15 percent share of the total market.

Product differentiation is also a characteristic of the video rental industry. While
it is true that a particular movie from one store is identical to the same movie from an-other outlet, sellers can differentiate themselves in other ways. A music store may offer
tapes and CDs in addition to movies, while a grocery store provides the Opportunity 

topick up a movie along with needed food items, An outlet that only rents videocassettes
may have the advantage of maintaining a huge selection of movies.

The video industry also meets the entry and exit requirements for monopolistic
competition. The basic requirement tobecome a participant is to have display space, an
inventory of tapes, and a computer systeth for record keeping. New movies are easily
-available from distributors and there is a rather active market for the inventories of
firms who wish to exit the market.

The history of the video rental industry is consistent with the predictions of themodel of monopolistic competition. During the early 1980s, there were far fewer out-lets than today. Because of the lack of com
day, and t	 petition tapes rented for as much as $8 per

he business could be extremely profitable. Some earl y entrants had profits as
high as 80 percent of sales. But entry occurred rapidly, and prices dropped Precipitously,
Today the prices of new releases are as low as $1.49, and older movies can be rented for
less than a dollar a day, The decline in prices has also affected profits. Video rental out-
lets in the 1990s are fortunate if profits are 10 percent of sales, and many firms have
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been forced to leave the market because of their losses. Because competition has elim-
inated economic profits, the rate of entry into the industry is much less than in previous
years. In the future, rental outlets will face additional competition from cable television,
which has begun to implement the technology to give viewers the opportunity to select
a movie of their choice from the convenience of their own homes. I

OLIGOPOLY

The term oligopoly comes from the Greek words oligos and poiis and means, literally, few
sellers. Oligopoly is a common form of market structure in modern economic systems. The
cereal, automobile, and steel industries in the United States would all qualify. However,
oligopolies exist at the local as well as the national level. For example, although there are
thousands of movie theaters scattered throughout the nation, the typical consumer con-
siders only a few nearby locations. Other theaters that are farther away may offer lower
prices or better food, but proximity is probably the dominant consideration. Hence. the
market for movies faced by the individual consumer could he described as an oligopoly.

Characteristics
An oligopoly involves an unspecified number of buyers but only a small number of sell-
ers. There is no precise limit on the number of sellers that a market can have and still
be characterized as an oligopoly. The key issue is not numbers, but rather the reaction
of sellers to one another. In the three forms of market structure described thus far, there
was no need for sellers to he concerned about the actions of individual competitors. The
monopolist has no rivals, while flrms'in perfect and monopolistic competitive markets
are too small to have a significant impact on other firms. In contrast, the actions of each
firm in an oligopoly do affect the other sellers in the market. Price cutting by one firm
will reduce the market share of other firms. Similarly, clever advertising or a new prod-
uct line may increase sales at the expense of other sellers.

Figure 10.3 shows how the actions of rivals can affect the demand curve faced by
oligopolists. If one firm reduces its price and the other firms in the market do not re-
spond, the price cutter may substantially increase its sales. This result is depicted by the
relatively elastic demand curve, dd. For example, a price decrease from P3 to P2 will re-

sult in a movement along dd and increase sales from Q1 to Q2 as customers take ad-
vantage of the lower price and abandon other suppliers However, if the price cut is
matched by other firms, the increase in sales will be less. Since other firms are selling at
the same price, any additional sales must result from increased demand for the product.
Thus, the effect of the price reduction is a movement down the relatively less elastic de-
mand curve, DD. Now the price reduction from P1 to P2 only increases sales to Q'2.

Clearly, the responses of competitors can have'a significant impact on the outcome
of managerial decisions in an oligopoly market. Consequently, decision making in an
oligopoly is much more difficult than in other market situations.

The other two characteristics that categorize market structure are product differ-
entiation and condition of entry and exit. The product sold in an oligopoly can be ho-
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mogeneous or differentiated. If the product is homogeneous, the market is said to be a
pure oligopoly The steel and copper markets in the United States would fit into this cat-
egory. If the product is not homogeneous, the market' s ad 

3 

fferentiated oligopoly. The
automobile and television industries are examples of differentiated oligopolies.

With respect to condition of entry, for an oligopolistic market structure to persist in
the long run, there must be some factor that prevents new firms from entering the in-
dustry. For example, a drug manufacturer might hold a patent that legally prevents
other firms from producing the drug covered by the patent. Market structure charac-
teristics of oligopoly are summarized in Table 10.2.

The most distinctive feature of an oligopolistic industry is that sellers must recognizetheir interdependence That is, the action of one seller may affect another and, thus, cause
that seller to respond in ways that will affect the first seller. Oligopolists are likely to deal
with this interdependence in different ways, depending on the specific nature of the in-
dustry. In Some cases, most actions of competitors will be ignored. In other situations, a

Number and size distribution of sellers

Number and size distribution of buyers
Product differentiation

Conditions of entry and exit

Small number of sellers. Each firm must consider
the effect of its actions on other firms.

Unspecified.
Product may he either homogeneous or differen-

tiated.
Entry difficult.
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price war may occur in response to a seemingly innocuous price change. Many factors,
such as industry maturity, nature of the product, and methods of doing business, can af-
fect the way firms respond to actions of rivals. The difficulty of formulating models of oli-
gopoly stems from the many ways that firms interact. Consequently, there is no general
model of oligopoly. There are, however, models that analyze oligopoly decisions on the
basis of specific assumptions about the interaction between firms. Several models that
reflect specific aspects of oligopolistic interdependence are discussed in this section.

Price Rigidity: The Kinked Demand Model
Early students of oligopoly noted that prices in some markets sometimes remained un-
changed for long periods of time. For example, the price of steel rail was set at $28 per
ton in 1901 and did not change for 15 years. Between 1922 and 1933, the price remained
at $43. Similarly, sulfur prices hovered within a few cents of $18 per ton between 1926
and 1938. This apparent price rigidity led Paul Sweezy to suggest that oligopolists be-
have as if facing a kinked demand curve. 2 Such a curve is shown in Figure 10.4.

The kink in the demand curve stems from an asymmetry in the response of other
firms to one firm's price change. Suppose that the price initially is at Pk, the point of the
kink in the demand curve. Sweezy argued that if one firm raised its price, other sellers
might not follow the increase. The result would be that the firm would lose a significant

amount of sales. This is shown in Figure 10.4 as a relatively elastic demand curve above
the existing price, Pk.

In contrast, if the firm reduces its price below Pk, it is likely that the other firms will
follow suit in an attempt to maintain their market shares. As a result, the price cut by
the original firm will not add much to its sales. Figure 10.4 depicts this outcome as a rel-
atively inelastic demand curve below Pk -

Associated with the demand curve is a marginal revenue curve. For a linear demand
curve, the absolute value of the slope of the corresponding marginal revenue is twice as
great. Note that the kinked demand curve of Figure 10.4 consists of two linear curves

joined at Pk. Marginal revenue for prices above the kink is given by MR. For those be-

low the kink, it is MR2. At the point of the kink, the marginal revenue curve is a verti-

cal line that connects the two segments.3
The model assumes that the firm has a U-shaped marginal cost curve, MC, as shown

in Figure 10.4. As with previous models, the profit-maximizing output is determined by
equating marginal cost and marginal revenue. This output rate is Qk, and the price (as

given by the demand curve at Qk) is Pk. Note that the profit-maximizing solution occurs
at the kink because it is in the region where marginal revenue and marginal cost intersect.

Now suppose that increases in input prices cause the marginal cost curve to shift

upward to MC'. Profit maximization requires that marginal revenues again be set equal

to marginal costs. But for the marginal cost curve MC', the optimal output is still Qk

and the optimal price is still Pk Although the marginal cost has increased, there is no
change in the profit-maximizing price and quantity. The explanation is the vertical sec-

tion of the marginal revenue curve found at the kink in the demand curve. Even though

2p Sweezy, Demand Conditions Under Oligopoly," Journal of Political Economy (August 1939): 568-573.

Because the demand curve of Figure 10.4 has a kink at Q. the marginal revenue curve is said to be

discontinuous at Q k .Thc vcrtical line, ab, represents this discontinuity.
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the marginal cost curve shifted upward, it slill intersects marginal revenue in the region
where that curve is vertical. Hence, there is no change in the optimal output rate and
price in response to the input price increase.

Similarly, assume that more efficient production techniques or lower input prices
allowed the marginal revenue curve to shift downward as shown by 

MC' in Figure 10.4.As long as the new marginal cost curve intersects the vertical portion of the marginalrevenue curve, there will be no change in the P rofit-maximizing price and quantity. Thefirm will Continue to produce 
Qk units and the price will remain at Pk. For price and

quantity to change, the marginal cost curve must shift enough to cause it to intersect the
marginal revenue either above point a or below point b.
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The important implication of the kinked demand curve model is that firms in oh-

gopolistic market structures could experience substantial shifts in marginal costs and
still not vary their prices. This theoretical result is consistent with Sweezy's observation
that some oligopolistic markets exhibit very stable prices.

Case St&y
Something's Rigid in Denmark

An interesting and well-documented example of price rigidity involved a leather tan-

nery, in Denmark. While interviewing the managers of Danish firms about their pricing
policies, an economist discovered a firm that charged a higher price 101 dyed shoe

leather than it did for black leather. The price differential had existed since 1890, when
dyed leather was more expensive to make. However, by the time of the interview, the

dyed shoe leather had become less costly to produce. When queried as to why the pric-

ing policy had not been changed, the firm's manager responded:

Perhaps we ought to raise the price of black leather somewhat and lower
the price of dyed leather to a corresponding degree, but we dare not do so. The
fact is that we shall then run the risk of being unable to sell black leather shoes,
whereas our competitors will also reduce their prices for dyed shoes.*

The manager's explanation is consistent with the kinked demand curve modeL An
increase in the price of black leather shoes, unmatched by competitors, was perceived
as resulting in a substantial loss of sales. In contrast, a price cut on dyed shoes was ex-
pected to result in a price cut by competitors and, hence, little increase in sales-Thus, the
price differential between black and cfyed shoes was maintained even though relative

costs had changed. R

tB. Fog, industrial Pricing Policies (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1960), P. 130.

The kinked demand curve model can be criticized on at least two grounds. First, al-
though it explains the reluctance of ohigopolists to change prices, it provides no insight
into understanding how the price was originally determined. Thus the model is incom-
plete at best. Second, empirical research has not verified the predictions of the model.
George Stigler studied pricing in seven oligopolies 

.4 He found that firms in these in-
dustries were just as likely to match a price increase by a competitor as they were to fol-

tow a rival's cut in price.

4G. J. Stigler. "The Kinky Oligopoly Demand Curve and Rigid Prices," Journal of political Economy

(October 1947):432-449.
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When first proposed, Sweezy's kinked demand curve model was hailed as a general

theory of oligopoly Today, it is viewed in a more limited perspective as one of severaldescriptions of oligopoly behavior. In markets where the important firms are of nearlyequal size, the product is homogeneous, and selcrs are not yet certain how rivals \iilreact, the kinked demand curve model can be a useful tool for 
understanding pricingparticles. Where these Conditions are not met, this approach is less useful,

Key Concepts

• The kmkid demand curve model of ohge 	 s ba on toe• rivals will match price reductions, but not pri 	
assumption that

i ce increases,
• The kinked demand curve model predicts that price Chan

gopoJ	 markets.	 ges will be infrequent1noli 

Interdependence: The Cournot Model
The distinctive feature of the different oligopoly models is the way they attempt to cap-ture the interd

ependence of firms in the market. Perhaps the best known is the Cournot
model, which was developed by a French mathemaLic j fl in the early ISOOthe basic mod	 s. Althoughel is rather simplistic, it provides useful insights into industries with asmall number of sellers.

Cournot Duopoly 	
Consider a product for which demand is given by the equation 

P950 where QT is the total amount produced by all of the suppliers in the mar-ket. Assume that the marginal and average costs are Constant and equal to 
$50. The as-sumption of constant Costs is not critical to the analysis, but it 

simplifies the calculationsand makes the insights of the model more obvious,
Asa starting point, think about the results of having

its a monopolist in this market. Asingle firm would select output by equating marginal revenue and marginal cost. Forthe demand equation given, the Correspondin g marginal revenue equation is MR 950- 2 T. Thus, the Profit-maximizing quantity is the solution to
950— 2Q = 50

or Q . = 450. Substituting this rateof output back into the demand equation gives 
P = $500.Next consider a perfectly competjtje market. In this situation,

	 are driven tocosts. Hence, the optimal quantity is determined by P = Mc, which is the solution to
950 -	 50

or QT 900, The COlrespOiiding price is P 50. As predicted by economic theory,Price is 
higher and the rateof output lower for a monopoly supplier than in a perfectlycompetitive market,

Now Consider a market that has two sellersa duopoly. In analyzing this case, anassumption must be made rc gardifg how the two firms respond to one another. TheCoumot model assumes that each firm chooses a rate of output to maximize its profits,
in the belief that the other firm will continue to produce the same rate of output as it
did in the previous period Although each 

firm will, in all p robability, change its output
from period to period, the two firms are assumed to remain oblivious to this adjustmeiit
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For the duopoly case, QT in the demand equation P 950 - Q T is the sum of the

output produced by the first firm, q 1 , and the second firm, q2. Because firm I believes

that firm 2 will not change its rate of output, firm 1 will behave like a monopolist in de-
termining its profit-maximizing quantity. That is, because q 2 is assumed constant, the

marginal revenue equation for firm 1 is

•	 dTR	 d[(950 - q L - q2)q11
MR 1 -

dq1	 dq1

Similarly, firm 2 uses MR 2 = 950 - q 1 - 2q2. In both cases, the profitma XimtZiflg rate

of ou4ut is determined by setting margin1 revenue equal to marginal cost. That is,

Firm 	 950—q2-2qt50

Firm 	 950—q1---2q250

Solving each equation for the output of the firm gives

Firm 1	 q1 450 - 0.5q2	 (10-1)

Firm 2 q2 450 - 0.5q1 (10-2)

Equations (10-1) and (10-2) show the rate of output for each firm based on the outpu

the 
managers expect the other firm to produce. For example, if firm 2 is expected to pro

duce 200 units, the profit-maximizing rate of output for firm 1 
Will be 350 units. Simi

larly, if firm 1. is expected to produce 200 units, then firm 2 will produce 350 units. Equa
tions (10-1) and (10-2) are referred to as reaction functionsbecause they describe ho
each firm reacts to the output choice of the other. These reaction functions are poi

trayed graphically in Figure 10.5.

At some point in time, suppose
:thatfirm l assumes that firm 2 will produce 200 unil

of output. Based on its reaction function, firm I will produce 350 units. If firm I product
350 units, firm 2s reaction function specifies that it should then produce 275 units- Bi

quantity of 350 units is no longer oi
at an output rate of 275 units fromirm 2, firm l's 
tial, so it will alter its output based on its reaction function. When firm 1 changes, the
m firm 2 needs to make an adjustment. As long as the output of one firm is different tha

that used by the other in selecting its optimal quantity, there will be adjustment.
The market will reach an equilibrium when each firm's output expectation ahoi

the other turns out to be correct. Mathematically, this is determined by simultaneousl
solving equations (10-1) and (10-2).ThiS can be done by substituting 450 - 0.5q 2 for

in equation (10-2), which gives
450 - 0.5(450 - 0.5q2)

or q2 = 300. Substituting this value into equation (10-1) yields q 1 = 300.Thus, when eac,

firm produces 300 units, the market has reached an equilibrium. This result can also b

shown graphically. Note that in Figure 10-5, the two reaction curves intersect at 300 unit
of output for each firm. This point of intersection is the graphical equivalent of solvin

equations (10-1) and (10-2) simultaneously.

The Cournot Model with n Finns Although the duopoly market structure is the
easiest, the Cournot approach can be used to analyze industries with more than two
firms. The mathematics will not be developed here, but for an industry with n firms,

the total equilibrium output for a Cournot oligopoly is given by
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Q Q(.L)	
(10-3)

where n z2 I and Qc is the output resulting from a perfectly competitive market.
In the previous section, it was determined that Q = 900. For the case of a monop-

oly, n 1. Thus, equation (10-3) implies that a monopolist's output would be 450 units
and the combined output of two duopolists (n 2) would be 600 units. These are the
same values that were calculated in the previous section. In general, note that as n be-comes large, the value of n/(n + 1) apprOaches unity. This means that as the number of
firms  in the niirket increases, the combined output of those firms approaches that of aperfectly competitive market. But as output increases because of more firms partici-
pating in the market, the demand equation, P = 950 - Q7-, implies that price must de-
crease. Thus, the Cournot model suggests that increased competition, as measured by
the number of firms in the market, drives p1 ices down toward costs.

Table 10.3 shows outputs, prices, and economic profits for different numbers of firms
in a Cournot oligopoly. Profits were computed by multiplying output times (price -
marginal cost). Note that economic profits decline as the number of firms increases and
that maximum profit is obtained when there is a single seller in the market.
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Number of Firms	 Total Output	 Price	 Profit

450
	

$500
	

$202,500

	

2	 600
	

350
	

180,000

	

4	 720
	

230
	

129,600

	

8	 800
	

150
	

80,000

	

16	 847
	

103
	

14,891

	

32	 873
	

77
	

23,571

	

64	 886
	

64
	

12,404

	

128	 893
	

57
	

6.251

	

1,000
	

899
	

51
	

899

Key Cncept'

In the Cournot modeL each firm rnakei ii.i.pu1 de..iziin :tcsLIrfl:fl.t1Lt-(,hCV

firms will prcrduce the same amount as be ore.
As tile number of firms increasthe Cc. irnc rsu]	 aL e.hc .fl_tL1
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Cartels and Collusion
In oligopolistic industries, vigorous price competition among firms tends to drive prices
down and to reduce profits. Consequently, in such industries there is a strong incentive
for managers to avoid price competition. One alternative is to collude and set prices at
or near the monopoly level.

Although there may he difficulties ih formulating an agreement or in dividing the
profit, successful collusion can result in substantial benefits for all of the firms involved.
Thus, there is a natural tendency for collusion to occur in such industries. This tendency
may take the form of explicit price-fixing agreements, price leadership, or other practices
that reduce competition between the firms in the market. The exact nature of the collu-
sion in an industry is determined by the specific characteristics of the market and by con-
straints imposed by government policy. Still, a useful model of oligopoly behavior can be
formulated based on the assumption that many managerial decisions are directed to-
ward avoiding active competition and maintaining pricing discipline in the industry.

Collusion and Cheaters Althoughsuccessful collusion can improve the profitabil-
ity of all the firms in -an industry, any one firm can benefit still more by cheating on the
agreement. For example, if the managers in an industry collude and raise prices, an in-
dividual firm will he able to increase its share of the market and its total profit by of-
fering a price slightly below that charged by other firms.

The benefits of cheating on a collusive agreement are illustrated by Figure 10.6.
Consider a firm participating in an oligopolistic market. Assume that the firms in the
market all agree to charge a price P. If average and marginal costs are constant and
equal, as illustrated by the figure, economic profit earned by each member of the cartel
is shown by the rectangle P1abc.
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If every firm in the industry reduces its price, the demand cu re faced by the indi-
vidual firm will be DD, as shown in Figure 10.6.71bis curve is relativ Ay inelastic because
any increase in sales for the firm associated with lower prices must i esult from increased
demand for the industry's product.

Now assume that one firm cheats on the collusive agreemer t and unilaterally re-
duces its price to P2. If the price cut is undetected and umn atch d, the demand curve
faced by this firm will be dd, and quantity demanded will increa ;e frOnt Q1 to Q2. This
increase results from sales of the product to new customers and F om sales to customers
who previously purchased from other firms.

By selling at a lower price, P.,, the firm will lose profits on the Q1 units that it was
selling at the higher price. But this loss will be more than reco ued by profits on the ad-
ditional sales, Q2 - G. The loss is shown in Figure 10.6 as the s'.iaded rectangle P1aeP2.
But the gain is the much larger shaded rectangle, efgb. Hence, by cheating, the firm is
able to earn additional economic profits. A similar opporturuty is available to all the
other firms in the industry.

As long as the other tirms adhere to the price-fixing agreement, the cheater will
continue to earn additional profit. Eventually, however, other firms will become aware
of the actions of the cheater and will reduce their prices. When this occurs, the price-
fixing agreement starts to fall apart. Unless there is a mechanism for restoring price
discipline in the industry, the firms may revert to active price competition.
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Key Cw*cepts
By collurnng to avoid price competition ftrms in oligopolistic markets can m
cieaSe I-c total profit to b6ihared
Imiividua' firms'  can gain eren more bv setting a slightly lover p'ice and in
ieasmg tL tT inarke share at the eçi e ot other members of the cartel

Case Study
Raising th Price of Unleavened Bread: The Matzo Conspiracy

Fr 3,00(1 years, matzo has been used by Jewish people to commemorate Moses' lead-
inj the children of Israel out of bondage in Egypt. This flat, unleavened bread is eaten
at assover to symbolize a departure so hasty that the Israelites couldn't wait for their
bred to rise.

For many years, the ancient tradition of eating matzo bread at Passover has pro-
vide a small number of producers with a profitable business. Because the product has
religious significance, demand for matzo tends to be rather insensitive to price and to
changes in economic conditions.

For seven decades, three firms dominated the market for matzo in the United
States,But in May 11991 ,the executive officers of these three firms were indicted by a
federal grand jury for colluding to fix the price of matzo. A few months later, Manis-
chewit, the largest of the three firms, was fined $1,000,000 by a federal judge and also
agreed b give several million dollars more in cash and food to charities to settle several
private price-fixing cases that were pending.

Thi suit against Manischewitz alleges that the origin of the collusion was a price
war in Ckicago involving gefilte fish. When the price cutting on gefilte spread to matzo,
executives of the three leading matzo producers met together to arrange a truce that
would sta5ilize prices. Once communication had been established, the executives went
a step further and began to meet together on a regular basis to collude on price hi-
creases for matzo. Beginning in- 1981 they met each fall for five years to decide how
much the, price of matzo would be raised for the following Passover season. During that
period, the price of matzo increased by nearly 38 percent, while the price index for all
other food items increased by only 25 percent.

Although the antitrust actian ended price fixing of matzo, it did not result in lower
prices to consumers In 1991, Manischewitz acquired one of the two other firms and now
controls 90 percent of the U.S. market for matzo.0
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Price Leadership

U.S. antitrust laws male explicit c
ollusiondifficult and potentially costly. As a result, oh-gopolists Sometimes use other methods to avoid active competition. One of the most

prevalent is price leadership. Basically, price leadership occurs when one firm in i tiateschanges in price and the other firms in the industry follow the lead of the first firm. Fre-
quently, the practice of price leadership in an industry first occurred during a period
when large price fluctuations and cutthroat pricing were the rule. As a result of price
leadership, price changes came to be made infrequently and in 

WS designed to main-
tain price discipline in the industry. Two forms of price leadership are considered here:
dominant firm and barornettic pjicr ieadership.
Dominant Finn Price Leadership 

Consider an industry consisting of a single large firmand several smaller firms. The large firm may have achieved its position by being the firstseller in the industry, because it has lower costs resulting  fimm- scale economies, or by virtue
of superior management Skill. Whatever the reason, assume that the firm is now able to dic-
tate prices in the industry. Smaller firms that fail to conform may find themselves in a price
war that they cannot survive. However, because the price dictated by the dominant firm is
likely to be higher than would result from active competition, the small firms probably 

willam more profit by allowing the dominant finn to take the lead in price setting. From the
Perspective of the industry leader, a closel y followed pattern of price leadership eliminates
the cost of enforcing industry price discipline. Also, if a large firm is too aggressive in com

-peting in a market, it may be prosecuted for illegal monopolization under antitrust statutes.
Figure 10.7 describes pricing and output decisions with dominant firm price lead-ership. Let DT DT represent total demand. If the small firms in an industry look to the

dominant firm to establish price, the y can be viewed as price takers. As such, their be-havior is similar to firms in perfect competition. If they can sell all they produce at the
market price, they maximize profits by producing until price equals marginal cost. The
implication of this assumption is that the marginal cost curve for each small firm shows
the output that it will produce at various prices established by the dominant firm. Thus,
the total output supplied by all the small firms is the sum of their marginal cost curves.
This curve is shown in Figure 10.7 as! MC.

If the dominant firm is content to set a price and let its small rivals supply as much
as they want, the large firm can bethought of as supplying the residual demand. For ex-
ample, if the price is set at P0, the small firms will meet total market demand and thedominant firm will have no sales because there is no residual demand. It is obvious,
therefore, that price will beset below Po. The demand curve faced by the industry leadercan easily be dctermjned for any price level. It is the horizontal distance between thetotal demand curve, D 7D7, and the! MCF curve. The leader's demand curve is shownon Figure 10.7 as DL DL. The associated marginal revenue curve is MRL .The curve MC1 

is the dominant firm's marginal cost curve. It is shown as being be-low the! MCF CWVe to indicate a cost advantage of the price leader. Because the small
firms follow the lead of the dominant seller, the dominant firm acts as a 

monopolist.Taking DL DL 
as the firm's demand curve, it maximizes profils by choosing the rate ofoutput where marginal revenue equals marginal cost. Thus. output for the price leaderwill be QL . The Profit.maxjjng price, L, is determined by the price leader's demandcurve. At this price, output of the small firms is determined from the 

DT DT and DL Dcurves to be Q7 - Q t units.	 L
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Dominant firm price leadership is less common today than in years past. At one
time. firms such as U.S. Steel, Firestone, Alcoa, and IBM were the acknowledged price
setters in their markets. Over time, however, market growth, technological change, new
U.S. producers, and foreign competitic5fl have reduced their dominance. Although still

leaders, their relative importance has diminished.

Barometric Price Leadership 
Price leadership can occur even if there is no domi-

nant firm in a market. Where price changes occur only in response to clear and widely
understood changes in market conditions, a pattern of barometric price leadership may
evolve. For example, suppose that a union wage settlement has increased labor costs in
the industry or that fuel costs have risen. Either of these events will increase costs. One
firm in the industry may take the lead in announcing that, due to higher costs, it is nec-
essary to increase prices. Because the price hike reflects industrywide cost changes,
other firms are likely to follow suit and increase their prices.

Similarly, if stagnating sales are being experiesseed by all firms, one seller may an
nounce a price cut to stimulate the demand for its product. If it is well understood that
the price reduction is a response to changing market conditions and not an attempt to
increase market share at the expense of competitors, the action is unlikely to precipi-
tate a price war. Rather, other firms .rjJJ match the first firm's price change in an orderly

and nonthreatening manner.
With barometric price leadership, it is not necessary that the same firm always func-

tion as the price leader. The critical requirement for being a. leader is the ability to inter-
pret market conditions and propose price changes that other firms are willing to follow.
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Thus, it may he somewhat misleading to define this pattern of behavior as price leadership.
Rather, it represents an accepted and legal method of signaling a need for price changes.

Key Concepts
• Dominant firmprice leadership involves a sin gle firm setting itc proflt-maxnpo

price and the other firms in the industry charging t same price
• BaromL trn price leadership is a method of signalm th it Lhanges in costs or de-

rv,-quire a price change

Case Study
Reestablishing Price Discipline in the Steel Industry

Until the earl y 1960s. U.S. Steel was the leader in setting prices in the steel industry.
However, in 1962, a price increase announced by U.S. Steel provoked so much criticism
from customers and elected officials, especially President John F. Kennedy, that the firm
became less willing to act as the price leader. As a result, the industry evolved from
dominant firm to baiometric price leadership. This new form involved one firm testing
the waters by announcing a price change and then U.S. Steel either confirming or re-
jecting the change by its reaction.

In 1968, U.S. Steel found that its market share was declining. The compan y respondedby secretly cutting prices to large Customers. This action was soon detected b y Bethlehem
Steel, which cut its posted price of steel from $113.50 to $88.50 per ton. Within three weeks,
all of the other major producers, U.S. Steel included, matched Bethlehem's new price.

The lower industry price was not profitable for the industry members. Conse-
quently, U.S. Steel signaled its desire to end the price war by posting a higher price.
Bethlehem waited nine days and responded with a slightly lower price than that of U.S.
Steel. U.S. Steel quickly dropped its price to Bethlehem's level. Having been given no-
tice that U.S. Steel was once again willing to play by industr y rules. Bethlehem an-
nounced a price increase to $125 per ton. All of the other major producers quickly fol-
lowed suit, and industry discipline was restored. Note that the price of $125 per ton was
higher than the original price of $113.50

MARKET STRUCTURE AND BARRIERS TO ENTRY

Many factors can contribute to the existence of a particular market structure. However,
in the long run, Conditions of entry may he the most important determinant. Difficul-
ties encountered in entering an industry are often referred to as harriers to entry.
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There is some disagreement among economists as to what constitutes a barrier to
entry. Barn argues that entry barriers should be defined in terms of any advantage that
existing firms hold over potential competitors. 5 In contrast, Stigler contends that for any
given rate of output, only those costs that must be borne by new entrants but that are not
borne by firms already in the industry should be considered in assessing entry barriers.'

'P.vo examples illustrate the difference in philosophy. Suppose that one firm had
control over all the iron ore deposits in the United States. As a result, new entrants into
the steel industry could get ore only by transporting it from Canada or another foreign
supplier. Transportation costs would cause potential competitors to have higher costs of
producing steel than those of the existing firm.This disadvaiiiage could prevent the new
firms from successfully entering the market. Both the Bain Ind the Stigler criteria for a
barrier to entry are satisfied in this example. Alternatively, assume that iron ore deposits
are equally available to the existing and the potential new firhis, but that the existing.
firm is large  enough to take advantage of highly efficient production technologies. If
new entrants build plants of small scale, their costs may be so high that they cannot sell
steel at a price competitive with the established firm. That is, successful entry requires
construction of plants that are large enough to take advantage of economies of scale.
Bain would consider this condition a barrier to entry because of the difficulties in co-
ordinating and raising capital for large-scale entry. However, Stig!er's definition would
not recognize scale economies as an entry barrier because the old and tlWnw firms
both face the same cost conditions. That is, for any given rate of output produced, the
cost per unit would be the same for the new entrant as for an existing firm.

From a strictly conceptual point of view, the Stigler position that entry barriers
should be confined to problems faced by new, but not existing, firms has appeal. But the
Bain definition is the more useful of the two approaches. By including all factors that
impede entry into an industry, it provides a better framework for understanding the de-
terminants of market structure.

Sources of Barriers to Entry
Although there are many possible factors that restrict entry, this discussion focuses on
four of the most important. The first is product differentiation.A firm that has convinced
consumers that its product is significantly better than the product of new entrants has an
advantage. The new firm may be forced to sell its product at a lower price that may not
generate an adequate profit. There is no requirement that the product really be superior,
only that consumers perceive it as more desirable. For example, some aspirin manufac-
turers have extolled the virtues of, their product for decades. The result is that the typi-
cal consumer has a subjective feeling that Bayer and other well-advertised aspirins are
superior to other brands—despite their being chemica lly identical. Thc ability of finns
such as Bayer to differentiate their product allows them to capture a larger share of the
-market, charge higher prices, and earn economic profit. Even if new firms were to spend
as much on advertising each year as Bayer, it would be unlikely that they could ever
catch up. Bayer's long tenure in the market has generated strong consumer loyalties that
are difficult for new firms to overcome. Thus, a barrier to entry exists,

J. S. Bain, Barriers to New Competition (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1956). pp. 3-5.
60 J. Stigler, The Organization of Industry (Burr Ridge, IL: Richard D. Irwin, 1968),pp. 67-70.
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A second restriction on entry is control of inputs by existing suppliers. If potential
entrants cannot easily obtain the capital, raw materials, and labor needed to produce
their product, entry may be difficult. Examples include scarcity of natural resources, lo-
cational advantages, and managerial talent.

Legal restrictions such as patent protection are a third source of entry barriers. hi
some industries, patents held by existing firms make it virtually impossible for other
businesses to produce a comparable product. Exclusive franchises granted by the gov-
ernment are another form of legal restriction. For example, an electric company may
have a legal right to be the sole supplier of electricity in its service area.

Scale economies are a fourth source of barriers to entry. As shown in Figure 10.8, if
the production process exhibits economies of scale, a large, existing firm, producing at
an output rate of QE, Will have lower average costs than a new firm attempting to enter
the industry on a small scale, such as QN. As a result, the new entrant may not be able
to operate profitably at a price that allows existing firms to earn substantial economic
profit. At the same time, any effort to enter the industry on a larger scale may be frus-
trated by difficulties of obtaining capital and putting together the necessary organiza-
tion. Thus, the ability of existing firms to expand gradually as compared to the need for
new entrants to start out with considerable production capacity can be a substantial ad-
vantage for existing firms. A good example is the automobile industry. Because of the
economies of scale associated with the manufacture and sale of automobiles, no new do-
mestic producer has successfully entered the industry in over sixty years

Spectrum of Market Structures
As discussed in chapter 9, there are few markets that can properly be categorized as
being either perfectly competitive or true monopolies. The majority of markets lies in
the intermediate range characterized by monopolistic competition and oligopoly.
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:

Perfect	 Monopolistic	 Dominant Firm
Competition	 Competition	 Oligopoly	 Oligopoly	 Monopoly

Agriculture	 Movie theaters
Futures	 Printing

trading	 Retailing
Restaurants
Dresses
Poultry
Yarns
Sheet metal

Automobiles
Cereal
Cigarettes
Beer
Oil refining
Steel
Newspapers
Chewing gum

Aircraft (Boeing) 	 Electric and
Canned soup	 gas

(Campbell)	 utilities
Film (Kodak)
Detergents

(Procter &
Gamble

Table 10.4 shows a spectrum of market structures and representative industries in each
category. Although agriculture is listed under perfect competition, it does not meet all
the requirements for that designation. Rather, it is an industry that comes very close
to being perfectly competitive. Similarly, electric and gas companies may have legal
monopolies in their service areas, but they still face some competition from substitute
services. Thus, even they are not true monopolies.

Note that two types of oligopolies are shown in Table 10.4. The first type (listed in
the third column) consists of a small number of firms of nearly equal size. The second
type (shown in the fourth column) has a dominant firm. These dominant firms are
shown in parentheses with each industry and supply a large share of total industry out-
put. For example, several firms manufacture film in the United States. However, Kodak
is still the dominant firm in that industry. The market shares of other U.S. film manu-
facturers are small.

Xey Concepts

• hr the lQng run, barriers to ePtry tny be the most important determinant f
market  structurt.

• Sources of entry barriers inc'ude control of scarce inputs, product differentia-
don legal factors and scale economies

• Most markets resemble monopolistic competition and oligopoly more than
perfect competition and monopoly

.
(t.cJC

Triers to Entry: New York Taxi Drivers and Australian Fishermen

To limit the number and regulate the operations of taxicab drivers, in 1937 the city of
New York required all cab drivers to purchase a license. These licenses were called
medallions and were sold for $10 each. At that time, 11.787 medallions were issued and
no additional licenses have been granted in the intervening years. Thus,those who own
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the medallions are part of a taxi service monopoly in New York. A legal barrier to en-
try exists, which prevents others from entering this market.

Although the supply of licensed taxicabs has not changed, the demand for taxi set-
vice has increased dramatically since 1937. As a result, the medallions have become ex-
tremely valuable, because ownership of a medallion confers upon the owner an oppor-
tunity to earn economic profits. Essentially, a taxicab license is worth the present value
of the future profit stream that it can generate. By the 1990s, New York City taxi medal-
lions were selling for over $200,000.

The legal barrier to entry in New York , City has resulted in an excess demand for
taxi service that has caused problems. Nonlicensed cabs cruise the streets of New York
and illegally pick up passengers. Sometimes their presence results in violent confronta-
tions with medallion drivers. Another difficulty, is that licensed drivers, with ample op-
portunities in downtown New York. are often unwilling to pick up or deliver customers
to bad neighborhoods or outlying areas. One solution has been to authorize a limited
number-of nonmedallion cars. These vehicles can respond to a telephone request for
taxi service, but are not allowed to pick up people who want to hail a cab from the street.

New York taxis are not the only example of monopoly resulting from a barrier to
entry created by govermnental restrictions. In Australia, offshore fishing is regulated by
the Depatnient of Fisheries. In order to fish Australia's easial waters, fishermen inut
obtain a license from the department. But only a limited number of licenses are issued
and, once obtained, the license rants a permanent right to fish in a specified area. The
purpose of licensing is to prevent the region from being depleted by overlishing.

Because their number is restricted, these licenses can be extremely valuable. For
example, one fishing area off the southern coast of Australia is a prolific source of giant
prawns. But only 39 boats are authorized to operate there. Consequently, licenses have
sold for more than $900,000. This high price can be justified by the $400,000 to $500,000
in prawns that can be harvested during each year's 120-day fishing season.

ADVERTISING
Of the market structures listed in Table 10.4, advertising is most important to firms in
monopolistically competitive and oligopolistic markets. By definition, firms in perfect
competition sell an undifferentiated product. Because they can sell all they produce at
the market price, they have no need to advertise. At the other extreme, as a single seller,
a monopolist does not need to advertise to maintain its market share. Rather, dollars
spent on advertising by monopolists and near monopolists are intended to increase to-
tal demand for the firm's product. Usually, advertising expenditures are a relatively
small fraction of total revenues.

Monopolistic competition differs from perfect competition in that monopolistically
competitive firms sell a slightly differentiated product. Advertising is one way of achiev-
ing product differentiation. Advertising also is important in oligopolistic markets
where it is intended to increase a firm's market share. Competition through advertising
may aisu serve m a partial substitute for. active price competition in such ilidustrieN.
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Consequently, firms in oligopolistic markets often spend a large proportion of their to-

1 revenues on advertising.
How should managers determine the amount to spend on advertising? in Figure

10.9, let DD be the demand curve before advertising and D'D' the curve after adver-
tising. In analytical terms, the objective of advertising is to shift the demand curve to the
right and make demand less elastic. Note that the figure implies that if advertising is ef-
fective, more of the product can be sold at each price, and price changes have a smaller
effect on quantity demanded

But as with inputs in the production process, the marginal effectiveness of adver-
tising diminishes as additional advertising dollars are spent. That is, advertising is sub-
ject to diminishing marginal returns.Thre may be several reasons why this occurs. First,
to the extent that advertising conveys information to consumers, there may be a limit
to the amount of information a person wants to obtain or is able to process. If advertis-
ing proes beyond this limit, little additional benefit will be received. Second, con-

'sumers may become irritated if a product is advertised too often. If this happens, they
may react by ignoring the information or by developing a distaste for the product. Fi-
nally, if one firm in an oligopoly increases its advertising rate, it may cause other firms
to respond with extensive advertising campaigns of their own.Thus, the advertising may
be primarily self-canceling and no single firm will benefit.

If advertising can increase demand but at the same time is subject to diminishing
marginal returns, there is an optimal rate of advertising expenditure for the firm, as
shown in Figure 10.10. The line M'rrA represents the marginal profitability of advertis-
ing. That is, it shows the extra dollars in profit earned on sales resulting from an addi-
tional unit of advertising (e.g., a 1-minute television commercial or a page in a maga-
zine). Note that the line is downward sloping because of diminishing marginal returns
to advertising. The line MCA depicts the marginal cost of a unit of advertising. It is also
shown as downward sloping because quantity discounts are frequently available to
large advertisers. For example, Procter & Gamble spends over $1 billion on advertising
each year. The firm's volume of advertising enables it to purchase time and space at a
lower cost than is available to smaller firms.
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The advertising decision A made like other resource allocation decisions—the ac-
tivity is increased until marginal benefit equals marginal cost. In the example, this oc-
curs at A*, where the extra profit resulting from an additional unit of advertising just
equals the cost of buying one more unit. Beyond that point, additional advertising ex-
penditures would exceed the additional profit they generate for the firm.

SUMMARY

Chamberlin's model of monopolistic competition assumes case of entry and exit and a
large number of small sellers. It differs from perfect competition by viewing sellers as
providing products that are slightly differentiated. Thus, firms have some control over
price. In the short run, profits are maximized by equating marginal revenue and mar-
ginal cost, and there are economic profits. In the long run, entry of new firms causes
prices to fall and eliminates economic profits. The theory of monopolistic competition
has a limited scope of application, but the model makes a useful contribution to eco-
nomic analysis by calling attention to the importance of product differentiation.

Oligopolistic markct structures have many buyers but only a small number of sell-
ers. The product may be either differentiated or undifferentiated. Typically, entry into
the industry is somewhat difficult. An important difference between oligopoly and
other market structures is that oligopolists recognize their interdependence. Thus, in
making decisions, managers must consider the effect an other firms and the probable
response of those firms.

There is no single theory that describes all aspects of oligopoly behavior. However,
specific models capture certain elements. The kinked demand curve model assumes that
competitors will follow price reductions but not price increases. The implication is that
price changes will be infrequent in oligopolistic markets.
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In the Cournot model of oligopoly, each firm makes its profit-maximizing output
decision on the assumption that other firms will not change their rate of output. Using
the Cournot assumption, it can be shown that output increases and the price decreases
as the number of firms in the market increases.

Oligopolists have an incentive to collude and avoid aggressive competition. By col-
lusion, the firms can increase their total profit. But individual firms can gain even more
if they cheat on a collusive agreement. The success of a cartel depends on its ability to
detect and punish cheaters.

Price leadership is a substitute for illegal collusion. Where there is a dominant firm,
thuf cipplir will charge its profit-maximizing price and smaller firms will charge the
same price. Barometric price leadership involves firms signaling each other that
changes in demand or costs require a price change.

Barriers to entry are probably the most important long-rim determinant of market
structure. Entry barriers can result from control of scaice inputs, prnduct differentia-
tion, legal factors, and economies of scale.

To maximize profit, the firm should increase its advertising expenditures until the
marginal profit generated by advertising equals the cost of the last unit of advertising.

Discussion Questions
10-1. Is product differentiation important in the breakfast cereal industry? Explaiit.
10-2. Which of the following markets could be considered monopolistically co *

tive? Explain.
a. Network television.
b. Low-priced pens.
c. Restaurants..
d. Automobiles.

10-3 In monopolisticaily competitive markets, why is the firm's demand curve assumed
to he relatively more elastic in the long run than in the short run?

10-4. Monopolistic competition assumes slightly differentiated products, but the aver-
age and marginal cost curves used in the analysis are those of a typical or repre-
sentative,firm.'Are these assumptions consistent? Explain.

10-5. Suppose that there are 5.000 firms selling candy by mail to people in the Pacific
Northwest. Could this market be characterized as monopolistically competitive?
If 5,000 firms are selling concrete in the same region, could that market be con-
sidered monopolistically competitive? Explain.

10-6. Why might oligopolists be more likely to match a price cut than a price increase
by a competitor?

10-7. Contracts for electric generating equipment are often awarded on the basis of
sealed bids. As an employee of the U.S. Department of Justice, what would you
look for as an indication of price fixing in the electric machinery industry?

10-8. Why would smaller firms be content to let a large firm practice dominant firm
price leadership in an industry?

10-9. Accumulated experience may allow firms that have been producing for many
years to have lower costs than new entrants in a market. Would this learning by
doing be a barrier to-entry as defined by Bain? What about using Stigler's defin-
ition of entry barriers?
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10-10. Are service industries more likely to be near the monopoly or the competitive
end of the spectrum of market structures? 'Why?

Problems

10	 In Goi.ham City the movie market is monopolistically competitive. In the long
run, the demand for movies at the Silver Screen theater is given by the equation

P = 5.00 - 0.002Q

where Q is the number of paid admissions per month. The average cost function
is given by

AC = 6.00 - 0.004Q + 0.000001Q2

axime profit. what price should the managers of Silver Screen charge?
What will he the number of paid admissions per month?

b. How much economic profit will the firm earn?
10-2. The demand equation for a firm operating in a inonopolistically competitive mar-

ket is given by P = 4.75 - 0.2Q. Average cost for the firm is given by AC = 5 -
0.3Q + 0.01()2. The firm is in long-run equilibrium.
a. What is the profit-inaiiiiiziug price and quantity?
b. How much economic profit will the firm earn?

10-3. EnviroEast can produce recycled paper at a constant marginal cost of $0.50 per
pound. Currently, the frrn is selling 500,000 pounds each year at S0.60 per
pound. Managers of EnviroEast are considering increasing the price i $090
per pound. Demand elasticity is constant and equals —0.6 if the price increase is
matched by competitors and —4.0 if it is not matched. Management believes
there is a 70 percent chance that other firms will follow Envi.roEast's lead and
increase their prices.
a. If managers are risk neutral. should the proposed price change be imple-

mented? Explain.
b. Write an equation for the expected change in profit as a function of the prob-

ability that the price increase will be matched by the other firms. What proba-
bility would make a risk-neutral manager indifferent to the change?

10-4. 'the price of steel is currently at $400 per ton. Pennsylvania Steel faces a kinked
demand curve with a demand equation

P = 600 - 0.5Q

for prices above the present price of $400 and

P = 700 - 0.75Q

for prices below $400. The firm's marginal cost curve is given by an equation with
the general form

MC = a+ bQ

a. If a = 50 and b = 0.25,graph the demand, marginal revenue and marginal cost
curves. Using the graph, determine the profit-maximizing quantity for Penn-
sylvania Steel.
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b. Starting from a = 50, how much can the constant term of the marginal cost
equation increase before the profit-maximizing quantity decreases? How much
can the coefficient decrease before the profit-maximizing quantity increases?

10-5. If other firms in an oligopolistic industry do not respond to changes in the price
of a firm's product, the demand curve is Q = 700 - 50? HOwever, if other firms
always match the firm's price, the demand curve is Q' = 200 lOPa. If the firm's marginal cost is $8.00, what is the profit-maximizing quantity and

price?
b. If the firm's marginal cost increases to $11.50. what will he the profitmavizjng

quantity and price?
10-6. At present, the price of copper tubing is $1 per foou..Lyon, Inc. is considering en-

tering the industry by building .a facility that will produce 40 million feet of tub-
ing per year. It is estimated that the average cost curve for manufacturing coppertubing is given by the equation

AC = 1.21 - 0.010Q + 0.000102

where AC is average cost per foot (including a normal profit) and Q is millions
Of feet per year.
a. If the price of copper tubing remains unchanged, should Lyon, Inc. build the

planned production facility? Why or why not?
b. At a price of $1 per foot, what is the rate of output per year necessary to earn

at least a normal profit?
c. Suppose the probability is 0.7 that the price will stay at. $1 per pound and 0.3

that Lyon's entry will cause the price to drop to $0.90 per pound. If managers
are risk neutral, should they build the production facility? Why or why not?

10-7. The demandfór spring water is given by? = 1000 -	 where Q is the total
amountof the product sold. Thepiarginal cost i3 zero. The firms in the market be-
have like Cournot oligopolists.
a. If there are two firms, determine the reaction functions for each firm. What

will be the equilibrium price and equilibrium total output?
b. What would be the price and Output for a monopolist?
c. What would be the price and output if there were six firms in the market?

10-8. Two firms face a demand equation given by P 200,000 6(q 1 + q-,), where q1and q2 are the outputs of the two firms. The total cost equations for the two firms
are given by

TC1 = 8,000 q 1 and TC2 = 81000 q2

a. If each of the firms sets its own output rate to maximize its profits, assuming
that the other firm holds its rate of output constant, what will be the equilib-
rium price?

b. How much output will each finn produce?
c. How much profit will each firm earn?
d. If the firms collude, what will be the monopoly price arid output?
e. If profits from collusion are shared equally, how much profit will each firm earn?

10-9. Wyngate, a small manufacturing firm, is considering building a plant capable of
producing 25 million wood pencils per year. Economies of scale are the only im-
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portant barrier to entry in the industry. It is estimated that the average cost func-
tion is given by

AC = 100.000 - 1.000Q + 10.0Q

where Q is measured in millions of pencil 's per year. The current wholesale price
of pencils is $75,000 per million, and this price will not he affected by the entry of
Wyngate into the industry. What is the minimum output rate necessary to allow a
firm to earn at least a normal profit? Will Wyngate he able to successfully enter
the industry?

Problems Requiring Calculus

10-10. Southern, Inc. operates in a monopo l istically competitive market. The demand
equation faced by Southern is given by P = 350 - Q, and the firm's long-run to-
tal cost equation is given by TC = 53Q - 2Q2 + 0.05Q3 .
a. What are the equilibrium price and rate of output for the firm?
h. Compute the economic profit earned by the firm.
c. Determine whether the equilibrium rate of output calculated in part (a) meets

the marginal revenue equals marginal cost test.
10-11. The demand for spring water is P = 1,000 and marginal cost is zero. There

are two firms in the market, and each firm believes that the other will respond to
a one-unit decrease in output by increasing its output by one-half unit. For ex-
ample, if firm 1 reduces output by one Unit, firm 2 will respond by increasing iLs
output by one-half unit.
a. Compute the marginal revenue equations for each firm.
h. Compute the reaction functions for each firm.
c. What will be the equilibrium price and the total output for the industry? How

do the price and output compare to those computed for the Cournot duopoly
in problem 10-7?

10-12. For Jensen Associates, profit as a function of advertising is given by the following
equation:

Total Profit = 500 + 50A - A2

where A is units of advertising and each advertising unit costs $4.
a. Mathematically determine the optimal rate of advertising.
b. Now suppose that quantity discounts are available for purchases of advertis-

ing and that the marginal cost of an additional unit of advertising is given by

MC = 60 - 3A

Determine the profit maximizing rate of advertising. Explain.


